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PREFACE 

This  part  is  devoted  to  fragments  of  hitherto  unknown  Greek  poetry.  Two  of 

the  pieces  contain  elegiac  verses,  the  rest  are  hexameters,  or  commentaries  and 

lexica  which  illuminate  hexameter  verses.  For  their  recognition,  assembly,  and 

interpretation  the  scholarly  world  is  under  a  unique  debt  to  Mr.  Lobel. 

As  was  the  case  with  Parts  XXIII  and  XXVI,  financial  responsibility  for  the 

cost  of  publication  has  been  assumed  by  the  Jowett  Copyright  Trustees,  to  whom 

we  should  like  to  express  the  Society's  thanks.  We  are  grateful  also  to  Dr.  John 
Rea  for  compiling  the  index,  and  the  Oxford  University  Printer  for  his  care. 

Part  XXXI,  which  will  not  be  long  delayed  after  the  appearance  of  this  part, 

will  return  to  the  older  pattern,  and  contains  a  large  number  of  religious  and 

documentary  texts  in  addition  to  fragments  of  literature 

E.  G.  TURNER 

T.  C.  SKEAT 

Johit  Editors  of  the 

August  IQ(54  Graeco-Roman  Memoirs 
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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF  PUBLICATION NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

The  method  of  publication  follows  that  adopted  in  Part  XXVIII.  As  there,  the  dots 

indicating  letters  unread  and,  within  square  brackets,  the  estimated  number  of  lost 

letters  are  printed  slightly  below  the  line.  Corrections  and  annotations  which  appear 

to  be  in  a  different  hand  from  that  of  the  original  scribe  are  printed  in  thick  type. 

Square  brackets  [  ]  indicate  a  lacuna,  round  brackets  ( )  the  resolution  of  a  symbol  or 

abbreviation,  angular  brackets  {  >  a  mistaken  omission  in  the  original,  braces  {  } 

a  superfluous  letter  or  letters,  double  square  brackets  [[  ]]  a  deletion,  the  signs  '  '  an 
insertion  above  the  line.  Dots  within  brackets  represent  the  estimated  number  of 

letters  lost  or  deleted,  dots  outside  brackets  mutilated  or  otherwise  illegible  letters. 

Dots  under  letters  indicate  that  the  reading  is  doubtful.  Letters  not  read  or  marked 

as  doubtful  in  the  literal  transcript  may  be  read  or  appear  without  the  dot  marking 

doubt  in  the  reconstruction,  if  the  context  justifies  this.  Lastly,  heavy  Arabic  numerals 

refer  to  Oxyrhynchus  pap3'ri  printed  in  this  and  preceding  volumes,  ordinary  numerals 
to  lines,  small  Roman  numerals  to  columns. 

The  abbreviations  used  are  in  the  main  identical  with  those  in  Liddell  and  Scott, 

Greek-English  Lexicon  (ninth  ed.).  It  is  hoped  that  any  new  ones  will  be  self- 
explanatory. 

2507.  Elegiacs  (PArchilochus) 

The  vocabulary  and  style  of  the  following  remains  of  elegiac  verse  seem  to  me,  so 

far  as  they  go,  compatible  with  their  attribution  to  an  early  writer.  That  this  was 

Archilochus  is  a  conjecture  that  depends  on  the  double  hypothesis  that  I.  io  is  a  second 

instance  of  a  line  quoted  from  him  in  another  context  and,  if  so,  that  it  is  a  self- 

repetition,  not  an  imitation. 
The  text  is  written  in  a  round,  regular  hand  with  an  occasional  cursive  form  on 

the  back  of  a  document  in  a  second-century  cursive.  I  suppose  that  it  was  itself  set 

down  within  the  same  century.  There  is  a  single  accent,  apparently  original. >°?[ 

]  >  ocare[ ]  7}77oAuCu[ 
]fjuv7rr}fj,€<j>vj[ 

5  ]  _  KaP€ycoy€fx[ 

]  wv(j)acyauov[ 

]  _  VfAOiKeyaptcfj^ 

~\cTOcad7]vatr]  [ 

i  o  ]vSGopovemcT[ 

]XK7}V€ppvcaro  t  [ 
]$ai<pvo€VTafi\_ 

]  'nypip,€V77o\v\_ 

]  _  ocAa/x7rero/cat[ 
2  1  ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  touch  o  6  ].,  I  think  r,  but  y  may 

be  possible  7  ]  ,  traces  suggesting  an  upright  Of  &[  only  the  sta
rt  of  the  left-hand  stroke 

9  Of  ]f  only  the  overhang  ,[,  an  upright  io  Of  T[,  which  is  unusually  squat,  only  the  left- 
hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  lower  end  of  the  stalk  ii  .[>  an  upright  r3  L> 

right-hand  side  of  -rr  suggested,  but  presumably  tj  to  be  read  14  ].  7  or  r 
Elegiacs;  hexameter  precedes.  _  . 

3  I  suppose  7roXvoj[yvfjL-  likely,  perhaps  qualifying  a  divinity  the  subje
ct  of  e<f>vT[ev-.  ̂ 

4  7)-  or  v-]fuu.  The  t  is  short  by  nature  in  Ionic  verse  in  all  the  places  
where  its  quantity  is  metri¬ 

cally  determined.  What  its  quantity  was  in  the  places  where  it  is 
 not  metrically  determined  or  where 

it  is  long  by  position  depends  on  grammarians’  doctrine.  I  
am  by  no  means  convinced  that  the B 



2 NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

accentuation  -tv  should  be  accepted.  (If  my  facts  are  correct,  the  question  of  ey/cAtac  has  not  to  be 
considered.) 

7777//.’  c^ut[€u-.  A  variant  at  Od .  iv  668  is  irpiv  -qp.tv  u rjp.a  <£ureucai;  cf.  11.  xv  134. 
5  o]u*  cannot  be  verified. 

7  -v  jiot.  tf€yaptc/x[eV-. 

9  M-qvatT]  is  also  the  form  found  in  Archilochus'  trochaic  tetrameters. 
10  Archil,  fr.  1,  2  is  /cat  Movceoiv  iparov  S dtpov  eWra^eroc.  If  this  verse  was  repeated  here,  there  is 

a  case  for  believing  that  it  is  an  instance  of  a  poet's  repeating  himself.  The  place  of  Enyalius  in  the 
quotation  might  be  taken  by  Athena  here. 

11  Perhaps  djA/oJ^,  e.g.  eVdeic(-)  dXi<rfv. 

14  XdpL.Tre.TO  /cat[ojLt£v-, 

2508.  Elegiacs  (?  Archilochus) 

Elegiacs  of,  as  far  as  can  be  seen  from  what  remains,  an  early  cast,  in  which  occur 

references  to  weapons  of  war  and  two  Euboean  place-names,  might  reasonably  be 
conjectured  to  be  attributable  to  Archilochus,  on  the  ground  that  there  survives 

a  quotation  (fr.  3)  from  an  elegiac  piece  by  this  poet  relating  to  fighting  in  Euboea. 

The  argument  is  obviously  weak  and  I  have  found  no  means  of  strengthening  it.  As 

less  than  half  of  each  verse  is  preserved  identification  of  the  author  would  bring  no 

great  advantage. 

The  two  place-names  recognizable  here  are  Karystus  and  Eretria.  Since  it  ap¬ 
pears  that  the  power  of  Eretria  at  one  time  extended  over  islands  even  further  away 

(Strabo  448),  Karystus  may  be  mentioned  in  this  piece  as  on  Eretria's  side  in  the  war 
with  Chalcis  over  the  Lelantine  plain,  if  that  is  what  the  quotation  from  Archilochus 

and  this  piece  refer  to. 

The  text  is  written  on  the  back  of  a  first-century  document  in  a  medium-sized 
upright  uncial,  which  I  suppose  is  also  to  be  dated  in  the  first  century,  though  the 

clumsiness  of  the  writing  may  make  it  look  earlier  than  it  really  is.  It  has  an  unusually 

liberal  provision  of  accents,  as  well  as  a  few  other  lection  signs,  some  apparently  due 

to  the  writer  of  the  text,  others  made  with  a  thinner  pen,  perhaps  the  same  as  that  to 

which  the  variants  (11.  5,  10)  are  due. 

2508.  ELEGIACS  (?. ARCHILOCHUS) 

3 

5 

15 

25 

]?7  vT€Tp  a<j>a\o  v[ ]jolctV€^r)Taxv[ 

]  e  vyapro  ure7roca[ 
]icweva7Tpopu>v[ 

VT 
]acacmSaca^[ 

]  T€lv7)iciKapvc[ ]0VXi0p0V€p€Tp  m  [ 

~\vepyou€fj,rjcaT[ 

]ird\a>v(16vciv€  t  [ 7rayaKTop[ 

]uc  ap,ev€L$[ 
]aJvS>ef7T€TaS[ ^i/OTTrjvdajprj^ 

]cey€Tw8o/.io[ 

Icwepa’TUJca!)  [* 

]Ao«M 

]  wce'<£e[ 

.[ 

]y}cdvr[ 

]€fxovr[ 

]dA^tcuv[ 

JeVavcef 

]A7jcatT[ 

3  Of  ]f  only  the  overhang  Of  g[  only  the  start  of  the  left-
hand  stroke  4  Above  6 

what  looks  like  a  thick  p  with  a  tick  to  left,  opposite  the  bottom  of  the  loop 
 5  L  th®  edSe 

of  an  upright  with  a  trace  (?  the  upper  end  of  an  acute)  above  6  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top 

of  the  letters  8  Of  r[  only  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  9 
 .[,  an  upright  with  ink 

going  to  right  from  top  and  bottom  10  Of  y  only  the  left-hand  upright  12  See  comm, 

f  is  thick  and  apparently  written  on  another  letter.  Above  it  the  right-
hand  upright  with  the  lower 

end  of  the  diagonal  of  v,  or  possibly  t  with  the  lower  end  of  a  grave  touching  it
s  foot  15  b  the 

upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  below  which  on  the  line  the  
start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to 

right  16  If,  the  turn  up  and  perhaps  the  right-hand  end  of  the  top  17  .[,  the  upper  left- 

hand  arc  of  a  circle,  projecting  above  the  general  level  18  Of  ]A  only  the  lower  end  of  the 

right-hand  stroke  19  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touch
ing  the  top  of  w  20 
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the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  above  which  (between  0  and  e  in  1.  19)  the  top  of  an  upright  25  Of 

]A  only  the  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke 

Pentameter  precedes  hexameter. 

1  rerpd^aXo v :  in  the  Iliad  of  (xii  384)  and  Kopvc  (xxii  315). 

2  Possibly  rotctv  cfirj  rax^c  ■,  of  a  messenger,  the  speaker  of  4  seqq.  But  roTcw  fjXdc  is  what  Homeric 
usage,  at  any  rate,  would  lead  one  to  expect;  cut/  (or  /ne-rd )  rolciv  for  example,  might  equally  well 
be  thought  of,  and  appears  more  consonant  with  Homeric  usage.;  to  fay  might  not  be  a  complete  word. 

ra^v[c :  the  adverb  raxv  is,  I  think,  first  found  in  Pindar.  The  accent  presumably  indicates  the 
end  of  a  clause. 

3  ]\v\  I  see  no  reason  why  piv  should  have  been  thought  to  require  an  accent.  Perhaps  h  should 

be  recognized. 
tovt  e ttoc  :  though  I  feel  no  certainty,  I  suppose  tovto  here  refers  to  what  follows.  If  the  following 

lines  as  far  as  1.  12  are  one  speech,  raSe  in  1.  13  may  refer  backwards.  This  implies  a  reversal  of  strict 
usage,  but  may  be  paralleled  from  Homer  onwards.  But  see  on  1,  13. 

«[:  unaugmented  adSctcaro  is  theoretically  acceptable.  ( tout’  4itoc  ̂ ilSdcaTo-  Callim.  fr.  75,  21, 
speech  follows.) 

5  dp<f)[  following  acnlSac  might  be  guessed  to  be  ap^igporac,  but  this  does  not  account  for  the 

superscript,  presumably  am-  for  ap<f>t-.  I  cannot  suggest  a  pair  of  interchangeable  words.  They  might 
differ  by  more  than  the  preposition. 

6  refojia  Kapvc[n-  seems  likely.  The  subjunctive  may  imply  a  clause  of  the  form  ‘as  far  as 
stretches’,  say,  the  Carystian  plain,  ridge. 

7  x&P0 v  'Ep^Tpi\J-.  x&pov  ’Ep€TpL€wy  would  be  a  form  of  phrase  to  which  I  can  find  no  parallel, 
though  Herodotus  has  tujv  Qrjfialoov  tovc  x^opovc  (ix  15). 

8  Hpyov  €p^car[o.  Homeric  and  Hesiodic  (nearly  always  with  verb  and  noun  in  the  reverse  order). 

9  dvTi]7rdXiov  fiovdv  €-jr[(t)  looks  a  reasonable  guess,  though  dyTiVoAo c  is  first  attested  in  Pindar. 

10  ]i)c  eV  (v.l.  ic)  dv6.KTop\ov ,  -77c  not  improbably  the  ending  of  the  name  or  qualification  of  the 
goddess  whose  temple  is  approached  or  entered.  It  may  be  worth  recalling  that,  according  to  Livy 
(xxxv  38),  ICarystians  at  some  period  shared  in  the  Eretrian  Amarynthia  held  in  honour  of  Artemis. 

The  accent  on  e  would  prima  facie  be  taken  to  indicate  composition. 
12  The  ink  which  is  to  be  seen  in  the  facsimile  before  v  is  on  a  detached  fragment  which  certainly 

belonged  to  the  beginning  of  this  line  but  I  cannot  exactly  relocate.  Perhaps  it  should  stand  further 

to  the  left  and  a  little  higher.  At  present  it  suggests  the  right-hand  loop  of  <£. 

13  rdS(e)  would  naturally  be  taken  as  ‘spoke  as  follows’,  and  ex*rai>  16,  if  it  is  an  impera¬ 
tive,  would  suggest  the  reporting  of  direct  speech.  In  that  case  the  notion  that  there  is  any  relation 
between  rdSe  here  and  toPto  in  1.  3  must  be  rejected. 

14  e]voirfy  may  refer  to  the  noise  made  by  things  as  well  as  persons,  6wp-q[K-  is  shown  by  the 
accent  to  exclude  persons.  I  should  guess  something  of  the  form  of  -tov  ivoirtfv,  dtop-qKtov  re  ...  . 

15  is  very  mystifying.  I  cannot  reconcile  the  ink  after  £  with  any  short  vowel  as 

ordinarily  written — v  is  perhaps  the  least  objectionable — nor,  conversely,  can  I  suggest  any  words 
which  look  as  if  they  might  be  relevant  to  what  context  there  remains. 

16  tycTcu :  I  suppose,  imperative.  But,  as  I  am  in  the  dark  about  the  general  tenor,  I  may  as  well 
recall  the  figure  of  T^ctoc,  referred  to  by  Homer  as  gporwv  SrjXijpojv  ( Od .  xviii  85, 116,  xxi  308)  and  said 

to  be  a  king  of  Epirus  or  Sicily  (schol.  Od.  xviii  85,  et  al.).  It  would  have  to  be  supposed  that  after  a> 
1  adscript  was  omitted.  It  is  written  after  tj  in  11.  6,  23,  but  no  argument  can  be  based  on  this,  since 

there  is  evidence  that  after  to  it  was  dropped  earlier  than  after  17. 

2509.  Hesiod,  Catalogue ? 

Hypotheses  about  defective  texts  are  liable  to  depend  in  some  degree  on  argu¬ 

ment  in  a  circle.  It  will  not  escape  notice  that  the  most  cogent  resemblances  between 

the  following  text  and  Apollodonis'  account  of  the  fate  of  Actaeon  (Bibl.  iii  4)  arise 
out  of  the  use  of  the  latter  to  supplement  gaps  in  the  former.  But  I  do  not  believe  that 

2509.  HESIOD ,  CATALOGUE?  5 

the  identification  of  the  story  is  invalidated  by  this  or  by  the  absence  from  Apollo- 

dorus  of  the  whole  episode  implied  by  11.  6-9. 

The  considerations  which  incline  me  to  ascribe  this  piece  to  Hesiod's  Catalogue  are 
for  the  most  part  rather  general  in  nature.  The  verse  seems  to  have  the  same  Homeric 

or  sub-Homeric  tincture  that  is  found  in  certainty  attested  pieces.  It  is  hardly  to  be 

supposed  that  the  daughters  of  Cadmus  (of  whom  Actaeon 's  mother,  Autonoe,  was 
one)  and  their  descendants  did  not  figure  in  the  Catalogue.  More  specifically,  the  state¬ 

ment  that  Chiron’s  wife  was  named  Nais  (if  it  was  made,  of  which  I  am  not  convinced) 
might  well  have  been  based  on  an  inference  from  the  words  used  here  (h  3). 

The  text  is  written  in  a  medium-sized  sloping  uncial  without  lection-signs  or  addi¬ 

tions  of  any  kind.  It  may  be  compared  with  232,  assigned  by  the  editors  to  the  late 

second  century,  though  I  should  have  supposed  it  might  be  not  later  than  the  middle 

of  that  century. 

eccvp,€va)cSr)i£e$taiQ€pocaTpvy€TOi[ 

X€tp<jovoc8iKav€p,€ya.crr€oc€vQa§€i'Q[ 
X€tpa>vvTjih€Xiovyup(f>j}ydvpapfaK[ 

€vda8€<f>t\XvplS7)Ve7r€aTTT€pO€VTa7TpOCTl[ 

5  xl.~\lPiovotrC^a,<a’'aVTOCOlJ,'a>cP'al.  .]o/£>ff?t.0fpf[ 
( oc^craiCGpcXyjcepiKudeocayXaocvtoc  [ 

Kat,$LOcatyioxoio$i(jovvcoC7ToXvyr}dl ,  ]c  [ 

pf7TOTeTOic8€/c[i],e<:ai'0/30C*aTa.[.].[.  .  .].  .  .[ 

t[.  i~\ijf€r€xcoyOT€Sayr€TTaT7]pav8\_SwvT€^[. 

IO  ad[-],vayr)p,€Ta<f>vX[S8e<*)va.i€iytysTa.ajv  [ 
tcxtopovTraXtyaVTLc^XevcovTaui^ ,  ] , .  ot .  [ 

•  °[.  JTl^WC '■'ra.TTO.VTahiapuntpzc . ,] '<j>aTaiyLOXOioZiocK°uprjp.€yI 

]-7r .  ea/y8e[ ,]...[  ] .  [  ] .  tAeroAvccaf 

*5  ].wJSt 7W/>of[  ]/?uoSfi77[ 
^aytovp€ra[  ].ra[.]y  [ 

].  .£XocctKTa[  ].[..]-.[][ 
JfCTTOTfOJ,  .[  Jttuca, .  ,[ 

.  ] .  vXP-Otoh ,  TraC7rA77 .  [ 20  t  ]oca/covieyeom ,  [ 

.  .[]V^€CTT€C17]CX[ 

iccvptvtoc  S’  77 i' A  St*  al04poc  drpvyeToSo 

Xelpto voc  S’  iKave  p4ya  ctt4os-  4vBa  o’  eua[i<r 

Xsipoov  I'TjtS*  yvp<t>r}y,  Bupape’  d/c[oiTiv. 

4vB a  8^  0tXXvpC8rjv  Hi Tea  1 rrepoevra  Trpoc^vSa- 

Xfejcpa/y,  otcBa  /cat  avroc  opd>c  pa\_x]dp€cct  Beo f[av 

cue  carat  CcpeXyc  ipiKuScoc  ayXaoc  vioc 

Kal  A  toe  aiytoxoio ,  Attbvvcoc  iroXvy7)9{Tif]c , 

oc  7tot€  rofcSe  /c[u]pecav  opoc  /caraj 

7 [cpj^er’  tya/u,  ore  8’  a  the  1 rctTtjp  dvh'j^tdv  re  0e[dii»  t€ 

ai^r]^  ayrjt  perd  ̂ t/A[a]  Oedov  ateiytveToltoVf 
e?  x^opov  ttclXlv  ai/rtc  cAci/coi/rat/cf ,] ,  ,otT[ 

,o[. ,],[,]??  Ward  TravTa  StapTrepec  atf, ,  , 

ws]  atyto'^oto  zltoc  Kovprj  p^/^aXoto  . 

8f[.]. . ,[  |.[  JetAero  Au'cca lAL  tfiv}  7 Tpoc  [g  OXup-TTOV  (3770  ̂ OFOC  €y]pt/o8ttl7[c 

] aytov  perd  \_<f>6Xa  dewv  ai€iycy]€Td\_oi]v ]..axoc  Akt<x[uov  ].[.  .[][ 

SjccTroreaj  .  ,[.]fajcafJ§f[ 

( o]pvxp loTo  8e  7rdc 

77]oCCt  KOV L€  X*OVTt.[. 

K]Xq.y[y\f}c  0tCTT€ch)c  y[ 

On  the  right-hand  side  the  ink  has  washed  off  in  many  verses  leaving  blanks  or  at  best  scattered 
traces,  of  winch  the  combination  in  letters  and  even  the  count  is  uncertain. 

7

 

 

oj  written  on  o,  currente  calamo  8  Jp  is  not  verifiable;  it  is  represented  only  by  the 

upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  ,[.].?  an  upright  to  left  of  a  blank,  the  lower  part  of 

an  upright  stroke,  descending  well  below  the  line,  to  right  of  it  ]. . .,  the  top  of  a  tall  upright 

with  a  dot  to  right,  perhaps  to  be  combined  as  <£,  then,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  a  dot,  a  hook 

to  right,  the  top  of  an  upright  9  Of  7[  only  the  left-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  could 
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not  be  distinguished  from  ̂   io  There  may  be  a  ‘hyphen’  below  ey  n  Before  and  after  ot 
scattered  dots;  t  might  be  a  headless  p  12  Before  o[  the  tip  of  an  upright  ].[,  a  dot  level 
with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  thicker  dot  below  it  on  the  line  Of  a  only  the  upper  part  of  the 
right-hand  stroke,  of  t  only  the  upper  part;  after  these  the  top  of  a  small  loop  the  top  of 
a  small  loop,  followed  by  a  heavy  dot,  both  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  14  Between  77 
and  the  next  letter  there  are  marks  which  might  be  faded  ink,  but  there  is  hardly  room  for  a  letter  o 
is  a  thick  circle  written  on  the  upper  part  of  another  letter,  which  is  nearly  all  broken  away  ]...[, 
a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters;  an  apex,  as  of  A,  or  perhaps  the  left-hand  side  of  v;  the  tip  of  an 
upright  15  Of  ]f  only  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke,  but  not  a  17  ], .,  the  lower  tip  of  a 
stroke  descending  well  below  the  line,  followed  by  the  base  of  a  small  circle  on  the  line  per¬ 

haps  three  letters  represented,  of  which  the  second  would  be  l  18  , .[,  the  lower  end  of  a" stroke rising  to  right,  followed  by  a  short  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  19  the 
upper  part  of  an  upright  20  .[,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  and,  above  and  to  right)  the 
tip  of  an  upright 

1  iccvpivwe  5’  tfige  as  h.  Horn .  Dem.  449,  Herm.  215.  Who  is  the  subject  ?  Prima  facie,  Athena,  1. 13. Sd  alOepoc  drpvyiro to  as  II.  xvii  425,  h.  Rom.  Dem.  67,  457. 
2  Cf,  iilya  cirloc  ikctq,  twl  evi  vvp^q  vatev  Od.  v  57  seq.  This  might  lead  one  to  expect  evOa  re  for 

'9a  Se,  but  evQa  Se  is  guaranteed  by  Od.  xi  135  (, .  rvijcov  ev9a  S’  evened). 

The  cave  was  ivl  RrjXltot  uA -qevn  H  49,  Merkelbach,  Hesiodfragmenle ,  Hes.  fr.  19  Rz2. 
3  V7)i6’  egatv  vvfufrqv :  the  name  of  Chiron’s  wife  is  generally  given  as  Chariclo.  If  the  commentator 

on  Pindar  ( Pyth .  iv  182),  0  Se  'HaoSoc  Natha  <£ijcl  to^  Xetpojva  yijpai  (Hes.  fr.  124  Rz.2),  supposed  Nate 
was  a  proper  noun,  he  may  have  been  relying  on  this  (or  such  a)  passage,  where  v-qtc  is  not  necessarily, 
or  even  probably,  a  name  but  an  appellative  (to  which  a  name  may  be  appended  or  not;  vvpeprj  vrfi c 
Afiapfiapetj  II.  vi  22,  but  vdp(j>q  vqtc  mother  of  Satnius,  II.  xiv  444,  of  Iphition,  11.  xx  384). 

Qvpape  d/r[otx iv :  after  dXogov  Ovpapia  11.  ix  336,  Od.  xxiii  232. 

4  evOa  Se  ‘thereupon’.  Se  is  more  often  dispensed  with  in  this  use. 
0iXXvp(Br}v:  Chiron  cf.  Theog.  1001  seq.  The  spelling  with  double  A,  to  show  the  metrical  value  of  1, 

is  found  also  in  manuscripts  of  Pindar  and  Bacchylides. 
5  oteda  Kal  adroc  as  Od.  xvii  573,  h.  Horn.  Herm.  382  (-rrj,  II,  xv  93). 
opu>c  paxdpeca  Oeotciv:  11.  xiv  72. 

6  seq.  (he  Ictch:  not,  I  presume,  ‘that  Dionysus  will  be  the  son  of  Semele  and  Zeus  (and  he  will 

occupy  himself  with  .  .  .’  8  seq.)  but  ‘that  it  will  be  Dionysus  .  .  .  who  will  .  .  .’. 
Cf.  Zt)V0c  Kai  Cepe Atjc  epixuBeoc  dyXaov  vtov  h.  Horn.  XXvi  2  (cf.  vii  l). 

7  duhwcoc  ■noAvyqdyc,  cf.  Theog.  941  (accusative),  Opera  614  (genitive). 
8  seqq.  rotcSe  xvvecctv :  the  supplements  here  and  in  11.  17, 19  and  the  consequent  interpretation  of 

the  narrative  are  based  on  the  assumption  that  the  information  supplied  by  Apollodorus  (Bibl.  iii 

4  1-4)  is  relevant.  But  neither  there  nor  elsewhere  have  I  found  any  statement  that  Dionysus  for 
a  time  (until  lie  was  taken  to  heaven)  hunted  Actaeon,  his  cousin’s,  hounds. 

8  For  lists  of  Actaeon’s  pack  see  Bibl.  iii  4,  5,  Hygin./.  r8i,  Pollux  v  47,  Ovid  Metam.  iii  206  seqq. 
opoc:  the  scene  of  Actaeon’s  death  was  Mt.  Cithaeron,  but  I  can  discern  no  allusion  either  to 

Cithaeron  or  to  Nysa  (which  would  accord  with  the  mention  of  Dionysus).  I  believe  i'[7]p[(Td]^uA[Aoi> 
would  not  be  incompatible  with  the  traces,  but  I  should  have  expected  an  exacter  specification.  The 
word  is  not  found  elsewhere  in  literature,  but  is  glossed  in  Hesychius. 

8  Seq.  rotcSe  xvvecav  .  .  .  reptper’  ex oiv  :  cf,  8(cxoictv  repTrovro  xai  alyavepiciv  Uvrec  ro^oiciv  re  11.  ii  774 
(similarly  Od.  iv  626,  xvii  168),  pvdoiciv  repvovro  7 rpoc  (zAAtJAouc  eveirovrec  11.  xi  642,  Od.  xxiii  3or, 

10  p.erd  <f>v\a  Oewv  aUtyeverdajv :  h.  Horn.  Dem,  3 22 .  The  arrival  of  Dionysus  in  heaven  comes  in 
most  accounts  at  the  end  of  various  adventures  on  earth.  Only  Pausanias  (iii  18,  11)  says  that  on  the 
‘throne  of  Bathycles’  7rafSa  en  ovra  e’e  oirpavov  icriv  'Eppijc  $>ipcov. 

11  They  will  return  here.’  a7roAojU.eVoo  S^  Axralc ovoc  oi  xvvec  eTTi^qrovvre c  ro v  hecTTQT'qv  xartopvovro 
Kai  .  .  .  -napeyivovro  eVl  to  tou  Xeipcovoc  dvrpov  Bibl,  he.  Chiron  was  Actaeon’s  original  instructor. 

12  rjpara  tt dvra  Sia/X7repec  as  II.  xvi  499  (Biaprrepec  ypara  irdvra  Od.  iv  209,  h.  Rom.  Apoll.  485, 
Aphrod.  209).  The  next  word  might  have  been  ate[-t,  -v]  (aliv  .  .  .  Btapnepec  II.  xv  70).  I  can  offer  no 

guess  at  what  is  to  go  on  ‘to  all  eternity’. 

2509.  HESIOD ,  CATALOGUE?  7 

13  Presumably  oic  e<f>ary,  ‘so  spake’,  but  I  am  not  sure  that  it  would  not  be  possible  to  take  a  view 
of  the  structure  of  the  narrative  in  which  chc  tyar,  ‘as  told’,  would  be  appropriate. 

atyidyoio  /hoc  xovprj  peyaXoio  :  this  fusion  of  formulae  such  as  xovpq  Aide  alyiogoto ,  xovpq  r  aiyioxoco 

Atoc ,  Aide  Kovpq  pteyaXoio  seems  not  to  occur  elsewhere. 

14  I  take  the  sense  required  to  be  ‘the  dogs  went  mad’.  [x]uvu)[v  is  an  acceptable,  though  in  no  way 
compelling,  interpretation  of  the  traces,  and  ttqoov  (which  I  must  suppose  wrongly  read  or  corrupt) 
will  be  the  end  of  a  qualification  of  this.  For  the  end  of  the  line  a  supplement  based  on  II.  ix  377,  xviii 

31  (ex  yap  evf  «f>ea)v,  <f>pevac  eiXero  .  .  .  Zevc,  /7aAAac  AIAtJ^t;),  xix  137  (xal  pev  (fjpivac  eijeXero  Zevc ),  and 

the  like  phrases  looks  probable. 
According  to  Apollodorus  the  madness  of  the  dogs,  which  made  them  devour  their  master, 

was  sent  by  Artemis.  I  do  not  see  how  a  verse  in  the  position  of  this  could  refer  to  that  madness,  from 

which  it  is  separated  by  the  period  of  Dionysus’  mastership. 
15  seq.  It  is  hardly  possible  to  believe  that  these  two  verses  do  not  refer  to  the  date  specified  in 

the  prophecy,  11.  9  seq.  above.  But  in  that  case  the  prophecy  would  be  fulfilled  as  soon  as  made  and 

no  room  left  for  the  lapse  of  time  implied  in  11.  8  seq.  between  Actaeon’s  death  and  the  return  of  his 

pack  to  Chiron. 
The  only  simple  explanation  that  occurs  to  me  is  that  the  sequence  of  events  in  the  Actaeon  story 

is  interrupted  by  the  insertion  of  a  report  of  a  prophecy  made  some  time  before  the  events  recounted  in 

11.  15  seqq.,  which  are  its  fulfilment. It  must  be  supposed  on  the  strength  of  11.  9  seq.  that  the  subject  is  Zeus  and  the  object  Dionysus, 

but  the  exact  wording  of  the  initial  supplements  remains  uncertain. 

7 rpoc  vOAy^t77oi'  <z7ro  yflovoc  evpvodelrjc  Opera  197. 

1
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If  yci  p]kv  ...  in  1.  15,  here  possibly  roJAfc]  5’  dxoc,  sc.  eAAajSe  or  the  like,  or  t-oJ^c]  dxoc  sc. 

yivero  or  the  like. 17  seq.  Perhaps  axoc  Axraluivoe  .  .  .  dec-noreat :  cf.  11.  xx  293  tJ  p,oi  dxoc  ,  .  .  Alvelao ,  xxii  425,  Od.  xv 

358  et  simm.,  ‘sorrow  for  .  . 18  SecTroTTjc  is  not  found  in  Homer  or  Hesiod.  Sec7rorat  Eufiotyc  Archil,  fr.  3,  5  is  perhaps  the 

earliest  occurrence. 

19  (hpvxpLoto  \  thpv9p.6c}  (hpvyf.idc  are  the  forms  found  elsewhere;  see  Gow’s  note  on  Theoc.  xxv  217. 
For  the  variation  between  y  and  x  m  this  ending  cf.  Et.  Mag.  371,  19  (Et.  Gen.)  ( epexp.de  xal  epeypo c, 

ktA,),  schol.  A  on  11.  xxiii  420  (pajy^oc  codd.,  6  ' HpoiZiavoc  iv  tt) t  dpxyt-  rov  £  8 id  tov  y  pqct  pcuyptoc)  and 

Apollon,  lex.  Horn,  in  peoxi^dc-,  p,vxp.<hi  Od.  xxiv  416  but  p,vyftoc  Aesch.  Eum.  117,  ah;  dp.vxp.6v  Theoc. 
xxvi  126  but  dpuypotc  Aesch.  Choeph .  24.  A  similar  variation  in  the  ending  y/y-^a. 

I  suppose  7rA7?e [Of],  Not,  apparently,  TrXrjdl',  i.e.  7tA^to.  ‘The  whole  ̂ region)  was  filled  with  their 

howling.’ 

21  xhayy-rje :  presumably  the  ‘barking’  of  the  dogs  again.  KAayyv;  is  applied  to  the  noise  made  by 
a  large  assortment  of  birds  and  animals.  I  find  no  early  instance  of  its  use  in  reference  to  dogs,  but  Od. 

xiv  29  seq.  xvvec  .  .  .  xexX -qyovrec  iire8papov  goes  to  show  that  its  absence  is  fortuitous. 

2510.  Early  Epic 

The  death  of  Achilles  and  the  rescue  of  his  body  by  Ajax  and  Odysseus  was  re¬ 

counted,  as  we  learn  from  Proclus  (Chrestom.  2),  in  the  sequel  to  the  Iliad  which  he 

calls  AWlottIc.  It  is  natural,  therefore,  to  inquire  whether  the  AWiottlc  is  to  be  recognized 

in  the  following  remains  of  hexameters  relating  to  this  subject.  No  direct  compari¬ 

son  can  be  made — of  the  AWlottIc  itself  only  a  couple  of  lines  at  most  survive — 

but,  to  judge  by  quotations  from  other  poems  of  the  Cycle,  such  verses,  repeating  or 

adapting  verses  of  the  Iliad  and  Odyssey  or  having  a  general  Homeric  colour,  are 

compatible  with  the  hypothesis  that  the  AWlottlc  was  their  source.  There  is,  however, 

strong  ground  for  hesitating  to  accept  it.  It  appears  that  in  this  piece  Odysseus  pro¬ 

posed  to  carry  (1. 13)  and  did  actually  take  up  (1.  21)  the  body,  and  this  is  in  agreement 
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with  the  statement  in  schol.  Od.  v  310  (\}rrepep,dxp]cav  rod  ctoparoe  Axt-XXecoc  ’OSi/ccet/c 

/cat  Ai'ac.  /cat  6  peu  ifiacrace vt  6  Se  Al'ac  vTreprjC'mcev)  and  the  claim  of  Ulixes  in  Ovid 
Met.  xiii  283  seqq.  In  the  AWiottU,  according  to  the  testimony  of  antiquity,  their 

roles  were  reversed,  Proclus  l.C.  (Trepl  rod  urdparoc  yevopevrjc  ,  .  .  pa XTJC  Ai'ac  aveXopevoc 

ciriracvavc  Kopi^ei,  *  OSvccdcoc  airopaxopevovrotc  Tpcociv),  Mucpa  ’/Atac  ap.  Schol.  Aristoph. 

Eq.  1056  (Atac  peu  yap  act  pc  /cat  eK<jjepe  Srjcorrjroc  yjpco  IlTjXetSrjV  ot/S’  rjdeXe  Sfoc  ’OSuc- 
cevc),  schol.  Od.  xi  547  (.  .  .  ot  <f>ovev9evrec  vi to  *  OSvccecoc  ore  Acac  ro  Trrcopa  AlyiAAea>c 
efdacra^ev.  rj  Se  Icropla  e/c  r&v  kvkXikwv)  ,  Schol.  A  II.  xvii  719  (.  .  ,  euredBev  rote  vecorepoic 

6  ̂acra^opeuoc  AxdXXevc  vn  Aiavroc,  imepacrrl^cov  Se  ’OSucceuc  7rap7}i<rai).  Our  text  has 
many  surface  corruptions  and  may  have  some  deep  seated,  but  there  is  no  simple 

hypothesis,  as  far  as  I  see,  that  would  bring  it  into  harmony  with  what  must  be 

imagined  to  have  been  presented  by  a  text  in  which  Ajax  does  the  carrying  of  the 

corpse.  I  do  not  know  how  to  estimate  the  probability  of  there  having  been  two  early 

epic  pieces  having  different  versions  of  this  detail. 

The  text,  as  I  have  said,  is  poor  but  the  hand  is  an  excellent  specimen  of  the 

angular  type,  of  which  I  should  judge  it  is  a  late,  probably  fourth-century,  example. 
There  appears  to  be  one  accent  (1.  3),  but  I  suspect  that  in  fact  no  lection  signs  were 
written. 

].??<>[. K  .[.W.  ].[.]. .[ 

]  #  cover  >  [  t  ]  _  LV7TOp[  _  ]u)K€av[ 

f.]pupajc[']vgrL£ '  6ocpa8ap[ 

]aca77-e/3777rpoc  t  a/cpovoAvyrrof 

5  ]vai£avevKy  jatSeca^at[ 
]av€/a/i/atpoM[4]aca  atouc  [ 

~\t7jCK€KOpvdpL€VOlOL8a7TaV  [ M 

]ay.<^o'€7cu[  ]Karareuutcorap[ 

]ia87}C7Tpoce<l>r}r€\a[jLa)VLOvv[ 

10  ]  _  eXapajvieKOtpaveXacvv  [ 

]y.ayacv6orotctv€/cui/otccu/x[ 
~\ovcu<ara<f>pevav[]y8[]p  [ 

]  jotcK^epojcvSey  [  |e[Jer[ 

]  #  ptoacicaa  t  <  []ouco  ,  #  [ 

15  JAAeaj/e/a/i/fl  ]£?.  ./<:[ 

]  .  .  V^OopaTTol '  ]  ( |  ]vo ,  [ 

]  lp€Ve7Tl)(d  m  .a.f 

]rv7repdev€7j .[]...[ 

]■ KaracQ{xari ,  ap  [ 

2°  ]e 'VBeyevxOo .  [ 

Juc.ei/c /?acra£[  ]^[ 

2510.  EARLY  EPIC 
9 

In  the  upper  left-hand  part  and  sporadically  elsewhere  many  letters  have  disappeared  through 

rubbing.  In  a  number  of  places  the  surface  itself  is  destroyed.  There  are  throughout  many  loose 

fibres. r  After  tt  scattered  traces,  perhaps  of  a  triangular  followed  by  a  circular  letter  ].[,  the  foot 

of  a  forward-sloping  stroke  the  left-hand  base  angle  of  a  or  8  (or  perhaps  also  £),  preceded 

by  part  of  a  cross-stroke  at  about  mid-letter  2  the  top  of  a  tall  upright  Of  7  only  the 

lower  part  of  the  shank;  it  is  followed  by  the  central  part  of  a  forward-sloping  stroke  Before  t 

two  dots  possibly  to  be  combined  with  it  in  q  y  and  w  slightly  anomalous,  but  I  see  no  alterna¬ 

tives  as  likely  3  ;],  there  is  no  other  accent  and  this  one  has  no  apparent  purpose  and  would 

be  placed  rather  low,  but  the  alternative,  ]e,  would  be  no  less  anomalous  7  .  .[>  pbma  facie 

the  left-hand  angle  of  to,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line,  below  and  to  right,  but  see  comm.  _  12  _[, 

the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  with 

foot  swinging  to  left ;  vtt[  possible  13  Of  ]f [  only  the  top  Of  j[  only  the  hook  at  the  left-hand  end 

of  the  cross-stroke  15  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  6  above  the  middle 

After  6  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  and  the  right-hand  end  of 

a  cross-stroke  (presumably  part  of  the  same  letter)  touching  the  top  of  the  upright  of  k  16  ]. 

prima  facie  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  right-hand  upright  of  v,  followed  by  the  top  and  bottom  of  t 

].[,  perhaps  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  17  Be¬ tween  6  and  a  traces  on  the  line  compatible  with  ov  but  not  specially  suggesting  them  18  17, [, 

the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ].,  ink  resembling  the  upper  half  of  a  small  but  not  the  £ 

of  this  hand  19  Of  p  only  the  tail,  descending  into  the  next  line  20  ]f  anomalous ;  at  an 

interval  the  top  of  an  upright  21  Between  c  and  £  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

traces  suggesting  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  the  bottom  left-hand 
angle  of  a  triangle 

2  Seq.  The  model  for  1.  3  is  clearly  Od.  iv  564  dOavaroi  Trejxi/'OLiciv,  odi  £av86c  'PahdyavBvc.  If  -w civ  is 
not  a  mere  error  for  -ovw,  the  beginning  of  the  verse  may  have  been  recast  (e.g.  5<f>pa  BeoC)  or  the 

requisite  conjunction  may  have  stood  in  the  previous  verse.  I  cannot  find  it  or  guess  how  the  general 

notion  ec  ’/iAuctov  ttcS Lov  koX  iretpaTo,  yaCt]c  (1.  563)/  was  here  expressed, .  T.he  association  of  7rei.pciTa 

yal-qc  with  'Qt<€av6c  is  attested  by  such  passages  as  II.  xiv  200  seq.  =  301  seq.,  Cyprta  7, 10  (dv  ’Q/<eavbv 

7 rorayov  KCU  tt apara  yalqc)  Erg.  168  Seqq.  {-rrelpaTa  yalqc  .  .  .  eV  yaKapwv  vljco ici  trap'  ’ Queavov  flaBuSlvqv), 

h.  IIotH.  Aphtod,  227  (tt apy  poqc  eA  Tretpaci  yan jc)  but  I  am  baffled  by  the  collocation  of 

the  letters  before  ’P«-£av[. 
4  Prima  facie,  wc  dpa  (fxnuqcac  direfir)  Ttpoc  yat<pbv  " OXvynov  as  at  11.  xxiv  468,  and,  as  there,  of 

Hermes.  But  since  there  are  in  both  Iliad  and  Odyssey  many  examples  of  c8c  dpa  <f>a>vqcaca  (by  the  side 

of  q  ykv  dp1  die  ftVoOctt),  there  is  no  certainty  that  Athena  (cj.  Od.  xv  43)?  cu  even  Ins,  is  not  meant. 

5  I  do  not  know  why  ai^av  for  ijtlav.  In  1.  n  yayo-e  for  yd-xqc  is  equally  inexplicable.  I  call  atten 

tion,  without  being  able  to  assess  its  relevance,  to  the  double  form  of  the  quotation  from  the  Little 
Iliad  relating  to  the  date  of  the  fall  of  Troy  (fr.  12). 

The  sense  may  be  rrpdc  Se  1 >€kv]v  qi£av}  but  the  supplements  of  this  and  the  next  line  arc  mutually 
incompatible  in  length;  cf.  11.  9  seq. 

6  11.  xvii  724  suggests  w<r  S’  ftSo^T*  vit<vv  aipovrac  .  .  .,  but  the  absence  of  the  specification 
of  the  Trojans  as  subject  is  awkward. 

7  It  may  be  worth  while  remarking  that  €«  Tpo]lqc  is  prima  facie  unacceptable.  Achilles  was 

killed  at  the  gates  (Apollod.  Epit.  5,  1)  or  within  the  walls  (Prod.  Chreslom.  2)  of  Troy. 

KCKopvOyevoc  of  a  warrior  always  in  Homer  qualified  by  atdom  yaA/cwt. 

aTj-ow. .[ :  since  the  reading  anaviol  is  unattractive,  I  am  disposed  to  suggest  that  ai ra^r[  should  be 

taken  as  the  reading — t  often  has  a  hook  over  the  left-hand  end  of  its  cross-stroke,  though  in  this 

specimen  it  would  be  inordinately  large — and  arravT [ec,  by  mistake  for  aya  navTcc,  as  the  text. 

8  On  the  pattern  of  11.  XV  565,  cvyfiaXov  aypL  ve/m  KaTaT€8v€td)ri  ydxecOat. 

9  seq.  A  minimum  of  three  syllables  is  wanted  in  1.  9,  of  five  in  1.  10.  “/laepr]taSqc  is  unavoidable, 
Alav  Stoyeve'c,]  TeXaydn’U,  though  not  theoretically  unavoidable,  is  strongly  suggested  by  the  regular 

Homeric  form  of  this  address.  How  the  requirements  of  the  two  verses  are  to  be  reconciled  I  do  not 

know.  There  is  also  a  stylistic  difficulty — the  abruptness  of  the  transition  and  a  linguistic  difficulty 
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— the  finding  of  a  suitable  word  to  begin  1.  9,  <Zc  being  ruled  out  (as  always  in  Homer,  so  far  as  I  know, 
having  a  backward  reference)  and  xal  being  intolerably  artless. 

9  v[iov. 10  sqq.  The  speech  of  Odysseus  to  Ajax  extends  at  least  as  far  as  1.  13;  if  further,  how  much 

further  I  cannot  tell.  This  part  is  clearly  concerned  with  the  question  of  how  to  convey  Achilles’  body 
out  of  the  battle.  I  should  guess  that  in  1. 13  Odysseus  bids  Ajax  do  something  (say,  cover  his  retreat), 

while  he  himself  is  carrying  the  body  on  his  back.  It  is  reasonable  to  take  1.  21  as  showing  that  Odys¬ 
seus  did  in  fact  do  the  carrying. 

11  Perhaps  voc<f>i  pax^c.  Since  another  foot  appears  to  be  wanted  at  the  beginning,  et  6’  aye  might 
be  considered.  The  verse  will  then  end  with  otccopev. 

13  I  suppose,  ey<h  voitoici  4>£pu}}  perhaps  preceded  by  ecoc  (cf.  Od.  iv  90). 
14  Tp ouac  /cat  Axaiovc. 

15  Al^AAea,  i.e.  v4kvv. 
16  Between  this  line  and  I.  20  it  may  be  suspected  that  there  are  several  occurrences  of  oblique 

cases  of  x&d)v.  I  cannot  verify  any,  though  there  can  be  little  doubt  about  the  last. 

18  Corr.  ]0utt-.  Cf.  1.  3  cm  for  60t. 

20  Seuet/  :  blood  might  be  referred  to  or  perhaps  more  probably,  considering  the  proximity 
of  acQp. cm,  sweat. 

21  ’OSJuceuc  j9acTa£[<r.  I  presume  ’OSuceu'c  was  wrongly  spelt  with  -cc-. 

I
 
 

have  not  overlooked  the  possibility  that  these  words  should  be  separated,  Odysseus  did  so  and 

so,  j Sdcrale  Se  .  .  .  Atacf  but  it  seems  impossible  that  their  parts  should  be  interchanged,  
after  the 

words  of  Odysseus  in  1.  13,  without  there  being  an  agreement  to  this  effect,  of  which  I  see  no  trace. 

2511.  Early  Hexameters 

The  fragment  published  below,  made  up  of  two  disconnected  scraps,  displays  in  an 

even  more  pronounced  degree  than  2512  the  characteristic  of  dependence  on  Homeric 

cliches  in  close  succession.  Whether  any  argument  can  be  based  on  this  exceptional 

concentration  I  do  not  know  and  renounce  any  attempt  to  assign  authorship. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  freely  serifed  upright  hand  of  a  well-represented  type, 

which  may  be  attributed  to  the  earlier  part  of  the  second  century.  The  one  or  two 

accents  may  be  by  the  same  hand  as  the  text. 

(*)  {b) 

]...[ ]  ̂rou.oipaf<para\  ]  [ 

}.h.[ 

or  [ 

]  _  _  v  rayarjKet^aXKxp^ 
]/CTO/xe^[ 

]..[.]  .^pciCTipafnja  [ 

_  CKaipClTTvAplCl 

]  €CCOfA€VOLO,7Tvdec9ai  *[ 
]a6oAf<[ 

]rLp€ypuaXa7Ta^eu 

]{j,r}T€pap,7}Xwv 
■  ■  • 

]v)(6pcouta)Ai<[ 10 

j.°.[ 
].[ 

I  have  taken  (a)  to  contain  left-hand  parts  of  the  same  lines  as  ( b ).  I  ca
nnot  certainly  trace  the 

fibres  across  from  the  one  to  the  other,  but  I  see  no  particular  incompat
ibility  between  them;  both 

fragments  are  from  the  top  of  a  column,  and  comparison  of  the  conten
ts  of  11.  7  seqq.  with  those  of 

0  1  seqq.  Hesiodjrapnenle ,  Merkclbach  makes  the  hypothesis  accepta
ble.  _ 

I I  [of  the  first  two  letters  only  scattered  dots ;  the  second  was  perhap
s  circular.  The  third  is 

represented  by  an  upright  a  slightly  forward  sloping  upright  hooked  over  to  right  at  the 

top  followed  by  two  diagonally  opposed  traces  at  the  bottom  left-
hand  and  top  right-hand  edges  or 

a  gap  2  ]  ,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  .[  a  trace  near  the  line 
 3  ]. .,  disjointed 

traces,  perhaps  of  three  letters  4  The  remains  before  *  themselves  resemble  *,  but  I  suppose 

must  be  v,  above  the  gap  immediately  preceding  which  there  ap
pears  to  be  the  lower  end  of  an  acute 

e  Between  c  and  0  faint  dots,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  on  either  edge  of
  the  gap  Of  t  only  the 

foot  closely  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  disjointed  traces,  perhaps  of  three  letters  «w,the 

t  has  an  apparently  meaningless  stroke  descending  to  right  from  just  below  i
ts  top  6  J  ,  a  hot 

on  the  line,  followed  at  an  interval  by  the  hooked  top  of  a  stroke  almost  
touching  the  top  of  the  up¬ 

right  of  p  7  seqq.  See  comm.  9  In  the  right-hand  margin  apparently  the  top  halt  oi  #c 

followed  by  the  top  half  of  <f>  or  tfi  in  a  small  uncial,  I  cannot  say  whet
her  the  same  as  or  different  from 

that  of  the  text  10  .[,  there  is  what  resembles  a  serif  well  below  the  line;  t  is  not  the 
 natural 

interpretation  11  The  top  of  a  small  circle;  neither  o  nor  c  suggest
ed 

Even  without  the  assistance  afforded  by  0,  it  might  be  guessed  that  1.  7 
 of  this  fragment  referred 

to  the  sack  of  lolkos  by  Peleus,  7]aa>A/<[6i'  iuK]rtp4vr)v  aXdira£ev,  and  th
is  may  be  taken  to  be  confirmed 

I  ]&OLf}V  ££lK€TO  p,T)T€pa  /XljAwK 

/cjTTj/iaT*  ayo. >v  i£  evpi>x°p°o  IatoXnov 

]/ftaKiSij<r  $tA oc  adavaroict  OeoZctv. 

]8e$[  ]ouav  ayaUro  0vp.de  airaav ,  ktA. 

The  source  of  the  verses  preserved  in  0  is  inferred  from  Tzetzes’ s  quotation  of  11.  7, 10  to  have  been  an 

imOaXdpuov  elc  nv Ma  xal  ®inv  by  Hesiod.  In  view  of  the  discrepan
cy  between  the  endings  of  2511  9 

and  0  2  and  the  uncertainty  whether  2511  10  seq.  and  0  3  seq.  were  t
he  same,  it  is  difficult  to  know 

what  to  make  of  such  agreements  between  the  two  texts  as  remain.  It
  seems  not  impossible  to  recon¬ 

cile  2511  with  such  an  imBMtuov.  Indeed,  if  11. 1-6  and  II.  7  seqq.  belong  to  on
e  and  the  same  piece 

which  I  suppose  likely,  though  without  the  left-hand  margin  there
  can  be  no  certamty— the  readiest 

explanation  of  the  mention  of  what  appears  to  be  fighting  at  Troy  (implied  by
  C/ca^a m 

which  Peleus  had  no  part,  before  the  sack  of  lolkos  which  preceded  it  by  m
any  years,  might  be  the 

introduction  of  Achilles,  as  the  fruit  of  the  marriage  of  Peleus  and  Thetis,
  his  exploits  and  death,  in 

a  prophecy  or  some  equivalent  form.  On  the  other  hand,  without  
the  unwarrantable  assumption  ot 

corruption  in  L  9,  2511  cannot  be  the  same  part  of  the  imBaXaptov  as 
 0,  and  if  not,  there  is  no  reason 

to  believe  it  part  of  that  piece  at  all,  or  even  of  any  Hesiodic  piece.  
Of  the  nine  hexameter  endings 

recognizably  preserved  all  but  the  seventh  are  Homeric  (being  found  ei
ther  m  Iliad  ox  Odyssey  ox 

both)  but  not,  with  one  exception,  hitherto  Hesiodic.  This  characte
ristic,  which  2512  also  exhibits, 

may  be  fortuitous,  but  if  the  concentration  is  significant,  it  presumably  p
oints  away  from  Hesiod. 

1  potpa  Kparaiij  II.  v  83,  and  nine  times  in  all.  Not  in  Odyssey.  _  , 

1  have  not  come  to  a  plausible  guess  at  the  preceding  verb,  but  I  believ
e  one  could  be  verified. 

2  ]iSt>c[  i.e.  TfyAe]  or  Alax]  -IBtjc  not  ruled  out,  but  not  veri
fiable. 

TcrA'noTt  8vua>t  Od.  iv  447,  and  nine  times  in  all.  Not  in  Iliad  (which  has
  rer^i  &.  twice). 

3  rava-qKfi  yaA«wt  II.  vii  77,  and  three  times  in  all,  Od.  iv  257.  Now  also  2
483  fr.  1  1  2  {Catalogue). 

4  yepet  ctij9ci/)7)«  in  this  position  11.  xii  397,  and  twice  in  all,  Od.  iv  5
06,  and  three  times  m  ah. 

5  The  traces  between  e  and  6  may  be  compatible  with  a  single  broad  le
tter  such  as  v. 

C*ai7j«  ttvXtjci  preceded  by  eVi.  II.  iii  149,  xvi  734,  wept  xviii  453,  M  xxu  
360,  none  verifiable  here. Not  in  Odyssey. 

6  In  Iliad  (twice)  and  Odyssey  (four  times)  always  xal  e.  7 r.,  but  xai 
 not  verifiable  here. 

7  'laoiXuov  ivKTipiv-qv  ivxripivgv  'IawXxou  II.  ii  712. 

8  Ww  &k6mv  . ,  .  mr ipa  pjXcov  II.  ix  475-  Mr<P«,  -Ph  Iliad  three  times,  Odyssey  once. 

9  iv  evpuxopwi  VacoA/cdit  Od.  xi  256. 

by  the  parallelism  of  11.  8  seqq.  with  0  1  seqq. : 

8  e£[uf€To]  p,7)T€pa  prjXcuv 

evp]vx6poiCy  7aa>AK[aH 
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2512.  Early  Hexameters 

Two  peculiarities,  one  internal,  one  external,  are  to  be  noted  in  the  following 

fragments,  (a)  Of  the  eight  verses  in  fr.  2  all  the  four  of  which  identifiable  extents  re¬ 
main  coincide  in  them  (except  that  in  one  instance  there  is  a  change  from  first  to 

third  person)  with  verses  in  the  Iliad  or  the  Odyssey,  (b)  The  continuity  of  the  column 

is  broken  apparently  twice  (fr.  1  between  11. 1  and  3,  fr.  2  between  11.  5  and  7) — and,  if 

the  space  below  fr.  2,  9  does  not  mark  the  bottom,  another  time — by  a  blank  equiva¬ 
lent  to  a  verse  with  surrounds.  What  significance  these  observations  may  have  is  not 

to  be  determined  on  the  present  evidence. 

The  verses  are  written  on  the  back  of  a  roll  in  a  hand  of  the  common  angular 

type  and  may  be  assigned  to  the  second  half  of  the  second  century  or  not  much  later. 

The  contents  of  the  front  are  not  literary  but  too  little  is  preserved  to  be  specified. 

Fr.  2 

Fr.  1 

]  ovfjUE y[ 

]^at7TOTt[ 
^yarrjpayeXet.r)  [ 

■  * ]Spt770pev7rapaK[ 

]  ..[ 
5  ]T€Kr}BoiA€vr}T<z[ 

]  [ 

i  "[ 

]  ey[ ]  8qi9<EfltC€CTlv[ 
]  H 

]rjfjLaTa[ t 
]  [ 

Fr.  1  The  lower  end  of  an  upright  descend¬ 
ing  below  the  line,  followed  by  the  start  of  a  ... 
stroke  rising  to  right  4  Above  and  below  the 

left-hand  stroke  of  A  two  dots  of  which  I  do  not  Fr.  2  1  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  5  Of  ]T 
know  the  significance  a  would  be  taken  for  5,  only  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke 
if  8  were  possible  7  Before  8  a  blank  space 

3  /hoc  Ovya-rrjp  aycXd-r}  II.  iv  128,  Od.  xiii  359* 
3  scqq.  Athena  .  .  .  found  a  wife  for  .  .  . 

when  he  had  grown  up  . . .  loving  him  and  looking 
after  him. 

4  dpeifta  t€  Kai  artr^Aa  Kal  chSpt  -nopov 
TTapaxotriv  11.  xxiv  60. 

5  <f>iX4ovca  t€  K-qhop.lv'Q  re  IL  i  196,  209. 
7  d(ict<pac6ai  84puc  ecTiV  Od.  xvi  91.  There  is 

no  other  8 at  8.  e.  in  Odyssey  or  Iliad . 

2513,  Early  Hexameters 

The  Homeric  tincture  of  the  following  remnants  of  hexameters  seems  to  be  in¬ 

dubitable  in  spite  of  their  exiguity  and  the  uncertainties  of  decipherment.  But  I  see 

no  prospect,  even  when  the  choice  is  to  that  extent  limited,  of  making  a  guess  at  their 

source. 

The  verses  are  written,  on  the  back  of  a  document  running  in  the  opposite  direc¬ 

tion,  in  a  plain  uncial  of  a  common  second-century  type.  There  are  one  or  two
  correc¬ 

tions,  which  I  have  taken  perhaps  wrongly  to  be  by  a  different  hand. 
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M 
]oAu[ 

~\vij3a[ 

]  1 0.817  [ 

5  ].aF.[ ].'nvp[ 

c 

~\deov7r[ 

]cdpr]KCo[ 

JSe^eAatnf 
]<=vaycuopi[ 

]op,eyeu^>[ 

].[  ]i/eia/?api  _  [ 

1 5  ]u7tA[  .  .  ] .  /xocSoAtyf 

]iyc-r[  _ ,  ]a£avBpco[ 
pramac  t  [ 

]fia)V '  [  ]  _  p,rjraKa[ 

].vvK.]CTaH'[.]7lC7T[ 
P 

20  jaraAwcfJpcye.  # 

].  .TP’JTO.t.],  ,/4.[ 

].  .  .  . tS^[ p 
L  .0V€^..[.]  <M[ 

]ecaror\  _  _  .[  J.cm[ 

2  5  ]v7}T0LC(j>€Te[  _  ]otS  [ 

]  _  vo^a/cata  (  _€«7[ 

Ji^/xe^o/xetAo^ 

].[  ],W,  .  .[ 

]  K€<j>aXr]v  yv[ 

3°  W  ].  eTT^c€tve[ 

]yy]TOpecrj  [ 

]r^w«[[f]lxo[ 

]  raro  ecc^ 

£aw7r[ 

]t  #  _  a)  #  _  are[ 

>[  ]. .ap[ ].[  W[ 

].[ 

35 
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The  surface  is  rubbed  in  many  places  but  it  is  not  always  certain  that  there  has  resulted  loss  of 

a  letter  since  there  is  some  irregularity  in  the  spacing.  In  a  number  of  places  there  is  what  looks  most 
like  a  thick  acute  accent  where  it  is  inappropriate  (see  facs.  1.  8  c,  1.  28  v\  1.  33  a).  The  accent  on  fiuiv 

(1.  18)  is  of  a  different  appearance,  but  it,  too,  in  a  different  way,  is  anomalously  placed. 

1  .[,  a  short  arc  from  the  bottom  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  5  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top 
of  the  letters  .[,  an  upright,  perhaps  with  ink  descending  from  its  top  to  right,  i.e.  v  6  ]., 

off  the  base  line  the  right-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  coming  from  left  10  the  base  of 

a  small  circle  or  a  hook  ],[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  with  a  dot  above  to  right  .[,  the  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle  14  ].[,  perhaps  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  .[,  perhaps  17,  but 

the  surface  is  distorted  15  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  *  17  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
18  The  accent  is  very  thin  and  faint  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  on  the  line;  a  sug¬ 
gested  ].,  the  base  of  a  circle  19  ].,  I  cannot  interpret.  The  ink  resembles  a  c  tilted  over  to 
left;  not  the  k  or  x  of  this  hand  20  Both  c  and  p  anomalous  but  I  find  nothing  else  as  likely 
After  e  the  surface  is  much  damaged.  I  doubt  whether  correct  guesses  could  be  verified  21  Of 

r  only  the  cross-stroke  Before  p  perhaps  €  or  c  22  ] _ ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke 
as  of  y ;  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  in  a  curve  from  left ;  a  dot  below  the  line,  followed  at  an 

interval  by  an  upright  on  the  line  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  25  .[,  just  oft* 
the  line  a  hook  open  to  right  26  ].,  a  stroke  descending  from  left  Between  a  and  <r  ap¬ 

parently  elements  of  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  followed  by  elements  of  the  right-hand  end  of 
a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  28  ].[,  perhaps  the  central  part  of  p\  or  two  letters  may  be  represented 

].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  p  might  perhaps  be  the  left-hand  part  of  p 
29  Between  v  and  v  perhaps  the  lower  half  of  c  in  the  line,  but  also,  before  it,  ink  not  accounted  for, 

part  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  part  in  the  interlinear  space  33  Between  o  and  e  per¬ 
haps  the  diagonal  of  v  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  34  Between  p  and  p  three 

dots  on  the  line,  the  last  perhaps  the  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  a>  anomalous;  ft  may 

be  likelier,  though  also  anomalous  35  Between  t  and  gj  perhaps  two  triangular  letters,  the 

second  having  something  written  above  it  After  a>  possibly  kc  but  the  surface  is  much  damaged 

36  ], .,  possibly  tS,  but  the  surface  is  much  damaged  37  Of  p  only  the  right-hand  cusp 

6  Perhaps  *]p  irvp[  for  eV  7 rvp[. 

14  seqq,  e]u7rA[oK]a^oc  implies  the  mention  of  a  female,  av]a£  av8pa>[v  will  much  more  often  refer 

to  Agamemnon  than  to  any  other  person,  there  is  therefore  a  chance  that  ’  I<f>iy4]vtia  occurred  in  1.  14. 
But  this  name  of  a  daughter  of  Agamemnon  is  not  Homeric  nor,  so  far  as  we  know,  Hesiodic,  the  per¬ 
son  who  fills  her  role  being  called  (as  now  appears  from  2482  6)  Iphimede  in  the  Catalogue.  The 

earliest  known  appearance  of  the  name  Iphigeneia  in  reference  to  a  different  person  from  Iphianassa  is 
in  the  Cypria  (fr.  15). 

17  xli-ron*  seems  probable,  or,  considering  the  general  objection  to  a  trochaic  division  of  this  foot, 

perhaps  dxjtrojv-. 
22  Sy[c]yetjx^)cu[t  must  be  regarded  as  very  probable ;  before  it  yai rp  is  acceptable,  but  it  is  easy  to 

think  of  other  possibilities. 
Bvcxelpepoc  occurs  twice  in  the  Iliad ,  both  times  of  Dodona.  in  1.  8  above  suggests  the 

possibility  of  a  different  application  here. 

25  I  suppose  (-)t<acly]v7}T0i  c^ere[/)]ot  is  likely. 
27  peO*  optXov.  ‘into  the  crowd’,  11.  xx  47. 
31  rj]yirjrop€c  i)[8e  pedovTtc  suggested  by  the  Homeric  formula,  but  not  verifiable. 
32  cpiflapri c,  perhaps  cTtj3ap^c(i). 

2514.  Hexameters 

If  the  sign  below  col.  ii  26  indicates  the  end  of  the  piece,  it  can  be  deduced  from 

1.  22  that  the  piece  was  in  hexameters.  The  only  clue  to  its  contents  that  I  see  is  the 

mention  of  Hector. 
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Col.  i  appears  to  be  in  a  different  and,  I  should  have  guessed  from  the  very 

exiguous  remains,  earlier  hand,  perhaps  of  the  second  century.  Col.  ii  is  a  medium¬ 

sized,  rather  heavy  example  of  the  angular  type  used  from  the  second  to  the  fourth 

century,  which  I  should  not  suppose  to  be  earlier  than  the  third. 

(1st  h.) Col.  ii  (2nd  h.) 

].[].[ 

M 

]cKa[ 

]  yw.[ 
5 ] 

.  °v[ ] yovy[ 

] 

rv8et[ 

] 

8ft8.[ 

] 

WV,[ 

10 ] 

Kat6a[ 

] 

tcaiyv  _  [ 

] 
ovya  At[ 

] ov\;VAtcu[ 

] 

aAAa  #  [ 

15 

] 

cayap[ 

] 

P)8[ 

] 

ei8e[ 

] 

cuf?e[ 

] ayy€AA[ 

20 ] 

r.Pe.9.[ 

] 

euX°M.[ 

] £€UTe7raTepKat0oqS[ 

i 

Atccec&uro ,  [  ] ,  [ 

]8tup 

SetAb^ya  [ 

25 

]. 

£KToptfc[ 

] PV 

aOavar[ 

]ac 

7 

Co),  i  24  Of  §  only  the  right-hand  stroke 
below  the  line 

25  ].,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  well 

2514.  HEXAMETERS 

17 

Col.  ii  1  Traces  of  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  followed,  after  a  blank  of  about  one  letter,  by  the 

start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  5  Of  the  first  letter  only  a  dot  on  the  line,  the  second  now 
most  resembles  c  with  t  written  through  it ;  if  c,  no  room  before  it  for  more  than  1  6  Of  y 

only  the  left-hand  stroke  8  .[,  an  upright  9  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  part  of  jS  suggested 
by  comparison  with  1.  22  11  .[,  on  the  line  the  left-hand  side  of  loop  open  to  right  14  .[, 
the  top  of  an  upright  20  Between  r  and  p  a  very  faint  upright  suggesting  an  inserted  t  .o,[, 

a  slightly  convex  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line,  with  a  thick  dot  to  left  of  its  top,  followed  by 
scattered  dots  interpreted  as  0  by  reason  of  their  position  off  the  line,  and  these  by  the  lower  part  of 
an  upright,  descending  well  below  the  line,  with  a  trace  to  left  of  its  top  21  .[,  perhaps  the  upper 

left-hand  part  of  e  23  ,[,  the  tip  of  an  upright  ].[,  the  apex  of  a  triangle  24  y,  the  sur¬ 
face  is  stripped  and  7 r  cannot  be  ruled  out  ,[,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Col.  ii  Partly  speech,  but  doubtful  how  much  or  how  many  speakers. 

7  Since  Hector  is  mentioned  below  (1.  25),  I  should  guess  that  here  the  reference  is  to  Diomedes 

(TuSet^c)  not  to  Tydeus  himself,  who  was  not  at  Troy. 
12  seq.  I  suppose  interrogative.  In  Homer  always  $  oi>x  aXtc  .... 
20  I  can  make  no  guess  at  what  was  intended.  A  blank  was  left  between  t  and  p  but  the  added 

letter,  t  ?,  was  not  inserted  in  the  blank,  but  starts  above  the  line. 
22  I  have  no  other  example  of  this  invocation. 

24  Apparently  8<rf  A tyv  intended  by  the  addition  over  the  line.  Set  occurs  only  once  in  Homer. 

2515.  Hexameters 

It  would  at  first  sight  be  natural  to  attribute  to  an  early  writer,  and  even  specifi¬ 

cally  to  Hesiod,  the  following  remains  of  hexameter  verse,  containing,  where  the 

contents  are  intelligible,  the  introduction  to  the  punishment  of  some  offender  by 

Posidon,  having  a  general  resemblance  to  2484-5.  This  attribution  is  perhaps  not  to 

be  rejected  with  certainty,  but  doubts  are  raised  by  the  occurrence  in  II.  8  seq.  of 

lexical  elements  not  hitherto  attested  in  any  early  writer.  This  happens  often  enough, 

as  new  texts  are  found,  to  make  it  unreliable  as  a  criterion  of  date,  and  with  so  little 

material  to  go  on  it  is  pointless  to  speculate  whether  an  early  composition  containing 

words  hitherto  supposed  late  or  a  late  composition  fairly  successfully  reproducing  the 

colour  of  an  earlier  is  here  to  be  recognized. 

The  text  is  written  on  the  front  of  a  roll  in  a  small  round  hand  I  suppose  attribut¬ 

able  to  the  earlier  part  of  the  second  century.  The  correction  (fr.  1,  3)  and,  I  think,  the 

apostrophes  (fr.  1,8;  10)  are  by  the  same  writer  as  the  text. 
On  the  back,  running  in  the  same  direction,  are  parts  of  lines  belonging  to  a  prose 

work  of  which  too  little  is  preserved  to  reveal  its  contents.  Of  these,  too,  the  writing 

may  fall  within  the  second  century. 

c 
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Fr.  i 

]m>ci[ 
]$ovocvppi[m]'[ 

evvociyaio[ 

]ajSei^[[atyatcova]]  [  ■ 

]afJ,€VOCfJL€9e7}K€ 

5  ]pLajxr]B€roepya 

]  e^etpiTjotatvap1 
]e%  m  iafx<j>ipVTOCx@o)[ 

]Xpvc€aSc(l>pyavop  |  oy  |  [ 

]  t  vpceXayi^cov 

10  ]vgcicryav€p,OLT
€ 

Fr.  1  The  papyrus  is  tender  and  liable  to  flake,  particularly  on  the  right-hand  side  2  ].[, 
the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  a  stroke  descending  to  right  7  Between  e  and  t 
remains  of  the  tops  of  letters  which  I  cannot  interpret ;  not  normal  ra  or  to  8  oy  is  on  a  detached 

scrap  which  may  not  be  rightly  placed  here  9  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  1  1  *i2]m>ci[yai-. 

3  Perhaps  xo'Aoc  A ]afiev  as,  e.g.,  II.  i  3S7. 
The  cancelled  Alyalatva  (as  an  equivalent  of  Posidon,  not  Briareos)  does  not  occur  before  Calli¬ 

machus  (fr.  59,  6)  and  Lycophron  (Alex.  135). 

4  I  should  guess  ov  ,.]/ne0c^e  sc.  xoAov  (cf.  II.  i  283,  xv  138),  perhaps  expressed  in  the  form 
XoAaje]apevoc  p.ederjKe,  as  at  11.  xxiv  48. 

5  -a  fj,y$€To  epya :  a  common  epic  cliche,  but  I  cannot  guess  the  adjective  here. 

6  eAe  x •  T-  cf.  Od.  v  292,  iv  506  (fxojv  x*-'LP€CCL  T-  E.  xii  27). 
7  dfitfilpuToc  xdd)[v:  this  feminine  in  Hes.  Theog.  983  (-ppvra >t),  but  with  three  endings  in  Hesiod 

(P.I.F.A.O.  322A  7),  Od.}  h.  Horn.  Apoll.  (and  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon .  i  1305.  -pvnqt). 

8  St^pa:  the  heteroclite  plural  not  till  Callimachus  (hy.  iii  135,  ‘chairs',  not  ‘chariot’).  There  is  no 
instance  of  Stypot  for  a  single  chariot. 

ec.  ,S0f>p'  dvopou - :  after  the  Homeric  ec  8 typov  S'  dvopovce  II.  xi  273  et  al. 
9  -nop  ceAayltcov :  eeXaylCeiv  is  a  form  that  is  only  late-attested,  Callim.  2216  fr.  i  v.  10  ( Hecale ) 

and  then  as  an  intransitive.  Barring  error,  -cov  for  -ov,  it  must  be  transitive  here. 

10  e\vozlc  r’  avepo l  re  aveptol  r’  evoctc  re  Hes.  Theog.  706. 

2515.  HEXAMETERS 

19 

'  ].o # 

]«/?.[ 

]A€60p[ 

]  7]VKaKo[ 

5  ]ce^,[ 
].k 

4  11.  lost  by  stripping  of  the  upper  layer 

12  ]ey[ 

]...[ 

]  [ 15  W... 

M 

Fr.  2  Above  1.  1  the  upper  layer  is  stripped  off.  From  1.  5,  besides  partial  or  complete  stripping, 

it  is  rubbed,  so  that  the  ink  has  in  places  disappeared  or  left  only  scattered  traces  i  ].[,  perhaps 

two  letters,  in  which  case  no  whole  letter  lost  before  <f>,  of  which  only  the  lower  part  of  the  upright, 

so  that  fp  may  be  an  alternative  2  an  upright  4  ].,  the  right-hand  stroke  of  8  or  A 
5  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  .[,  perhaps  the  top  of  the  upper  loop  of  jS 

Fr.  2  5  evl  p.pLe[yapoici ?  Cf.  2495  fr.  21  i  2. 

2516.  Antimachus 

The  attribution  to  Antimachus  of  the  following  fragments  is  based  on  the  coinci¬ 

dence  in  fr.  4  of  five  syllables  distributed  over  three  lines  with  these  same  syllables 

occurring  in  three  half-lines  quoted  as  a  lemma  in  a  commentary  on  Antimachus 

already  known.  The  identification  requires  the  assumption  that  21  letters  in  the 

second  line  and  14  letters  in  the  third  occupied  equivalent  spaces,  but  should  not, 

I  suppose,  be  rejected  on  that  account.  Its  acceptance  confers  no  great  advantage. 

It  is  natural  to  conjecture  that  such  hexameter  fragments  have  their  source  in  the 

Thebais,  but  there  is  in  them  nothing,  so  far  as  I  see,  that  has  any  reference  to  what  is 

known  of  the  contents  of  that  poem,  and  they  are  for  the  most  part  too  defective  to  be 

of  much  value  in  their  own  right.  By  a  free  use  of  guesswork  a  continuous  sense  can 

be  elicited  from  fr.  8.  There  are  two  new  words  in  fr.  3,  a  rare  word  in  fr.  8. 
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The  text  is  written  in  a  small  upright  uncial  to  some  extent  resembling  the 

'biblical1  type.  It  may  be  assigned  to  the  second  century.  There  are  not  many  ac¬ 
cents  or  lection  signs  and  most  appear  to  be  due  to  the  writer  of  the  text ,  whose  large 

apostrophe  written  at  the  same  time  takes  up  nearly  as  much  room  as  a  letter.  But 

a  few  are  likely  to  be  attributable  to  a  different  hand  (whose  apostrophe  written  small 

above  the  line  is  to  be  seen  at  fr.  12,  8). 

Fr.  1  (rt) 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

\owp,va,ovcat 

rov _et[ 

]rvv€LavaorSrp' 

o\J3tot[ 

]puf>rjpLCTOV 

ec7rep[ 

]  cayeXcbioc 

K0Vp7][ 

]vpycov 

A €KTp  [ 

. ] 

“‘ye. .[ 

] 

7 rarpo  [ 

] 

rcoiye  [ 

] 

Ae/cr  #  [ 

] 

i)tt[ 

!  '  [ 

Fr,  1  (a)  Col.  i  4  ].,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle;  0  looks  likelier  than  m 
Col.  ii  1  Between  v  and  c  a  trace  on  the  line  .[,  a  headless  upright  5  .[,  the  lower  left- 

hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  .  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  having  to 
right  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  Above  1  what  resembles  the  lower  half  of 
a  small  c  Above  the  line,  between  c  and  the  next  letter,  a  trace  7  .[,  an  upright  8  ,[> 
A  or,  perhaps  more  probably,  the  left-hand  part  of  p  9  ,[j  a  damaged  upright;  p  not  verifiable 

Fr.  r  (b) 

ay[ 

Fr.  1  ( b )  I  do  not  think  it  doubtful  that  this  fragment  comes  from  Col.  ii,  but  I  cannot  attach  it 
.[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  2 ’>.[  ’ 

]Ainr[ 

]Se/c[ 

]CTT€PX[ 

5  ]  ovrw[ 

]*«/4 

Fr.  2  1  .[>  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
6  .[,  prima  facie  the  upper  side  of  the  base  loop 

of  a 

Fr.  3 

]  t  Oovoc '  [  _  ]  t  a/re  A  _  [ 
]u7roiT</>e .  caKpoope\ 

]7rapatcvfj[  _  ]A  rjya6a[ 

]  ( 0,pTVVaVT0(J,€\u<[ 
5  ]a{iQic€$vcocaFa,  _[ 

J. .  out.]7?y£y/caro7Ta[ ].C  TCVOjJ,[ 
].[ 

Fr.  3  1  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  .[,  the  start  of 

a  stroke  rising  to  right  ].,  the  right-hand  end 
of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  .[,  a  small  semicircle, 

open  upwards,  on  the  line ;  possibly  to  be  com¬ 
bined  with  A  as  p[  2  ]”j  only  die  edge  of 

the  right-hand  stroke  Between  c  and  c  two 
dots  on  the  line  4  ],,  a  dot  on  the  line 

5  ,[,  r  or  less  probably  the  left-hand  side  of  n 6  Before  ov  the  top  of  c  or  perhaps  y;  before  this 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  thin  cross-stroke,  touch¬ 
ing  it  just  below  the  angle  7  ].,  the  lower 

part  of  a  slightly  concave  stroke  descending  from 
left  8  The  top  of  an  upright 

Fr,  1  (a)  Col.  i  1  seq.  These  two  verses  appear  to  be  compatible  with  the  beginning  of  a  piece. 

There  is  a  vague  similarity  to  the  beginning  of  Euphorion’s  Hippomedon  (PSI 1390  C  ii  28  seq.)  vj 

irapOeviKai  .  „  4utu[.  They  do  not  much  recall  the  beginning  of  Antimachus’  Thebais  cwcncrc,  Kpovihao 
At6c  pcyaXoio  dvyarpec  (Antim.  fr.  1  W). 

vp,v€loucat  of  the  Muses  Hes.  Op.  2. 

£v]Tvvetav  dotS?^ :  cf.  A tyvpfy  S’  cvtuvov  aoihrjv  (impf.)  'they  raised  a  song’  Od.  xii  183,  but  cpqv  S’ 

Ivtwov  dotS^v  (imper.)  ‘inspire  (?)  my  song’  hy.  Horn,  vi  20. 

3  ajpIqpiCTOv. 

4  In  hexameter  writing  Ay^Xdioc  is  the  regular  form  and,  in  fact,  I  can  supply  no  earlier  example 

of  MyeAwtoc  than  Nonnus  Dionys .  xiii  313  (,&xeAt<jiwt||),  Among  elegiacs,  however,  AycXiotoc  occurs  in 
hexameters  as  early  as  Callimachus  (ep.  xxix  1,  3).  It  may  be  advisable  to  point  out  that  at  Hes. 

Theog.  340  the  odd  AycXwtov  r  dpyvpohivqv  is  a  proposal  of  Triclinius,  not  the  napdSocu. 

Fr.  2  4  cn€px[_  or  Cncpylct-. 
Fr.  3  1  ̂yOovoc  is  acceptable,  and  if  this  is  yQovdc,  the  possibility  of  pcXq.[Lvqc  may  be  entertained. 

Though  there  is  no  good  reason  to  suppose  that  the  guess  is  of  any  value,  no  harm  can  be  done  by 

remarking  that  ano  J^tfovoc  a[f]i/fa  p cXa\ivqc  would  have  a  parallel  in  pi p<f>a  8’  dv’  rjireipoio  pcXaivqc Antim.  fr.  84,  1  YV. 

2  vnovipqc,  which  I  suppose  should  be  written  -vci$-}  is  a  new  word  and  of  a  new  form,  only 
compounds  in  -vifioc  (1 iydwt<f>oc  II.  i  420,  Epich.  130,  TroXvvtpoc  El.  Mag.  7,  9,  $vcvt<f>oc  Nonn.  Dionys .  ii 

685)  and  -vtyrjc  {aKpovi^c  Pae.  Delph.  1,  iroXwtpqc  Eur.  Hel.  1326)  being  up  to  now  recorded.  I  sup¬ 

pose  the  meaning  is  ‘having  a  covering  of  snow’. 
I  cannot  be  certain  whether  -doc  or  - 4ac  should  be  read,  I  suppose  the  likeliest  is  vTTovi<j>iac 

dKpo)pc[lo.c  (cf.  Nonn.  l.c.  Tavpov  hvcv^ov  ap<f>i  tcvovto),  but  the  choices  are  complicated  by  the  fact 
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that  aKp(op<i[  may  represent  a  proper  name  (Al/qxapaa,  AxpcopetoC}  and  the  two  words  then  be  in 
different  cases. 

3  I  suppose  vapai  cu^ttA Tjya.  (not  - napat ,  though  there  can  be  no  certainty  that  Anrapal,  -at, 
Anrapai  could  not  have  been  apposite.  For  At^rapoc  applied  to  an  island  cf.  h.  Horn.  Apoll.  38  Xioc 

.  .  ,  vrjetov  AnrapioraTi)  .  .  .)  cvp,Tr\rj£  is  another  new  word.  If  it  means  the  same  as  cvfXTrXvjydc,  which 

seems  likely,  it  may,  like  that  word,  be  used  in  the  singular  to  denote  the  entrance  to  the  Euxine; 
Eur.  l.T.  241  seq.  Kvaveav  Cv/xirA^ydBa  TrAdrrjt  <f>vy6vTt c,  Androm.  792  seq.  a£evov  uypav  eKTrepacat 
TJovrta v  Cv^irAtfydSa  and  often  in  Latin  verse,  Lucan,  Phars.  ii  718,  Val.  Flacc,  Argon,  iv  221,  v  299, 

Claudian.  Eutrop.  ii  30,  Priscian,  Per.  305.  0a[  might  then  represent  (Ev£eiv-ov,  -oto)  .  .  .  daXaccqc. 
Antimachus  is  known  to  have  treated  of  the  Argonauts,  but  in  the  Lyde,  which  was  written  in  elegiacs. 

Since  Strabo  (170)  says  that  some  authors  place  the  Symplegades  at  the  western  entrance  of  the 
Mediterranean,  it  may  be  as  well  to  say  that  I  can  see  no  connexion  between  this  fragment  and  fr.  4 
(v.  ad  1.  9)  or  fr.  5  (v.  ad  1.  6). 

4  {e)]Kapru«ii/To.  Of  /ieAi(f[  I  can  make  nothing.  If  v  could  be  read  for  k,  of  which  I  am  doubt¬ 
ful,  M4Aw[avf  a  town  in  Argos,  according  to  Steph.  Byz,  inv.,  would  offer  a  way  out  of  a  difficulty, 
out  of  which  I  can  suggest  no  other. 

6  I  think  rjvdKaro  would  have  been  expected. 

Fr.  4 

5 

10 

Fr.  4  1  seqq.  Antim.  fr.  [97],  fr.  187  W  3  ].[,  perhaps  the  lower  end  of  the  diagonal  and 

the  foot  of  the  right-hand  upright  of  v  5  Of  the  apostrophe  only  a  short  stretch  of  the  lower 
part  For  y[  perhaps  c  or  even  p  possible  7  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching 
the  top  of  7j,  with  a  trace  below  on  the  line  . ,[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right, 
a  thick  dot  at  the  same  level,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright;  three  letters  may  be  represented  9  ]., 
an  upright  close  to  the  edge  10  Of  ja  only  the  extreme  end  of  the  tail  11  ].,  a  dot  just 
below  the  line,  consistent  with  v  12  ].,  the  top  of  a  circle  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  with  a  trace  below,  suggesting  tt  or  r 
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Fr.  4  1  seqq.  From  the  commentary  on  Antimachus  (Appendix,  Wyss)  these  verses  may  be 

supplemented  to  the  following  extent : 
8t)  tot*  *Ep{t)ivv c  tJA0€v,  acjijrfopoc 

Ah'Soc  eKv-poXiTToOca  8oov  ~\S6pLOv[f 
XuAkcol  Apatov  Od]Aaptot  o[,]f[ 

I  cannot  account  for  the  startling  difference  between  lines  2  and  3  in  the  count  of  missing  letters, 

since  Boptov  and  Aaptoi  in  this  manuscript  start  on  about  the  same  alignment. 

Ooov  Bopov,  Antim.  fr.  97  W  before  the  appearance  of  the  Hermopolis  papyrus,  now  also  in  the 

Homer  glossary  2517  front  (zc)  1.  8. 

OaAafioi  o-.  Hiatus,  of  which  this  must  be  supposed  an  instance,  is  not  very  common  in  the  extant 
remains  of  Antimachus,  but  presumably  he  allowed  himself  to  follow  Homeric  practice,  e.g.  Aavaoi 

4{xd  ...  11.  i  42.  -t)  07 roc,  1.  7,  probably,  -77  utt-,  1.  8,  certainly,  are  further  examples. 

4  y]€papat, 

6  vTT€p  K€<j>aA.T}c  probable,  K€$aAf}<f>i(v)  possible. 

9  rjirdpiov.  In  view  of  a  possible  reference  of  a  nature  similar  to  Soph.  Track .  101  (Siccataf  direlpoic 
«At0ac,  of  Heracles)  I  may  as  well  remark  that  I  see  no  possibility  of  bringing  this  fragment  into relation  with  fr.  5. 

[LSJ  in  r]7T€ipoc  interpret  Btccalciv  as  ‘Europe  and  Asia*.  I  suppose  ‘and  Africa'  would  be  more 

correct.] 

10  :  the  accent  shows  that  a  single  word  is  represented.  The  rarity  of  its  form  should  make 

it  easy  to  guess,  but  I  can  make  no  suggestion. 

II  Perhaps  [eu0]v8tffotav. 

Fr.  5 

M.M  ].[ 

]^apx.0?cv[. 
]fiaa,Arjahopi[  J  _  vrace[ 

]  #  a TOC€§[  ]  _  f/,7}T0LC&€  [ 

5  ]p. ,  .[ .YvyCLV€pac€yxp(,fA7r[ 
]  aiKcuTepp,ov€C7}pai<Ar}oc[ 

Fr.  5  1  ].,  on  the  line  the  turn-up  of  a  stroke  from  left  2  .[,  a  trace  on  the  line  What 
I  have  taken  for  the  lower  right-hand  corner  of  ]o  is  very  angular ;  I  am  not  sure  that  at  might  not  be 
possible,  in  which  case  no  whole  letter  is  missing  3  ].,  prima  facie  the  lower  part  of  an  upright, 

but  0  probably  admissible  4  ].,  the  under-side  of  the  right-hand  loop  and  part  of  the  shank  of 
<f>  suggested ;  p  seems  less  likely  Of  6  only  the  left-hand  side ;  €  equally  acceptable  ] . , . ,  the  foot 
of  a  stroke  hooked  up  to  right,  a  faint  trace  on  the  line,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

.[,  the  left-hand  side  of  -n  probable,  but  r  perhaps  not  ruled  out  5  ]...[,  two  dots  level  with 
the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  a  nearly  horizontal  stroke  off  the  line;  only  two  letters  may  be 

represented  6  ].,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

Fr.  5  5  seq.  It  looks  as  if  the  dative  -7/ta[.]  might  be  governed  by  iyxptp.v\T-  and  dvipac  might  be 
the  object  of  the  verb,  of  which  Tepptovec  is  the  subject. 

6  cT'(j]Xai  seems  a  reasonable  guess.  0-77A at  «al  Tepp,ov€c  'HpaKXrjoc  might  be  compared  with  crijAai 
irepi  Tcpp.a cw  ' Hpoj cA^oc  Dion,  irep.  64.  {Kpovov  and  Bptdpeto  cnrjAai  were  previous  names,  schol.  Dion, 
l.c.,  but  I  should  say  it  was  quite  unlikely  that  either  was  mentioned  here.) 
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Fr.  6 

]  _  eTr)rvfxar[ 

].  ypwcypa[ 
]  _  Se-rat  _  _  [ 

Fr.  6  i  ].,  the  upper  end  of  an  upright  with  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  its 
right;  if  k,  much  ink  must  have  rubbed  off  . ,[,  the  feet  of  two  uprights  with  a  light  dot  (per¬ 
haps  casual  ink)  between  them  2  ].,  an  upright  near  the  edge;  perhaps  1,  but  a  thickening 
about  the  middle  suggests  the  possibility  of  v  3  ].,  an  upright;  v  may  be  possible,  but  nothing 
particularly  suggests  it  4  ].,  an  upright,  t  probable  Of  q.  only  the  extreme  top  . .[,  the 
top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  a  dot  at  the  same  level 

Fr.  7 

’  ’ 

]/ce/cau  _  [ 

JactArjtof JSen-Ae  t  [ 
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Fr.  8  2  Between  v  and  %  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  convex  upright;  a  dot  to  right  on  the  under¬ 
layer  perhaps  to  be  ignored  Between  u  and  a  a  headless  upright;  the  spacing  seems  to  favour  y 

against  r  After  A  the  base  of  a  circle,  followed  by  two  dots,  the  first,  on  a  single  fibre,  about  level 
with  tire  top  of  the  letters,  the  other  to  its  right  on  the  line  4  ]. .,  ink  resembling  a  small 

arrow-head  tilted  leftwards,  followed  by  a  faint  horizontal  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  o  Above  otac 

scattered  traces  5  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  o  6  ].w[, 
before  rr  a  dot  level  with  its  top;  above  the  two  letters  dots  which  I  cannot  combine  [].,  I  am 
not  certain  whether  ac  (with  no  whole  letter  missing)  or  [,]f  is  the  better  representation  8  ].,  the 

top  of  an  upright  .[,  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  8  For  a  guess  at  the  gist  see  at  end. 
1  If  tSoy  is  the  first  person  singular,  -aica  presents  no  difficulty  in  principle.  But  it  seems  most 

likely  to  be  the  third  person  plural  and  in  that  case  I  can  give  no  obviously  apt  account  of  -coca. 
€pyfj.[ara:  the  rough  breathing  is  often  found  as  a  variant,  regularly,  for  example,  in  MSS.  of 

Pind.  Nem.,  Isthm.  (Similarly  cpdco  in  MSS.  of  Homer,  and  elsewhere.  cpuropcc  Antim.  fr.  73  W.) 

2  -nXoov  in  the  sense  of  ‘road’  or  ‘land- journey’  is  quoted  from  Antimachus  (fr.  106  W  vXqevra  .  .  . 

irXoov)  and,  if  my  guess  at  the  general  tenor  of  the  piece  is  not  too  far  out,  it  may  have  the  sense  of  ‘land- 

journey’  (from  Argos  to  Arcadia)  again  here, 
ov  yap  .  .  .  looks  likely,  but  as  a  reading  I  cannot  rule  out  ovr  dp\  .  .  . 

[djoAAe-  seems  acceptable,  but  I  can  neither  verify  nor  complete  it. 

3  I  presume  is  to  be  taken  with  01),  1.  2. 
twiciv.  In  all  the  recorded  instances  the  noun  aW  is  feminine  and  means  ‘wife’.  It  appears 

from  the  entry  in  Et.  Mag .  393, 38  eOvtc-  cT/^aiVct  rov  dvhpa  nai  ryv  ywaitca,  o  eiW  /cai  17  ctWc,  that  it  may 

be  masculine  and  mean  ‘husband’.  At  first  sight  ]otctv  suggests  that  cvviav  may  be  masculine  here. 
This  conclusion  may  easily  be  false,  cvvicw  would  have  no  obvious  advantage  over  dvSpaciv,  Feminine 

adjectives  can  end  in  -oiav,  though  it  must  be  noted  that,  if  the  verb  on  which  the  infinitive  Uccdai 
depends  stood  at  the  beginning  of  this  verse,  not  much  room  for  a  compound  adjective  could  remain. 
]otctv  might  not  be  a  qualification  of  evviciv.  If  my  guess  at  the  general  tenor  is  not  far  astray  it  is 

husbands  who  renounce  their  wives,  not  wives  their  husbands. 
cvviciv  accov  LKicBat.  Adverbs  denoting  proximity  are  followed  by  the  genitive  many  times  more 

often  than  by  the  dative.  In  this  particular  locution  (in  which,  I  may  remark,  parts  of  or  cXQetv 
are  much  commoner  than  of  UtcOai,  but  cf.  11.  xiv  247,  xxiii  44)  I  can  produce  no  other  instance  of  the 

dative;  ijnc  avbpwv  dccov  ovk  iX-qXvOei  Aristoph.  Eq.  1306,  AvTi/cAeiac  accov  IjXde  CUv(j>oc  Aesch.  0 OttX. 
Kpic.  But  the  construction  of  nX-qcia^eiv  may  have  exercised  some  influence. 

4  I  suppose  some  adversative  conjunction  lost. 
Presumably  ]fto,  the  third  person  plural  of  a  past  tense,  though  I  cannot  verify  this, 

otac  ‘villages’,  hitherto  in  literature  only  at  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  ii  139,  though  the  derivative  oltfra c 

is  quoted  from  Soph,  Andromeda  (fr.  134).  No  guess  at  the  superscript  will  be  verifiable. 

5  seq.  I  take  the  articulation  to  be  certainly  -]to  AvKaovoc.  ‘Where’  something  happened  to 
‘Lycaon’s  board’  is,  I  suppose,  Arcadia  or  perhaps  specifically  Mount  Lycaeus  or  Trapezus,  where 
Lycaon  or  one  of  his  sons  placed  a  cannibal  meal  before  Zeus.  pdXecci,  perhaps  preceded  by  Sta]c7ra- 

cdctci,  may  be  presumed  to  refer  to  this  detail. 
The  general  effect  of  my  suggestions  will  be :  A  body  of  men  are  moved  by  the  sight  of  certain 

deeds  to  undertake  a  journey  which  entails  leaving  their  wives  and  departing  from  Argos  for  Arcadia. 
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Fr.  9 

]«?*[ 

]a Kpvo ' [ 

]M
  ’

 

*  •  * 

Fr,  9  2  .[,  an  upright,  perhaps  slightly 
convex 

Fr.  9  2  If  the  last  letter  is  e[,  S]a*/>uoe[-  or  ]a 
#rpuoe[-  may  be  indicated,  if  c[,  Kpvoc. 

Fr.  io 

].'[ 

w 
]<“.[ 

3v.[ 

Fr.  10  i  The  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by 

the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right;  perhaps  two 

letters  3  .[,  an  upright  with  traces  to 

right;  perhaps  p  Below  this  line  a  dot,  per¬ 
haps  the  right-hand  tip  of  a  paragraphs  4  Of  ]§ 

only  the  right-hand  angle  .[,  an  upright  close to  the  edge 

Fr.  11  2  ].,  two  dots  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters;  perhaps  v  .[,  a  dot  slightly  below  the 

top  of  the  letters  5  .[,  perhaps  the  bottom  of  the  loop  of  a  6  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top 

of  the  letters  Of  <^[  only  the  left-hand  stroke 

Fr.  11  1  There  is  now  what  looks  like  a  blank  space  before  t,  but  this  is  the  surface  of  an  ancient 
patch,  not  of  the  actual  roll. 

]iapoio.  Besides  a  considerable  number  of  adjectives  in  -1 apoc  (a  good  proportion  attested  only  by 

Hesych.)  there  are  at  least  three  proper  nouns  ending  in  -iapoc  (Ka AA-,  MepfUX-  or  BA-,  ’OA-  Capoc). 

3  eptwAac,  the  accentuation  prescribed  by  Herodian  (i  324  L),  ‘whirlwinds';  in  literature  Aristoph. 
Eq.  511,  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon ,  i  1132,  iv  1778. 
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Fr.  12 

]Sec/Aona[ 

]  irjcrei<ai  [ ]'VraKtet  [ 

5  J^cc/cuAa,/^ 

]a7TOT7AOp[ 

JourtKiVdf 

]eptS*77t€,[ 

10  ]oupa/ca[ 
]i<aiajj,\_ 

]’...[ 

Fr.  12  1  After  o  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  y  or  the  right-hand  parts  of  r;  then  an 
upright  with  a  thick  dot  (perhaps  casual  ink)  to  right  of  its  foot  and  another  dot,  further  to  right,  just 
below  the  level  of  its  top,  a  dot  on  the  line,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  far  below  the  line 

3  ] . ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  77,  no  sign  of  the  bar  remains  ,  [,  the  edge  of 

the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ].,  perhaps  a  damaged  o,  but  the  base  and  right-hand 
side  now  look  like  straight  lines  e,  perhaps  a  damaged  $  ,[,  the  foot  of  an  upright 

5  ]Vf  the  bar  slopes  abnormally;  might  be  an  alternative  8  ]<■,  only  the  right-hand  end  of 
the  base  9  .[,  the  left-hand  parts  of  1)  or  k  io  a[,  only  the  base;  not  quite  normal,  but 
not  p,  or  w  12  Only  bases  of  letters  :  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left;  e  or  c; 
the  feet  of  two  strokes  suggesting  tt\  w,  or  less  probably  o, 

Fr.  13 

]eXcopX 

]  oucat[ 

Fr.  13  1  .[,  perhaps  the  bottom  of  the  loop  of  a  2  ].,  prima  facie  the  right-hand  side  of  ij, 
but  ert  may  not  be  ruled  out 

Fr.  14 

]' . [ 

]a,7TOvoyt[ 

]  /07TtSo[ ].P0T.[ 
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Fl\  14  1  Bases  of  letters  :  a  dot  off  the  line  followed  by  the  lower  end  of  a  curved  stroke  descending 

from  left,  e.g.  A;  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  perhaps  0 ;  the  feet  of  two  uprights,  perhaps  to  be 
combined  as  v ;  three  traces  of  which  the  first  two  might  be  combined  as  a,  leaving  over  a  short  stroke, 

a  little  below  the  line,  descending  from  left  2 1[,  apparently  forked  at  the  top,  but  not  p  3  ]., 

a  cross-stroke  from  left  to  the  top  of  m  with  a  dot  below  on  the  line ;  k  likely,  but  c  may  not  be  ruled 
out  4  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

descending  below  the  line 

2517.  Homer  Lexicon 

Part  of  a  leaf  from  a  papyrus  codex  containing  a  list  of  words  found  in  the  Iliad 

and  Odyssey  with  interpretations  of  them.  The  side  on  which  beginnings  of  lines  sur¬ 

vive  exhibits,  in  alphabetical  order  of  the  first  pair  of  letters,  two  entries  for  the 

whole  section  (six  entries)  for  80-,  and  six  entries  for  dp-.  There  is  nothing  for  OX-  or 

6v-t  though  Homer  might  have  afforded  a  couple  of  entries  for  each.  The  entries  on  the 

other  side  of  the  leaf  must  be  guessed  from  what  remains  of  the  interpretations,  but, 

as  will  be  seen,  it  is  virtually  certain  that  they  were  all  from  the  sections  for  6a -  and 

0e-.  This  side  therefore  preceded  the  other  and  there  must  be  supposed  lost  between 

them  the  whole  of  the  section  for  dr)-  and  perhaps  the  end  of  6e-  and  the  beginning  of 

9i -  as  well.  I  see  nothing  to  determine  whether  the  two  consecutive  columns  occupied 
each  the  whole  of  a  page  or  were  the  outer  columns  of  pages  containing  more  than  one. 

The  contents  have  an  obvious  relationship  to  one  of  the  constituents  of  the 

lexicon  of  Hesychius.  They  add  nothing  with  the  single  exception  of  a  phrase  from 

Antimachus  for  long  known  only  from  the  impcpicpol ' Op.rjpov  printed  by  Cramer,  but 
now  found  in  Its  place  of  origin  (2516  fr.  4,  2)  and  in  a  commentary  on  the  same. 

The  text  is  written  on  three  alignments  in  a  small  round  uncial  not  unlike  that  of 

the  Aeschylus  manuscripts  in  P.  Oxy.  xviii.  I  do  not  see  how  it  can  be  placed  later 

than  the  second  century,  though  a  papyrus  codex  of  so  early  a  date  would  be  some¬ 

thing  of  a  rarity.  The  number  above  the  column  was  added  by  a  different  hand  and 

the  cursively  written  cross-head  by  still  another. 

Front  (verso) Back  (recto) 

dlVOfJLCVrjV  TI>77t[ ]0ami'o8,)7^etcAeyo|U,e*' 
div  c  ajpoc[ 

^ai\ey€i07roir}T7)c 

0'  KQI  0'  [ 

]  aAtac 

doac  ra[ 

’
 
 
]
 

5 

racxwa[ 

5 ] 

dor)  ra[ ] 

dorjvvvKra 

] 
coc6oovSofjL,ov[ ] r ov€KropocXey[ 

^oyapTroirjOeyrr  ( [  ]rtf?ea 

10 [  ]8r)Aa)v[ 

10 

’][’”] 

6op€ty[ 

]  •[]■[ 

Ooojc  [ 

] 

8ovpoc[ 

] 

[ ] 

IS 

Op€^a t  [ 

15 

] 
8petpat[ 

]ayT€lo[ 

Opacvft[ 

] dpr)vo[ 

] 

Opova  [ 

] 

20 6pr)w  c[ 
20 

]  t  aSatfiaj[ The  transcript  shows  the  text  which  survives  on  the  ‘front’  (i.c.  the  side  having  the  fibres  hori¬ 

zontal)  as  if  it  preceded  the  text  which  survives  on  the  ‘back’  (i.e.  the  side  having  the  fibres  vertical), 

but  I  do  not  much  doubt  that  in  the  book  the  ‘back’  was  the  recto  of  tire  leaf  and  the  ‘front’  the  verso. I  comment  on  them  in  this  order. 

Back.  About  as  far  above  the  first  line  as  pfi  is  above  the  first  line  of  the  other  side  there  is  a  long 

horizontal  stroke  perhaps  representing  the  page  or  column  number  (which  I  suppose  to  have  been  41). 

1  seq.  The  gist  appears  to  be  recoverable  with  the  help  of  Hesychius : — Qavpa&w'  Qt{ac}S.c8at  koX 

pavOavtw,  and  Oaupaveovrec  d<zd>pevot,  6tp6pevot  .  .  .  rd  S£  ko.6 ’  7]pac  6a.vpa.t,€iv  ffyefcflai  Acy«.  Cf.  Apoll. lex.  Pom.  in  Oavpavio ut€c. 

3  Perhaps  OaupaKiTj-  7rdAtc  0«]caAtac,  or  the  like.  Hesych.  GavpaKiTj-  ttoXic.  In  the  Iliad  at 

ii  716. 9  The  entry  is  probably  still  in  the  0a-  section ;  see  on  1. 12.  I  can  make  no  guess  either  at  the  gloss 
or  its  interpretation.  For  the  last  word  it  is  hard  to  avoid  TTp\ov\TlOecav. 

12  The  traces  above  this  line  appear  to  be  in  a  different  hand  from  that  of  the  main  text  as  well 

as  in  a  position  incompatible  with  that  of  an  entry  of  the  main  text.  Since  it  is  probable  that  by  I.  16 
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we  are  in  the  0€-  section,  it  is  a  natural  conjecture  that  they  represent  9 '  Kal  like  the  cross-head 
which  survives  on  the  other  side  of  the  leaf.  But  it  must  be  remarked  that,  if  so,  they  are  located 

differently  in  relation  to  the  text,  closer  to  the  line  below  and  over  its  end  instead  of  about  mid- 
column  (see  on  L  3  front). 

].  <f>vX  1).  Perhaps  Hesych.  Qacvpiorol-  y4voc  rrapd  OeccaXiaL  is  relevant.  No  other  ethnic  beginning 
with  6k-  (or  0a-)  occurs  in  Homer. 

16  Beorrpomov  pL]avT€io(v).  Hesych.  in  v.  adds  4k  OtoC.  The  reference  will  be  to  11.  i  85. 

20  Probably  flcouSijc*  SejiaSatpwv.  This  is  one  of  the  interpretations  offered  in  the  scholia  on  Od, 
vi  i2r.  A  more  common  is  Quote  apicKiav  or  the  like;  cf.  Hesych.  and  Apoll.  lex.  Horn,  in  v.  I  should 

judge  that  Hesych.  OfoirXdKTac-  SeiaScu/Juwac  may  be  neglected. 

Front.  I  Oftvoplvqv  Tvmoplvqv  and  Ot.vop.4vr}'  rvmop4vr)  Hesych.  Qavopev i)v  11.  i  588. 
2  Otv-  t<jjp6c[.  On  the  evidence  of  Hesych.  in  Olv  and  Ole  (cf.  Apoll.  lex.  Horn,  in  0etVa)  perhaps 

oct4cov  should  be  appended,  derfo^tv  Ole  Od.  xii  45. 

3  This  heading  starts  a  little  to  left  of  the  second  of  the  three  alignments  on  which  the  lines  arc 
written. 

4  seq.  Qodc-  ra[x^lac,  perhaps  followed  by  something  like  Zviot,  8e  /az]ra  cxqpa  [o£elac  as  Hesych.  in 
Qoi)  tet, 

6  Ooij ■  Ta[yer«.  So,  with  further  additions,  Hesych. 

7  seqq.  Ooqv  vvKra •  Oe iav[.  So,  with  further  additions,  Hesych.  in  Ooqv  Sid  vvura. 

In  the  Homer  ’Empepicpol  (Cram.  AO  i  201)  Oorjv  vvkto  is  interpreted  as  rqv  48patav  Kal  ov  .  .  .  t$v 
peXaivav  aAAd  rqv  OlkIv^tov  and  this  view  is  supported  by  quotations  including  rrapd  run  Avrtpdxwi, 

AiBoc  eKirpoXirrovca  Ooov  8opov ,  on  which  06  rov  piXava  dAAd  tov  clkIv^tov  is  repeated.  The  phrase  Ooov 

8opov  (though  defectively  preserved)  is  now  recognizable  again  at  2516  fr.  4, 1  seq.,  in  its  poetic  con¬ 
text,  as  well  as  in  a  commentary  on  the  same  composition,  which  adopts  the  rejected  interpretation, 
Ooov  t ov  p4Xava  (Antim.  fr.  187  W). 

I  suppose,  fTrl]  rov^EKTopoc  Aeyfei  (d  rron}Tqc)f  perhaps  in  reference  to  II.  xii  463  vvkt'i  Oorji  drdXavTOC vrrdima. 

II  Oopf.lv  [771 fiscal,  oppqcat ,  dytOcat.  ex  Hesych.  in  v.  The  last  not  Homeric. 

12  Bode ■  [ c(f)o8pu>c ,  raylcoc  ex  Hesych.  in  v.  (also,  oOdc-  Tax^wc). 
13  OoGpoc  in  Homer  only  in  the  Iliad  and  usually  accusative ;  always  of  Ares.  Hesych.  Oovpov- 

TTqSrjTlKOV,  ktX. 

14  Supply  O'  Kal  p'. 
15  0p4£ar  [opapetv  ex  Apoll.  lex.  Horn. 

16  8p4>pa t*  tv,  Kal  to  c wq04c  ex  Hesych.  in  v.  Cf.  Apoll.  lex.  Horn,  in  Op4tpac.  The 
sense  occurs  in  Homer,  in  the  simple  verb,  only  in  the  Odyssey. 

17  9pacvp[4pvova‘  Opacvv  Kara,  to  p4voc.  So  Hesych.  in  v.  with  many  further  interpretations,  and 
Apoll.  lex.  Horn,  with  the  Homeric  occurrence,  II.  v  639  =  Od.  xi  267,  and  a  further  interpretation. 

18  Oprjvo[c ■  yooc  ex  Hesych.  in  v.  Bpqvcvv  11.  xxiv  771. 

19  Opova-  [avOq  ex  Hesych.  in  v.  with  an  addition  (cf.  also  Opoa  and  rpova)  and  Apoll.  lex  Horn. 
with  the  Homeric  occurrence,  11.  xxii  441  (where  Opoa  is  the  reading  of  a  number  of  manuscripts). 

20  Oprjw c-  [vttottoSlov  probable  ex  Hesych.  in  v.  and  Apoll.  lex.  Horn.,  but  there  is  a  possibility  that 
the  other  interpretation  there  offered  was  what  was  chosen  here. 

2518.  AnTIMACHUS,  Grjfiatc 

The  following  collection  of  scraps,  presumably  all  from  the  G-qflaic  of  Antimachus, 
though  I  have  succeeded  in  identifying  a  known  verse  only  in  one,  cannot  be  said  to 

add  much  to  our  knowledge  of  the  contents  or  the  style  of  that  poem.  It  would  have 

been  interesting  to  know  the  minimum  length  of  the  book  represented  by  fr.  1,  but  the 

possibility  that  1.  1100  fell  opposite  the  ends  of  11.  9  seq.  is  too  speculative  to  linger 

over.  I  have  recognized  only  one  lexical  rarity,  u<jxara  fr.  6,  4. 

2518.  ANTIMACHUS,  Gijpatc 

3i 

The  text  is  written  in  a  clear  medium-sized  rather  commonplace  hand,  I  suppose 

of  the  second  century.  Some  of  the  sparse  lection  signs  would  be  taken  to  be  by  the 

same  pen  as  the  text,  some  by  another,  and  the  same  is  true  of  the  superscript 
variants  or  corrections. 

Fr.  1  Opposite  the  space  below  the  end  of  1.  9  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising 
 to  right,  too  close  to  the 

column  to  be  the  beginnings  of  lines.  Perhaps  a  stichometrical  indication,
  e.g.  A,  relating  to  the  lost 

column  to  its  right  4  Between  17  and  e  a  dot  on  the  line  and  
a  faint  trace  above  it,  level  with 

the  top  of  the  letters  .[,  below  the  line  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 
 right  6  Of  >  only  the 
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upper  end  of  the  right-hand  branch  7  Antim.  fr.  45  8  the  top  of  an  upright  with 
a  trace  to  left;  perhaps  17,  but  n  may  be  an  alternative  interl.  Above  r  the  left-hand  side  of  A, 
or  the  like,  or  perhaps  simply  an  apostrophe  9  ].[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  with  a  trace  to 

right;  perhaps  two  letters  represented  interl.  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  10  ]., 

the  lower  part  of  an  upright  with  traces  to  left  of  its  top ;  perhaps  v,  but  two  letters  may  be  represented 
Of  f[  only  the  base  12  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  13  Between  a 

and  f  (of  which  only  the  top  remains)  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r  After  c  a  small 

right-angle  as  of  y  Before  y  the  top  of  an  upright  17  Of  §[  only  the  left-hand  base  angle 
20  .[,  the  foot  of  a  slightly  forward  sloping  stroke  21  ].,a  dot  on  the  line  .[,  the  lower  part 

of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  23  Above  y  ink  resembling  a  reversed  y,  perhaps  washed  out 

24  A  cross-stroke  as  of  y 

4  I  am  inclined  to  guess  that  filfipvKc  was  written,  though  I  cannot  verify  the  first  /?,  and  that 
was  meant.  According  to  schol.  T  on  11.  xvi  486  some  wrote  this  word  with  a  k ,  incorrectly. 

‘Roared’;  if  A[  follows,  perhaps  A[7wf  d>c  might  be  thought  of. 
5  ]i'i|  a  comparison  with  Hes.  Theog.  158,  Tal-rjc  A  KtvOp. &vt,  may  be  relevant. 
t 60[t  Kpov\iSi]c :  to8i  relative  perhaps  also  at  Antim.  fr,  35  W. 
KpovtSr] c  after  11.  xv  187  seq.,  Hes.  Theog.  453  seqq. 

6  I  suppose  something  like  tpuyatc  apye ]u«  cf.  ivlpoiciv  ava ccatv  11.  xv  188  (vckvcco,  Karad>dtpIvoictv 
avacce.iv  Od.  xi  490).  dpxcvetv  in  Antimachus,  fr.  27,  2  W. 

Aeuc[c«  8’  cm  T]dprapa  yairjc  or  something  not  much  different.  Cf.  Xcucaov  eVtoAoTra  ttovtov  11.  v 

771. 
Taprapa  yalrjc :  cf.  Hes.  Theog.  841. 

7  yijyeviac  tc]  0couc  'rrp[oT€prjy~\ev€ac  Tnrjvac  was  not  attested  as  from  the  Thebais  but  was  con- 
jccturally  assigned  to  Book  vi  by  Wyss  (fr.  45). 

8  TTcpl  r  .  .  .  dp,<f)l  t  suggested,  ‘in  the  neighbourhood  of’  two  places,  cf.,  c.g.,  11.  ii  750  seq. 

10  ovc  tckcto  ' Pea  11.  xv  187.  The  sons  of  Rhea  may  be  mentioned  as  the  opponents  of  the  Titans 
and  in  that  case  the  geographical  names  implied  above  may  refer  to  where  the  struggle  between  them 

took  place.  I  can  supply  only  "OOpw  (from  Hes.  Theog.  632). 
11  seq.  I  should  guess  that  nc^o^rjp.lvai  refers  to  the  souls  of  the  ‘dead  men’.  To  judge  by  Homeric 

usage,  e.g.  wap  irorap.ov  7T€<f>o^aTO  11.  xxi  206,  irepwee  .  .  .  (f>6^7j8€V  Od.  xvi  163,  TrefioftrjpLevat  evOa  /cat 

EOa  might  be  construed  together,  but  EOa  xai  E$a  might  equally  well  go  with  some  such  verb  as 

rji£av  and  ’n€<f>ofif)fxivai  have  its  later  sense  of  ‘in  terror’. 
13  Tcr[p](yu[t-  seems  to  me  an  acceptable  decipherment  and  supplementation  of  the  signs,  and  on 

comparison  with  Od.  xxiv  6  seqq.  I  should  suppose  that  wKTtptZcc  ]  wc  o|ca  Tcrpiyvtai  will  not  be  far  out. 
18  The  word  jioXoCca  recurs  in  cSpatce  v<Ze  poAovca  Antim.  fr.  50  W.  Though  I  can  offer  no  opinion 

about  the  tenor  of  the  verses  between  those  referring  to  Hades  and  those  naming  the  three  chief 

figures  of  the  expedition  against  Thebes  (Polynices,  1.  19,  Eteokles,  1.  21,  Adrastus,  1.  22),  I  suppose  it 
improbable  that  fr.  50  can  have  suited  this  place. 

23  X\vyprjv  (like  c-ruycprjv  Od.  iii  288,  apyaMrjv  Od.  iv  393)  rather  than  vyprjv  (like  vypd  KeXcvOa  11. 
i  312). 

Fr.  2 

] .  LalM[ ]°vi 

Fr.  2  I  am  fairly  confident  that  this  scrap  stood  below  ̂ oS  in  fr.  1,  23,  but  I  cannot  determine  at 
what  interval 

1  ].,  a  trace  at  about  mid-letter;  a  one  possibility  2  .[,  a  forward-sloping  stroke  with 
a  small  projection  to  left  of  its  top 

Fr.  3 

]..[ 

].[  ]™«A[ 

]  Ttpr)  ic  w  [ 

]€Kfi€yapojpeXa[ 

5  ~\y]ncaierjpy€KaLo[ 

LpOvXoLT07TO.[ 

Fr.  3  i  ], ,[,  the  bases  of  letters  like  eorc  2  ],[,  below  the  line  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising 
to  right  3  ].,  a  dot  just  below  the  level  of  the  cross-stroke  of  r  the  foot  of  an  upright 
5  y  might  be  r,  if  the  left-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  has  been  completely  rubbed  off  6  ]. . ., 
tips  of  letters :  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  gently  to  right,  the  top  of  a  stroke  hooked  to 

right,  a  dot  preceded  by  a  faint  horizontal  trace  at  a  slightly  lower  level 

Fr.  3  2  Probably  M!?]tco/cA[c-  again  (cf.  fr,  1,  21). 

4  p,eyapu>v  or  Mcydpu >v? 
5  avtfp  ye :  cf.  11.  xiv  91  p,v8ov  ov  OVK  av  avrfp  ye  Sta  cr6p,a  wapwa^  dyotro, 

Fr.  4 

i.i 
] /can  #77  [ 

] rjvotc  _[ ]aAovo)Xp[.],[ 

5  ]eucK077ora[ ] .^PavUr .[]  ra[ 
]A 
].[ 

Fr.  4  3  Between  c  and  the  last  letter  a  blank  space  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  with  ink 

to  right;  I  should  say  but  possibly  tj  4  Of  p[  only  the  lower  end  of  the  shank  ],[,  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright  6  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  like  the  upper  branch  of  k  Of  u[ 

only  the  upper  end  of  the  left-hand  branch  ;  I  do  not  know  whether  £  or  £  could  be  substituted  Of 
it  the  right-hand  side  is  rubbed  and  a  combination  of  y  or  r  with  a  narrow  letter  may  be  possible 

the  middle  part  of  the  left-hand  side  of  c,  rj,  or  k  suggested  ].,  elements  of  an  upright  7  ],, 

the  upper  part  of  an  upright  8  The  top  of  an  upright 

Fr.  4  5  cvckottov  a-  has  a  fair  chance  of  representing  cvckottov  Apyu<j>6vry]v,  but  the  possibility  of 
such  alternatives  as  Artemis  (Od.  xi  198)  and  Apollo  (inscr.  ap.  Hdt.  v  61),  to  mention  only  deities, 

must  be  borne  in  mind.  It  is  noteworthy  that  the  trema  is  not  by  the  hand  of  the  text,  since  as  a  rule 

I  think,  tremas  are  treated  as  an  integral  part  of  a  text  and  written  by  the  copyist  himself. 

D 
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w ]  [ 

]  _  OLOJ  1  [ 
] _  aOvyar[ ] _ idee 0 <  [ ]CLK0LK7]IC  t[ 

]ryO(j)d  aA[ 
]  Kpr}8€nv[ 

]^ocu[ 
~\vt£vgk[ 

5  ]  #  v€«7rayA[ 
]wV}AOt'  [ 

]aTTQijjvxr}[ 

"\€7TaVT€Tr[ 

]  e  a6eA  [* 

]ui'oceot[ 

IF 

]ityetaai  [ M 

]u#t ryar[ Fr.  5  W 

]<ut[ 

]X 

].0l/[ 
The  cross-fibres  fix  the  relative  levels  of  frr.  5  (a),  (b)  as  shown.  The  interval  between  them  is 

indeterminable.  I  believe  that  fr.  5  (c)  stood  below  the  right-hand  edge  of  fr.  5  (b),  but  they  have  no 

common  cross-fibres  and,  as  the  back  of  fr.  5  (b)  appears  to  have  been  patched,  no  common  vertical 
fibres  either 

Fr.  5  (a)  2  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke  touching  the  top  of  o  .[,  a  slightly  concave  upright 
3  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  .[>  an  upright  5  After  v  a  dot  below  the 

line,  apparently  not  part  of  a  letter  7  .[>  perhaps  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  8  Of 
only  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  Of  tt[  only  the  left-hand  part,  but  not,  I  think,  y  10  ]., 
a  triangular  letter  Above  « a  two  or  three  damaged  letters,  of  which  the  penultimate  might  be  o 

.[,  the  left-hand  parts  of  A  or  x  suggested 

Fr.  5  ( b )  Rubbed,  especially  in  the  right-hand  and  lower  parts 
1  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  with  a  faint  trace 

below  on  the  line  2  Above  rji — 77  appears  to  have  a  vertical  stroke  through  it — what  resembles 

a  small  A,  of  which  the  right-hand  stroke  was  made  by  the  same  pen  as  the  text,  the  left-hand  by  the 
same  as  at,  above  the  next  line  Above  t[,  of  which  only  the  foot,  traces  of  ink  5  ].,  the  edge 

of  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  5-6  Between  the  II.,  below  the  left-hand  stroke  of  v,  a  thick 
dot  7  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  After  f  traces  suggesting  u,  but  the  cleft  would  be 
unusually  deep  Between  this  and  p  (of  which  the  loop  has  gone,  but  I  think  likelier  than  A)  the 

foot  of  a  forward-sloping  stroke  .[,  the  foot  and  tip  of  an  upright  with  a  dot  to  right  on  the  line ; 
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perhaps  two  letters  represented  8  Above  n,  in  the  hand  of  the  text,  y  or  the  right-hand  parts 

of  T 

Fr.5  (a)  5  ]rjpocv[.  It  may  save  trouble  in  the  future  to  say,  this  can  have  no  relation  to  fr.  1, 17 

JiojtaTTOceiSf, 

Fr.  5  (b)  3  If  Kprjfefx.vov  (or  some  compound)  with  a  variant  Kpat,-  is  to  be  recognized,  and  I  see  no 
likely  alternative,  it  is  to  be  said  that  no  dialectal  forms  except  Kprj-,  xpa-  are  recorded.  (Hesych. also  Kpyhecpov.) 8  c[tJcM? 

Fr.  6 

iw.i  n 

]  'fj,e '  ^  Aa>cav[ 

'] p’lKjjCara  [ 

5  ]revX*€l 
] t  €T€pa  t  [ 

]ye#oc[ 

W‘.[ 

Fr.  61].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  back  of  <*  just  above  the  middle  .  [, 
the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  forward  2  .[,  y  appears  likelier  than  1 r  ].[,  a  dot  on 

the  line  3  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  Between  e  and  A  either  ya  ( a  represented  only 

by  the  extreme  left-hand  end  of  the  loop)  or  ir[.]  should  be  written  4  Of  p  only  the  top  of  the 

loop  .[,  I  think  the  left-hand  apex  of  p  preferable  to  one  of  the  triangular  letters  5  Of  ]7 
only  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  .[,  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line;  S  likely  6  ]., 
a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  9  t[,  a  dot  at  mid- letter 

Fr.  6  4  txpara.  Barring  error,  Upara  for  lupaZa ,  which  there  is  no  justification  for  assuming,  this 
is  an  unrecorded  word  or,  at  least,  form.  Hesychius,  to  be  sure,  exhibits  txpap ,  but  the  interpretation 

votic  shows  that  Casaubon  rightly  recognized  in  it  the  Laconian  form  of  Ixpac  (- voTic ,  vy pacta,  cf. 

LKpaha-  Cray  ova,  vypaciav). 

txpara  was  tire  reading  attributed  to  Zenodotus  and  Aristophanes  instead  of  tyvia  at  II.  xiii  71. 

(Hence  presumably  Hesych.  in  v.)  Considering  the  variation  found  between  k  (or  y)  and  x  *n  many 

words  ending  in  -pa  (and  -poc),  it  is  possible  that  an  example  should  be  seen  here,  though  from  Antim. 
frr.  101,  hi  one  might  expect  to  find  txpara  for  txpara,  not  the  reverse. 

5  Presumably  a  compound  in  -reuyij c,  e.g.  veorc vxt(a). 
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Fr.  7  (a)  Fr.  7  (6) 

>sr 

W ]virpam[ 

Fr.  7  (b)  I  believe  1.  1  immediately  precedes 

fr.  7  (a)  5,  but  the  point  of  attachment  is  so 
narrow  that  I  cannot  be  sure  2  ].,  t  or  the 

right-hand  upright  of  v  3  .[,  close  to  a  the 
upper  part  of  an  upright  apparently  swinging  to 
left  at  the  foot ;  p.  not  specially  suggested 

Fr.  7  (a)  Upper  marg .  2  .[,  a  stroke  rising  to 
right  1  After  t,  of  which  only  the  lower  part, 
a  dot  on  the  line  suitable  to  j a  2  ].,  the  foot  of 

an  upright  4  Of  f[  only  the  lower  left- 
hand  part 

Fr.  8  (a)  Fr.  8  (6)  Fr.  9 

•  *  *  • 

]Aew[  ]GK<j>  a  t  [  ] .  ica  t  [ 
\k[  '  ]ac[  ]afJuf>L$€t<aCTOc[  ] , c . .  .  [ 

]Wev0[  ]...pdp[ 

]Aa8[  ]/ca[ 
s  ].[ 

Fr.  8  (a)  I  am  fairly  confident  stood  on  left  of  fr.  8  (b)t  1  seq.,  but  the  interval  is  indeterminable 

Fr.  8  ( b )  1  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  c[,  only  traces,  but  not  1,  v  3  ]. , ,,  the  first 
letter  perhaps  u  represented  by  the  shank  and  start  of  the  left-hand  arm ;  the  right-hand  arm  and  the 
succeeding  letter  almost  completely  rubbed  off.  Above  the  left-hand  arm  an  interlinear  dot,  perhaps 
the  upper  end  of  an  acute  Before  p  traces  perhaps  compatible  with  e  5  The  top  of  a  circle 
too  close  to  1.  4  to  be  a  letter  in  1.  5;  perhaps  a  circumflex 

Fr.  9  I  think  comes  from  the  neighbourhood  of  frr.  8  (a),  ( b ) 

1  ].,  two  traces  on  the  line  compatible  with  a,  k,  A  .[,  below  the  line  the  start  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right  2  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  After  c  prima  facie  the  tops  of  yi  or 
ti;  not,  I  think,  a  single  77  .[,  the  top  of  a  circle 

2518.  ANTIMACHUS ,  Q^aic 

Fr.  10 

Fr.  13  (a) 

]ap°ct[ 

Fr.  10  1  Of  p  the  loop  has  been  rubbed  off 

The  "  is  represented  only  by  the  feet;  a  trema 
might  be  substituted  Of  A  only  the  foot  of  the 

left-hand  stroke  2  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line 

Fr.  10  1  If  I  have  read  correctly,  Kpl  \[zvk6v 

will  be  thought  of,  though  hitherto  found  only 

in  Iliad ,  Odyssey >  and  Homeric  hymns. 

Fr.  11 

]kov[ ]™.[ 

]...[ 

]vr  eo[ 

]oia.[ 

Fr.  13  i  ].,  on  the  line  a  hook  open  to  right 
at  more  than  the  usual  interval  from  the  next 
letter  Before  o  the  foot  of  an  upright  .[, 

perhaps  the  left-hand  end  of  the  loop  of  a,  but 
the  last  letters  would  be  very  crushed  3 

the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  3-4  There 
is  a  wider  interval  between  this  pair  than  between 

the  others,  but  not  enough  for  another  line 

4  ].,  against  the  top  of  a  the  end  of  a  stroke  from 
left  5  The  tops  of  strokes  some  distance 
apart ;  the  second  seems  to  descend  to  right 

Fr.  11  2  .  [,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

3  The  top  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left,  the  top  of 
a  stroke  descending  to  right,  the  hook  to  left  of 
a  stroke  descending  to  right 

Fr.  14 

Fr.  1: 

]..»[ 
]^c.[ 

]M 

Fr.  12  1  .  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 
3  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  .[, 

y  or  the  left-hand  parts  of  77 

Fr.  14  1  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curv¬ 
ing  down  from  left;  a  likely,  but  A  not  ruled  out 
Before  o  prima  facie  y,  but  the  angle  is  so  close  to 
an  edge  that  r  cannot  be  ruled  out  2  .[, 

a  dot  on  the  line 
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Fr.  15  Fr.  18 

]..[  ’  ux ]TOC€.[  M 

Fr.  18  i].,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  descendin 
from  left  .f,  on  the  line  the  start  of  a  strok 

Fr.  IB  1  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  and  another 

above  and  to  right  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a 

forward-sloping  stroke  2  Of  ]r  the  right- 
hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  .[,  the  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  small  circle 

Fr.  16 

]oAoA[ 

Fr.  17 

].< 
R[ 

>.[ 

Fr.  17  1  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  de¬ 
scending  from  left  2  .  [,  perhaps  the  tip  of  the 
left-hand  stroke  of  w  3  .  [?  the  left-hand 
angle  of  8  suggested,  but  a  perhaps  not  ruled  out 

curving  up  to  right;  perhaps  /a,  but  anomalous 

Fr.  19 

u 
R.[ 

i 

M 

].YV.[ 

5  ]o/ie[ 

] .  YaT[ 
]o8[ 

].‘[ Fr.  19  Not  certainly  this  hand 

1  I  think  a,  but  A  may  be  possible 

2  ,[,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  below 
the  line  4  the  cross-stroke  of  y  or  t  ,[, 

the  left-hand  side  of  y  or  tt  6  ],,  perhaps  the 

upper  end  of  the  right-hand  arm  of  v  with  an 
acute  above  8  ],,  perhaps  the  upper  end  of 

the  right-hand  arm  of  v,  but  not  strongly  sug¬ 
gesting  it 

C?  
CTQ 

2518.  ANTIMACEUS  Gyfiaic 

Fr,  20 

39 

’kd.[ 

].«[ ]rar[ W 

5  p/xi.t 

]"■/>.[ 

:m 

].^eT[ 

]av0[ 

IO  ]7r7lrf. 

m 

]./»?[ 

Fr.  20  Not  certainly  this  hand 
1  the  lower  part  of  o  or  the  end  of  the  loop  of  a;  if  the  second,  nothing  missing  before  the 

next  letter,  represented  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  below  the  line  2  the 

right-hand  stroke  of  a  or  A  5  on  the  under-layer  what  looks  like  an  angular  c  6  .[, 
the  base  of  the  loop  of  a,  or  perhaps  o  7  .[,  77  or  less  probably  k  8  ].,  elements  of 

the  upper  part  of  an  upright  For  r[  perhaps  £  12  ].,  an  upright  with  ink  to  left  of  its  top 

13  an  indeterminate  mark  off  the  line 

2519.  ANTIMACHUS,  ? 

The  grounds  for  conjecturing  that  the  following  remnants  of  hexameters  come 

from  the  Oqpaic  of  Antimachus  are  slight.  The  story  of  Amphiaraus,  of  which  a  small 

part  (relating  to  his  unwilling  participation  in  the  first  expedition  against  Thebes)  is 

doubtfully  recognized  in  fr.  1  ii,  may  or  must  have  been  recounted  in  many  other 

poems,  for  instance  the  earlier  ‘cyclic'  ©rjpaic  or  the  Afx^tapdov  i^Xacic  (which  the 
vita  Herodoiea  calls  rj  Ap^idpea)  c^cAacta  ->)  ic  ©rjfiac)  attributed  to  Homer.  The  only 
reasons  that  I  have  for  preferring  the  ascription  to  Antimachus  are  (a)  that  it  is  certain 

that  manuscripts  of  his  ©r^paic  existed  in  Oxyrhynchus,  whereas  there  is  at  present 

no  evidence  that  the  older  ©rjpatc  was  read  there,  and  as  for  the  Afx<j>L apdov  e^cAactc, 

it  is  nowhere  mentioned  except  by  Suidas  (in  "Op-^poc)  and  the  vita  Herodoiea  and 
cannot  be  supposed  to  have  been  much  copied  or  often  read,  (6)  that  even  in  these  few 

and  defective  lines  there  appear  to  be  misunderstandings  or  extensions  of  Homeric 

usage  and  lexical  innovations  which  are  consonant  with  Antimacliean  characteristics 
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visible  in  quotations  attributed  to  his  B'qfiaic.  But  I  do  not  offer  these  considerations 
as  cogent  arguments. 

The  hand  is  a  largish  specimen  of  the  common  angular  type  and  may  be  assigned  to 

the  first  half  of  the  third  century.  There  are  few  accents  or  other  lection  signs ;  some 

appear  to  be  due  to  the  writer  of  the  text,  but  others  are  likely  to  have  been  added  by 

a  different  pen.  The  written  surface  has  suffered  much  damage  from  worms,  staining, 

and  wet  (which  has  in  some  places  washed  the  ink  off  without  trace) ;  there  is  also 

a  good  deal  of  scattered  ink,  which  sometimes  looks  as  if  it  might  have  some  relation 

to  letters  of  the  text,  but  is  inexplicable  and  I  suppose  generally  fortuitous. 

Fr.  1  Col.  is].,  probably  u,  represented  by  elements  of  the  right-hand  branch  7  ].,  per¬ 
haps  k  likeliest,  though  the  upper  arm  is  very  short  and  there  is  something  anomalous  about  the  root 
of  the  lower  After  c  an  upright  8  ]. c  or  a  damaged  e,  followed  by  an  upright;  if  1, 

a  narrow  letter  might  be  missing,  if  k,  no  whole  letter  is  lost  11  v  looks  as  if  it  were  in  a  dif¬ 
ferent  hand;  not,  I  think,  q  12  Rubbed 

Col.  ii  1  1  apij,  suspended  between  a  and  p  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  not  apparently  casual  ink 

. ,[,  scattered  dots,  possibly  representing  three  letters;  *a[  or  *A[  might  be  guessed,  but  I  doubt 
whether  the  right  decipherment  could  be  verified  2  After  a  the  surface  is  distorted  and  rubbed ; 

the  first  letter  seems  to  have  contained  an  upright  and  to  be  followed  by  the  upper  parts  of  two  more 

uprights,  above  which  are  traces  of  interlinear  ink  (perhaps  casual).  Before  y  (which  has  a  stroke,  ap¬ 
parently  without  meaning,  continuing  downwards  the  line  of  the  diagonal)  either  a  single  o>  or  the 

bottom  left-hand  curve  of  c  (or  <•)  followed  by  the  top  of  a  stroke  presumably  representing  t  .[, 
a  median  dot  on  a  single  fibre  3  Of  e  only  the  bottom  left-hand  curve  Of  g  only  the  upper 

left-hand  stroke.  It  is  followed  by  an  upright  and  this  by  traces  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  to  touch  the 
top  of  what  now  looks  like  a  small  c  but  may  have  been,  a  short  upright  with  a  loop  to  right  at  top ; 

perhaps  to  be  combined  as  )i  5  After  w  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  above  the  line  and  the 
lower  part  of  an  upright  in  the  line,  which  might  be  the  first,  but  not  the  second,  stroke  of  v  6 

2519.  ANT  IMA  CHUS,  @7 tfaic? 
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8  Of  A[  only  the 

the  foot  of  an  upright  7  ].[,  the  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 
middle  of  the  left-hand  stroke  9  ].[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright? 

Fr.  1  Col.  ii  For  a  guess  at  the  tenor  of  H.  1-6  see  end  of  note  on  1.  6. 

1  The  form  Ap.^idpqc  for  Ap.<f>t,dpaoc,  guaranteed  by  Herod ian  (ap.  El.  Mag.  in  Atf>apevc),  is  else¬ 

where  found  in  literature  only  at  Pirid.  New.  ix  24  (and  ex  corr.  13).  I  cannot  account  for  the  letter 

apparently  inserted  between  a  and  p. 
2  6a _ v  At  least  three  syllables  are  needed.  I  do  not  see  how  they  are  to  be  accommodated  in 

the  line. 

3  seq.  Perhaps  dAA’  ore  k€v  Sq  .  .  .  to[t€,  cf.  11,  viii  180,  Od.  xv  446. 
dp.(npo[  seems  to  be  the  likeliest  interpretation  of  the  ink.  If  it  is  one  word,  the  only  word  I  find 

resembling  it  is  Hesych.  apuopoc ■  7rAa kovvtoc  etdoc.  Too  much  need  not  be  made  of  the  difference  in 

breathing,  to  go  by  Hesych.  dfiopa’  cep.lSa\tc  7  cvv  p.eAtrt  op,ovpa’  ceplSaXie  ecf>Oq,  p.eXi  exovca  Ka'L 
cqcdp,T}v,  and  SfMtapo c  (among  dprwv  yevq)  quoted  by  Athenaeus  iii  noi>  from  Epicharmus  (now  at  242

7 

fr,  27,  2)  and  Sophron,  But  little  as  I  understand  the  context,  I  am  not  inclined  to  believe  that  the 

mention  of  a  cake  suits  it. 

ov  oL  ere  Svvafj.lv  ye  appears  to  be  modelled  on  such  verses  as  Od.  i  203  ov  rot  en  Sqpov  ye  (cf.  Od.  vi 

33) ;  I  can  offer  no  reason  for  its  being  preferred  to  ovkIt t  ot ... .  Though  there  is  an  etymological  reason 

for  the  lengthening  of  -n  before  Sqpov,  which  does  not  exist  for  its  lengthening  before  Svvapiv,  it  can 

hardly  have  been  known  to  this  writer  and  in  fact  it  is  much  more  often  ignored  than  not  in  the  Homeric 

poems  themselves  (eri  Sqpov  Od.  l.c.,  cf.  11.  ix  415  enl  Sqpov,  but  erl  Sqpov  li.  ii  435,  v  895,  xvii  41,  xxi 

391,  Od.  ii  285,  viii  150,  Horn.  h.  Berm.  21),  which  offer  also  erl  vvv,  eri  pel^wv  11.  xv  99,  121,  without 

etymological  reason. 
S6vap.lv  ye  I  do  not  grasp  the  value  of  ye  here.  It  seems  to  have  been  taken  over  from  phrases  like 

oct)  Svvaglc  ye  TrapecTL  (II.  viii  294,  xiii  786,  Od.  xxiii  128;  cf.  Theog .  420),  et  p.01  SiW/xt'c  ye  vapeiq  (11. 

xxii  20,  Od.  ii  62). 
5  It  can  hardly  be  doubted  that  aAAd  kuI  ovk  eOeXcov  was  intended  (cf.  11.  iv  300),  though  I  cannot 

determine  how  the  end  was  written. 

6  cirqceTai  I  know  of  no  verb  from  which  such  a  form  could  arise.  A  unique  form  of  the  future  of 

eveirco,  namely  ivtcn rjca),  is  found  at  Od.  v  98  (but  ivupto  at  Od.  ii  137  and  elsewhere),  but  even  if  one 

allows  the  possibility  of  a  tmesis,  there  is  still  no  explanation  of  the  middle  or  passive  ending,  either 

being  absent  from  the  paradigm  of  ewVoi. 
If  it  might  be  supposed  that  «nfcerai  for  some  unknown  reason  has  taken  the  place  of  eifrera t,  it 

would  be  possible  to  make  a  reasonable  guess  consonant  with  the  Amphiaraus  story  at  the  general 

run  of  the  sense  of  11. 1-6 :  For  that  neither  (shall)  Amphiaraus,  though  he  knows  (that  he  is  going  to 

his  death,  or,  that  the  expedition  against  Thebes  will  fail),  (be  able  to  stay  behind),  but  when  he  shall 

(be  compelled  to  fulfil  his  undertaking  to  do  as  his  wife  directs),  no  longer  will  (Zeus  grant)  him  the 

power  (to  escape),  but  all  unwilling  ...  he  will  accompany  (them)  until  .... 
Since  this  was  written  I  have  lighted  on  emcnqcei  in  a  lyric  fragment.  It  still  does  not  appear  why 

cnrjcerai  should  have  been  preferred  to  e^erat,  where  there  is  no  metrical  gain. 

7  rvvq  S’  lege,  cf,  Callim.  fr.  233,  or  perhaps  more  probably  tc^e[o,  c£:  11.  i  214,  Od.  xxii  367  (cd  S’ 

tcX«ro)* 
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Fr.  2 

(a)  Col.  i  ( b )  Col.  ii  (c) 

j.[ 
] .  ° .  [  ] , ,  Q°cr[  .  _  ]oovk at[ 

] . 0 . € 0[ . . 

].../*[  ]a/cpU77ret/<[ 

].[Wapye[  ]..««[ 

Fr.  2  The  relative  levels  of  these  three  scraps  are  fixed  by  strongly  marked  fibres.  I  do  not  think 
there  is  any  doubt  that  (a)  stood  on  the  left  of  ( b ).  Since  fibres  and  lines  do  not  correspond  simul¬ 
taneously  if  (c)  is  laid  to  left  of  (a),  I  assume  that  ( c )  stood  on  the  right  of  (8),  though  it  is  harder  to 
identify  the  common  fibres  of  ( b )  and  (c)  than  of  (o)  and  (a). 

It  is  natural  to  inquire  whether  the  same  columns  are  not  represented  by  fr.  i  and  fr.  2.  I  can 
only  say  that  they  do  not  appear  to  touch  at  any  point  and  I  can  follow  no  vertical  fibres  from  one  to 
the  other  but  their  general  appearance  does  not  rule  the  possibility  out. 

(a)  Col.  i  4  t  seems  to  have  been  written  on  the  right-hand  side  of  8  by  the  original  hand. 
(b)  Col.  ii  2  ].,  k,  represented  by  a  length  of  the  upper  arm  and  the  bottom  tip  of  the  lower,  ac¬ 

ceptable  3  ].,  an  angle  resembling  the  upper  right-hand  quarter  of  7)  or  the  lower  right-hand 
angle  of  v,  but  anomalous  as  either  , [  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  4  ].»  the  lower  part  of  an 
upright  descending  below  the  line,  perhaps  having  a  dot  to  right  of  its  top;  p?  After  o  a  dot  level 
with  the  top  of  the  letters  After  e  perhaps  the  left-hand  half  of  pm,  this  would  make  p  rather 
crushed,  but  I  do  not  think  k  or  v  as  likely  <j>  unusually  angular  5  ]_  ,  a  dot,  level  with  the 
top  of  the  letters,  and  another  below  at  about  mid-letter,  followed  by  £  or  £  on  which  another  letter, 
perhaps  *  (of  which  the  lower  arm  would  have  vanished),  is  written ;  at  more  than  the  normal  interval 
from  this  apparently  the  top  and  bottom  of  o,  but  the  surface  is  damaged  and  e  might  be  possible 
b  ].[j  two  dots  on  the  line;  if  two  letters  are  represented,  no  whole  letter  is  missing  before  u  The 
apostrophe  is  faint  and  perhaps  illusory  7  .[,  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line.  Since 
it  stands  to  right  of  t  at  the  beginning  of  the  next  line,  a  letter  with  a  spreading  top,  e.g.  u,  is  indicated. Between  it  and  v  faint  scattered  traces  of  which  the  distribution  is  uncertain 

Fr.  2  (c)  1  A  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  2  ],,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  J",  the  lower 
part  of  an  upiight  3  ], .[>  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  r,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising 
to  right  fiom  well  below  the  line;  if  a,  only  one  letter  lost  before  oc  4  ]_  two  dots  on  a  scrap 
formerly  hanging  by  a  shred,  now  detached  and  beyond  my  ability  to  rc-attach  ],,  the  middle 
part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  above  which,  in  the  hand  of  the  text  but  smaller,  an  apex  fol¬ 
lowed  by  an  upright;  to  left  of  these  there  are  traces  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right,  to  right  of  them 
there  is  a  slightly  concave  stroke  rising  to  right  Before  <f>  ink  resembling  the  upper  part  of  v  or  x 
with  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  from  the  top  of  the  right-hand  branch;  two  letters 
may  be  repiesented  5  The  presumed  acute  is  abnormally  flat  and  abnormally  far  to  left;  it 
would  naturally  be  taken  for  a  long’  «[  anomalous,  but  not  p  or  v  6  ]  ,  the  top  of  an  up¬ right,  followed  by  an  upright;  possibly  ].[.].  should  be  written 

Fr.  2  (a)  Col.  i  4  a]i)8 rjv  changed  to  a]  vTiqv? 
(b)  Col.  ii  7  I  mention  icxev  arcpftopcvr/  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iii  938  only  to  observe  that  texev  is  not 

acceptable  here.  I  could  not  rule  out  faciv  or  <£acw,  or  <j>i}c€v. 

]  [ 
]  [ 
>  [ 

JuSt^ 

5  >  [ 

]  [ 

]  [ 

] 

t 

\ 

, 

t 
1 
\ 

1 
< 
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8  Perhaps  tpX€U  omji  S[ij  rot  vooc  HnXero  after  ll.  xxii  185  l=p£ov  oirrjt  817  rot  vooc  enXeTo.  Cf.  Od.  i  347 
omrqi  ol  vooc  opvvrat. 

The  occurrence  of  the  imperative  here,  as  in  fr.  1  ii  7,  may  be  taken  as  a  slight  argument  in  favour 

of  the  supposition  that  the  two  fragments  contain  parts  of  the  same  column. 

Fr.  j 

(b) 

].°v.[ 
Jot  _  t.77 -a  _  [ 

>x.V.[ 

.M 

^rjeavre  _  [ 

]  _  apyoc  ■ a  >  [ 
]fxaXa7rac[ ]emxetpa[ 

J^ ,avTa[ 

]a>VKaiv7r[ 

]77'€tTa  (  t  [ 

]7?T0C  .  [ 

Fr.  3  The  relative  levels  of  (a)  and  ( b )  are  established  by  the  cross-fibres.  There  is  no  external 

evidence  to  fix  the  interval  between  them.  No  more  than  a  couple  of  letters  is  required  in  11.  7-10  to 
produce  credible  metre  and  meaning,  but  the  gap  might  well  be  greater.  I  can  establish  no  relation 
between  these  scraps  and  fr.  1  col.  ii,  but  I  cannot  say  that  none  existed. 

( a )  5  ,[j>  an  apex,  too  low  for  a,  A  or  the  like  6  Except  for  two  faint  traces  on  the  line  at  the 
beginning  the  writing  has  vanished  7  ].,  two  dots,  one  above  the  other,  just  off  the  base  line 

Below  the  first  a  a  dot  suggesting  the  right-hand  end  of  a  paragraphus  .[>  an  upright  8  .[> 

an  upright  9  ,[>  faint  traces,  ?  of  an  upright  10  Between  p  and  r  faint  and  scattered 

traces,  not  suggesting  p  .[>  the  left-hand  angle  of  y  or  tt  ir  There  is  no  sign  of  writing 
12  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  Between  u  and  9  a  gap  in  which  a  narrow  letter  might  have 
found  room 

(b)  1  ].,  a  slightly  concave  upright;  perhaps  0  .[>  scattered  traces,  ?  of  a  convex  stroke 
2  Above  r  a  trace,  ?  of  an  interlinear  letter,  after  7  a  thick  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .  [,  an 

upright  apparently  bending  over  at  top ;  possibly  p  3  After  y  confused  traces  on  distorted  fibres ; 
possibly  more  than  one  letter  ,[>  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  sloping  forward  and  turning  forward 

at  the  foot,  e.g.  jS  or  8,  but  c  perhaps  not  ruled  out  5  ,[>  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 
6  ].,  an  upright  with  traces  to  left  and  above;  if  one  letter,  ] 77,  if  two,  presumably  ].r  The  stop  is 
smaller  than  that  at  (a)  8  and  may  be  casual  ink  .[,  an  upright  9  After  v  perhaps  the  tops 

of  the  uprights  of  p  Before  a  a  short  slightly  concave  upright  on  the  line  10  The  upper  arm 

of  $  looks  inordinately  short  n  .  .[>  the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  upper 

part  of  v  or  x  12  .[>  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  r 

Fr.  3  3  I  should  guess  xv  to  t>e  the  least  unlikely  of  the  possibilities,  but  I  doubt  whether  I  could 
verify  any.  eV  x^Aofcu/  Od.  ii  339. 

(«) 
5  ]«*.[ 

]..  [ 

]  .accajite.f 
>S  ■/<,.[ 

]  ,  [ .  ]S€/f€7re[ 

10  ]/ca  rei'Fap^ "][]  [  ' 

].v0’4 
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7  seq.  aJ^Si^a  appears  to  indicate  $accafjt.ey[- 1  cf.  II.  xviii  51 1,  xxii  120  ui'Stya  navra  Bacacdai.  But  if 
a  paragraphus  is  rightly  recognized  below  1.  7  and  is  not  misplaced,  this  inference  must  presumably  be 
renounced. 

8  cm  xe‘Pa[(')  or  ivCxetpa?  The  second  occurs  first  in  Pindar,  Paeans  2441  fr.  1  ii  6. 

9  c]v(iiravTa[  seems  likely,  though  the  presumed  tt  is  represented  by  a  trace  which  does  not  sug¬ 

gest  it. 
10  Kaprct  r  ftpy[€t\u>v  looks  acceptable  and  would  determine  the  space  available  in  the  three 

preceding  verses,  but  I  see  no  way  of  ruling  out  the  possibility  of  a  longer  supplement. 
Fr.  4 

i.dh: 

Fr.4  1  ].[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  ].,  a  trace  on  the  line  .[,  the  upper 

part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  2  faint  scattered  traces,  apparently  compatible  with 

y  or  r,  followed  by  an  upright  After  77  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke,  at 

more  than  the  normal  distance  from  v  3  ].[,  perhaps  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left 

2520.  Epic  Poem  on  Philip  of  Macedon 

The  subject-matter  of  the  fragments  of  hexameters  collected  under  this  number 

is  not  the  legendary  material  which  might  be  expected  from  a  first  consideration  of 

their  vocabulary  and  general  style.  On  the  basis  of  the  proper  names  recognizable, 

some  with  certainty,  some  with  a  high  degree  of  probability,  there  is  reasonable 

ground  for  assuming  that  the  source  was  something  of  the  nature  of  an  account  of  the 

campaigns  of  Philip  the  Second  of  Macedon.  The  manner  of  writing,  as  far  as  I  can 

tell,  was,  within  its  convention,  sober  and  straightforward,  but  too  little  survives  to 

have  much  value  as  verse  or  history  ;  its  interest  resides  in  its  witness  to  the  existence 

of  such  a  composition.  To  judge  by  the  little  we  are  told  about  their  contents  the 

epics  written  for  Alexander  by  Choerilus  and  Agis  will  not  have  been  in  any  way 

comparable.  About  that  ascribed  (improbably,  Paus.  vi  18,  6)  to  Anaximenes,  who 

wrote  a  prose  (PcXinncKd,  we  have  no  information. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  firm  upright  hand  which  may  be  assigned  to  the  second 

century.  There  is  a  noticeable  difference  in  size  between  the  writing  at  its  largest  and 

smallest,  so  that,  though  there  is  no  doubt  about  the  identity  of  the  copyist,  there  is  no 

certainty  that  only  one  roll  is  represented.  Lection  signs  are  not  plentiful;  the  com¬ 

monest  are  apostrophes  and  stops.  A  good  proportion  appear  to  be  due  to  the  writer 

of  the  text,  but  at  least  one  other  pen  is  recognizable  (e.g.  in  the  circumflex  at  fr.  r, 

14,  in  the  rough  breathing  at  fr.  5  (6)  ii  11)  and  may  not  always  be  distinguishable. 

I  cannot  tell  whether  this  or  another  is  responsible  for  the  two  or  three  corrections. 

45 

Fr.  1  2  ]  ,  damaged ;  now  suggests  r  or  the  right-hand  parts  of  v  ,[>  a  dot  about  mid-letter 

4  X,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  slightly  below  the  top  of  the  letters,  dipping  slightly  to  right 

6  j. bases  of  letters,  compatible  with  p.cv,  but  there  are  other  possibilities  8  Between  o>  and  y 

(of  which  only  the  right-hand  arm)  a  dot  on  the  line;  the  spacing  suits  v  .[,  the  extreme  upper  end 

of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  an  upright  with  a  trace  to  left  of  its  centre  and  to  right  of  its 

top,  followed  by  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  10  ].,  about  mid-letter  a  stroke  descending 

to  right  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  13  ]. . . .[,  perhaps  the  right-hand  base 

curve  of  /*;  the  bases  of  the  uprights  of  77;  the  base  of  the  first  and  the  lower  part  of  the  second  up¬ 

right  of  7 7;  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  o  Between  v  and  y  a  dot  slightly  above  the  top  of  the 
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letters  the  foot  of  an  upright  r4  .[>  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  15  ]., 

two  dots  corresponding  in  position  to  the  right-hand  tips  of  c  pa<;  the  remains  and  the  spacing 
appear  to  be  consistent  with  this  reading,  and  there  seems  to  be  no  lexical  alternative  to  some  form  of 

dfivvTojpt  but  I  cannot  verify  it  17  ].,  apparently  the  left-hand  three-quarters  of  a  circle  . 

four  traces  on  the  line  [].,  at  first  sight  [.]??,  but  I  am  inclined  to  believe  that  qi  is  the  correcter 

decipherment.  If  so,  avqt  might  be  conjectured.  I  can  neither  rule  it  out  nor  confirm  it  iS  ]., 

the  top  of  a  circle  19  After  e  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  before  0  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of 

the  letters  20  ].p,  the  top  of  <r  or  c;  of  y  the  left-hand  apex 'and  the  tip  of  the  right-hand  up¬ 
right  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y,  t  ].[,  two  dots  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters  21  .[,  the  middle  of  the  left-hand  side  of  e,  0  24  ]o,  only  the  right-hand  edge, 
more  angular  than  usual  .[>  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  25  ].,  a  dot  about  mid-letter 
.[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  161  should  guess  -p.evoio,  then  perhaps  v6ov  S’  i^pdccaro  or  the  like,  as,  e.g.,  Callim.  fr.  80, 14, 

or  voiol  S’  ifipaccaro  or  the  like,  as,  e.g.,  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iii  933.  In  regard  to  the  second  it  may  be  ob¬ 
served  that  Homer  has  dvp.djt  not  vooh  in  this  locution. 

7  ie^TTOfitVOC. 
8  Upun>up,oc  is  nowhere  found  in  verse,  nor,  it  seems,  in  prose  earlier  than  Lucian  (Lexipk.  10).  As 

a  name  of  historical  persons  it  is  not  uncommon  from  the  early  5th  century  B.c.  (480  B.c.  Hdt.  ix  33, 
Paus.  iii  ir,  6),  For  a  possible  clue  to  the  identity  of  the  person  meant  in  this  place  see  on  1.  n. 

9  The  metrically  unwanted  ttt-  implies  some  form  of  ittoA UOpov,  n roM-rropdoc.  I  am  rather  doubt¬ 
ful  whether  €(f>e(6p.evoc  tttoXUQp<ul  gets  much  support  from  11.  v  460  tyi&ro  (sc.  Apollo)  Tlepy  dp.au  aKpqt. 

10  /7eAo7TTjtc  by  itself  for  the  Peloponnese  Callim.  ky.  iv  72,  fr.  384,  n ;  with  yata  Ap.  Rhod.  Argmx . 

iv  1570,  1577.  Perhaps  atqc  here. 
11  <f>fXt7T7Toc  though  not  attested  in  epic  is  an  adjective  of  respectable  antiquity,  first  occurring  in 

Pindar.  But  there  is  a  distinct  congruity  between  the  name  Philip,  taken  as  Philip  II,  king  of 

Macedon,  and  the  name  Hieronymus,  taken  as  Hieronymus  of  Maenalus,  one  of  the  co-founders  of  the 

Arcadian  city  of  Megalopolis,  who  went  over  to  Philip's  side  (Demosth,  xviii  295,  xix  11,  Theopomp. 
ap.  Harpocr.  in  v.).  The  mention  in  the  context  of  Arcadia  (1.  12)  and  of  Thebes  (1.  17)  may  be  con¬ 
sidered  a  sort  of  corroboration  of  the  identification.  The  possibility  (PfAtWou  to  be  kept  in  mind. 

12  seq.  tv  a  .  .  .  iiq-no\_T  Zp]tv  crovoeccav  dyot[€v  seems  a  reasonable  proposal,  but  it  cannot  be  veri¬ 
fied. 

14  a -n  ev&firjTov  dbreofo:  Pheneus  was  one  of  the  Arcadian  towns  not  associated  with  the  cwolki- 
cfioc  of  Megalopolis. 

Except  for  ev$p, qrov  Od .  xx  302  the  regular  epic  form  is  ivBfiqroc. 

15  If  poc  could  be  read,  which  I  doubt,  there  would  emerge  the  possibility  of  a  reference  to  Amyn- 

tor,  the  father  of  Alexander's  companion,  Hephaestion  (Arr.  Anab .  iii  27,  4;  Ind.  18,  3). 

16  rraTpqt  Zm  /jufj,vd£ovctv  or  something  near  it,  meaning  ‘did  not  join’  some  expedition? 
17  (i)9eXr)tct  is  acceptable  but  not  Kixdvetv  for  Kixdvq(i).  KaBfiou  ttoXlc  for  Thebes  first  in  Aeschylus. 

iS  ~\cav  iirqv  .  .  .  uAa77a^7j[t. 
19  Axadc  for  Greece  Homeric,  but  in  this  context  specifically  Achaea  may  be  meant.  Presumably 

€7 repufiav. 

20  /x]<b  yap  apparently  ruled  out  by  the  spacing. 

21  p,]oAov  [cu'JSpcc? 

22  SeSawTec  dvTlfv'.  cf.  Od.  ii  61  StSa^KOTtc  dAhrrjv,  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  i  52  SeSacZ>T£  SoAouc.  I 
23  I  suppose  €ttl  Bqpov  must  have  been  intended,  but  though  the  place  is  damaged  it  cannot  have 

been  written. 

25  The  number  of  ‘hundreds'  cannot  be  verified. 
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Fr.  3 

’]..f 

]ojpeSoyp#  ct  [ 

]7TCOT€lAa>V7T[ 

5  ~\vrji roAe/ioeoS[ 
]yT7]TOlCW€7T  #  [ 

]afji<f)Lfxa)(7]VK[ 
]KplV<zCK€V€T  _[ 

10  ]Sap^7r  ,yy  ,\_ 

~\c7rpcor  _  [ 

]vraxat<[ 

Fr.  3  1  The  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  2  Between 

p  and  c  the  base  of  e  or  o  .[,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right?  4  ].,  the  foot 

of  an  upright  771c  1  inserted  by  a  different  hand  6  .[,  the  ink  now  resembles  a  small  c 

hanging  from  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  -n-  8  .[,  an  upright,  not  prima  facie  to 
be  combined  with  tustt  10  After  ?  the  base  of  a  circle  on  the  line,  above  and  to  right  of  it 

the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right ;  the  upper  end  of  a  similar  stroke ;  the  top  of  c  or  £  (but 

e  would  be  inordinately  close  to  y)  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  11  .[,  the  left- 

hand  arc  of  a  circle  13  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  .[,  o  or  c 

Fr.  3  2  One  might  think  of  0]op€  8 ovpdc  a[*w#r>j,  but  the  ink  by  no  means  suggests  a  for  the  last 

letter.  (The  articulation  8’  oupoc,  not  anyhow  particularly  attractive,  is  discommended  by  the  absence of  the  apostrophe.) 

6  dreXevr^rouiv  seems  less  probable  in  the  context  than  dvovT-qroiciv.  €-ne[pyoLc  was  not  written 

e7ra[  may  have  been,  though  the  loop  of  a  would  be  unusually  raised  off  the  line. 
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Fr.  4 

]  _  cerapot [ 

Fr.  4  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  below  the  line 

Fr.  5 

(a)  Col.  i 
(b)  Col.  ii  (c) 

]  mi ]oeecc[  ]vy£P€V[ 

] 

]  oifup[ 
](DC7To[ 

]jovc[ 
\vp°.{ 

]?70eA[ 
L«\[ 

]wvp{ 

jcaajca  _  [ 

]  t  tSiaj[ 

]r)(,civa,7T '[ 

] rjSr]TT  aTr[ ]yOVT€C‘€VOV '[ 

] 
TpeccavS*  e[ 

]cda)<ECeTT€p)(Op,e  _  [ 

] 
ttocciv[ 

]epw^e/catotvatouc[ 

] ]fxaxovro  t  auWvpi[ 

] 7]pt7TOv[ ]oC$€p.o8oC7TOV€OVc[ 

] 
vai  ov.t[ 

]l/[ .  ]l<aT€pd€V€7raCCVT€po[ 

]  xm8*au[ 

-\7TeeCClV0pU>K\€0vI)[ 

]  oAAoc[ 
].[ 

]wv,[ 

Fr,  5  The  relative  levels  of  the  four  pieces  are  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres.  The  vertical  fibres  of  (c) 

can  be  followed  in  the  lower  right-hand  part  of  ( b ),  so  that  its  distance  from  the  upper  part  is  fairly 
closely  fixed.  There  is  no  external  evidence  about  the  distance  of  (d)  from  (c).  I  am  not  certain  that 
it  does  not  actually  touch  it.  There  are  two  peculiarities  about  (a).  The  alignment  of  the  column 

differs  in  11.  i-6  and  11.  8-i6,  the  latter  starting  one  letter  further  to  left.  The  level  of  II.  i-6  is  slightly 

higher  than  that  of  the  corresponding  lines  in  (b)f  but  by  1.  7  the  two  sets  have  come  abreast  and  con¬ 
tinue  so  to  the  end. 

(a)  7  ].,  a  nearly  flat  stroke,  coming  from  left,  on  the  line  8  ],,  an  upright,  presumably 

17,  but  no  trace  of  cross-stroke  16  ].,  possibly  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  rr 

17  The  top  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  left ;  the  top  of  an  upright ;  a  dot  above  the  top  of  the  letters.  Per¬ 
haps  three  letters  represented 

(b)  2  ].,  traces  of  an  upright  5  .[,  the  cross-stroke  of  n  or  t  6  ].,  perhaps  the  top 

and  bottom  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right  .[,  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line,  perhaps 

S  or  fj,  7  .[,  two  dots  compatible  with  the  left-hand  upright  of  v  8  .[,  perhaps  the  back 
of  e  9  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  slightly  below  the  line  10  .[,  the  foot 
of  an  upright  12  o.a  «  must  be  meant,  but  I  can  make  out  neither  what  was  originally  written 

1 
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nor  how  it  is  corrected  16  ].[,  the  top  of  a  loop  most  like  the  angle  of  y,  but  anomalous 

the  opposite  ends  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  t 

(c)  2  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 
(d)  1  .[,  t  or  n  2  .[,  a  stroke,  rising,  from  a  little  below  the  line,  with  a  gentle  slope  to right ;  perhaps  £ 

Fr.  5  (a)  appears  in  some  places  to  have  a  certain  congruity  with  (b),  but  for  more  than  one 
reason  I  think  it  is  illusory. 

7  Perhaps  teal  w  ̂ [, 

8  prfiBlujc  likely. 
12  Euboeans  and  Illyrians  ((b)  12)  are  to  be  expected  in  an  account  of  campaigns  conducted  by 

Philip  of  Macedon. 
15  «-at  Se,  This  collocation  first  found  in  Homer  (11.  vii  13).  It  is  common  in  Apollonius  Rhodius 

and  occurs  three  times,  all  in  the  same  hymn,  in  Callimachus. 

(b)  1  Probably  Evfiodecc[  again. 

9  dv  ovpeci  suggested  by  the  Homeric  parallels  11.  xi  474  wc  A  re  .  .  .  6ojec  6pcc<j>w  479  Oajec  cv  ovpectv, 

10  I  suppose  (vc  d(vec.  Since  the  lines  in  the  Iliad  (xi  480  seep  ini  re  AtV  -rjyaye  Ba.lj.tajv  civTfjv  Qwec 
ftiv  re  BUrpccav)  are  a  temptation  to  suggest  combining  (a)  10  and  (b)  10  in  some  such  form  as  rpdccav 

8*  e[ .  . .  tu]c  Oojcc  i7T€pxoj.Uv[oLo  Xiovroc,  I  repeat  that  I  believe  the  superficial  congruity  here  and  in  1.  12 to  be  illusory. 

11  iripajdc  Kal  ot  valovct :  a  specification  of  two  contingents;  The  — s  on  the  other  side,  and  the 
dwellers  in  — \  Since  vaTov  appears  at  (a)  14,  I  may  observe  that  in  11.  ii  imperfects  are  many  times 
commoner  than  presents  in  such  a  context. 

13  -novlovci :  the  middle  would  be  expected  in  a  composition  with  pretensions  to  epic  style. 

14  4)<&t cpdev, 15  I  suppose  endec  civ  6fioi<Xeov  is  likeliest  (as,  e.g.,  U.  xxiii  363,  ii  199).  But  since  there  is  a  possibility 

that  -ndecciv  represents  an  ethnic  of  cretic  form,  I  mention  the  fact  that  Theopompus  is  recorded  (by 

StCph.  Byz.  in  Meccandac  AaKoivucrjc)  as  having  used  some  form  of  Meccaneuc  (-neevc  ex  Paus. 
iii  20,  3  corr.)  in  Book  Ivii  (sc.  of  the  Philippica),  though  I  see  no  reason  to  suppose  it  relevant  to  this 

place. 

16  omdev ? 

Fr.  6 

] .[ 

]  <f>piccovya[ 

5  ]  _  jj,oc$*ev[ 

]yejU.aA[ ].8f[ 

].8.[ 
e 

Fr.  6  Rubbed  and  worm-eaten 

2  Before  a  two  dots  in  the  positions  of  the  foot  of  the  upright  and  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross¬ 
stroke  of,  e.g.,  y  At  the  end  traces  compatible  with  a  circular  letter  followed  by  d  5  ], . ,  0  or  o 

followed  by  the  tops  of  two  strokes  suggesting  17  or  v,  but  perhaps  not  ruling  out  v  7  ].,  a  triangu¬ 

lar  letter  9  . .[,  cither  p.  followed  by  a  dot  at  mid-letter  or  1  followed  by  the  left-hand  side  of 
k  suggested 

E 
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Fr.  7 

*  *  I 

]evov[ 

]^vovt[ 
♦  #  1 

Fr.  8 

’  M
 

]ecy[ 

*  *  * 

Fr.  83].,  perhaps  the  top  of  a  circular 
letter,  c  or  o,  but  anomalous  ,[,  a  dot,  off  the 
line Fr.  9 

]fx.[ 

K 

].«[ 
]a*8[ 

S  ].[ 

Fr.  9  1  ,[,  a  hook  on  the  line  2  Over 
the  left-hand  side  of  e  what  looks  like  a  small  t 

3  ] .,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from 

left  5  The  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  small 
circle 

Fr.  xo 

R[ 

]™.[ 

].«[ R[ 

s  k[ 

Fr.  10  1  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a 

circle  3  ].,  perhaps  the  turn-up  of  a  stroke 
curving  down  from  left  e  written  on  a  4  ,  [, 

an  upright  5  .[,  the  top  of  a  small  circle 

with  a  horizontal  projection  on  its  right-hand 
side,  about  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters;  not 

apparently  a  part  of  any  letter  of  this  hand 

Fr.  11 

]AAo  [ 

].WT.[ 

5  }i>[ 

Fr.  11  1  ].,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

2  .[,  perhaps  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross¬ 
stroke  and  upper  part  of  the  lower  curve  of  e 
3  The  second  A  has  ink  on  both  sides  which  may 

represent  a  horizontal  stroke  indicating  cancella¬ 
tion  ,[>  an  upright,  the  top  hooked  over  to 

left  4  the  turn-up  of  a  stroke  from  left 

Fr.  12 

]?A.[ 

Joy  eppee v[ 

Jw  ̂   taa[ 

]a7ravei;f?[ 

J/br  t  ro8[ 
]rr€t7Tay[ 

]8oca[ 

Jeyyv[ 

]aSova[ 

JS^piCO^tf 

~\vTtOl[ 

]evot.[ 

Fr.  12  The  upper  lines  rubbed  and  the  fibres 
distorted 

1  .[,  scattered  dots,  perhaps  v ,  though  this 
seems  not  to  account  for  all  the  ink  2  After 

a  an  upright  with  the  top  hooked  to  left,  having 

a  dot  (perhaps  indicating  cancellation)  above  and 

to  right,  then  the  top  of  a  second  upright  having 

slightly  above  and  to  right  a  short  stroke  de¬ 
scending  to  touch  the  top  of  e  3  After  6  the 
lower  part  of  an  upright  4  Of  ]p  only  the 

extreme  top,  of  only  the  left-hand  side  and 
no  trace  of  the  cross-stroke  5  Between  7 r 

and  r  only  a  thick  dot  suspended  from  their  cross¬ 
strokes  10  ]a  apparently  remade  12  .[, 
a  convex  upright  not  suggesting  w  14  .[, 

the  middle  of  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle 

5 
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Fr.  13  Fr.  14 

].i 
n 

>o[ 

].°[ 

5  ]ca.[ 
]" TP°[ 

]cpooca[ 
]vOV€7T£'[ 

10  JaAAerayf 

]f/>'y«\[ 

]rjvx6ov[ 

~\lC1ToAv[ 

15  JceStuqjf 

]  t  iouSa[ 

JeAe  fie  [ 

]7rA<p  t  [ 

Fr.  13  1  The  left  hand  arc  of  a  circle 

2  An  upright  4  ],,  tt  or  t  7  .[,  the 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  9  .[,  a  trace  level 

with  the  top  of  the  letters  10  ].,  a  cross¬ 

stroke  as  of  y  .[,  a  trace  about  mid-letter 

11  .[,  e  or  6  16  ].,  y  or  the  right-hand  part of  7T  or  r  ry  Between  e  (not  0)  and  p  what 

looks  like  e  with  an  abnormally  low  cross-stroke 
.[,  a  trace  on  the  line  18  .[,  the  top  of 

a  circle 

]  _  ca7roA[ 

]oS’a0ajit[ 

]r)pe9zcov$[ 
]770TtmAi/a[ 

5  ̂Kaiavv€(j>€\_ 
]cruroSa[ 

}i\7)virgp[ 

]ayaAAo[ 

Fr.  14-  L.  1  is  written  larger  than  the  rest 

1  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright;  the  spacing  sug¬ 
gests  v  2  Above  and  below  p  traces  of  ink 
8  Of  o[  only  the  left-hand  arc  9  Of  r[  only 
the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke 

Fr.  15 

*  ]fcv.’[ 

]Aa  >a[ 

JocAat  t  [ 

~\povrr[ 

Fr.  15  The  spacing  of  the  lines  is  slightly 

greater  than  in  Fr.  14,  which  the  writing  most 

closely  resembles 1  €  remade ;  or  converted  to  o?  . [,  e  or  $ 

3  Above  the  line  between  at  a  trace,  perhaps  of 

a  ‘circumflex'  ,[,  the  foot  of  a  slightly  forward 

sloping  stroke 

2521.  Hellenistic  Hexameters 

Callimachus  is  quoted  for  the  sacrifice  referred  to  in  the  last  verses  of  the  piece 

published  below,  but  there  is  no  case  for  supposing  him  to  be  its  author.  The  style 

and  perhaps  the  allusion  to  Laagus  seem  consonant  with  composition  round  about 

300  b.c.  but  I  see  nothing  to  lead  one  to  a  particular  name.  The  contents  are  a  com¬ 

plete  riddle.  Who  sends  prophetic  dreams,  while  sometimes  exporting  objects  made 

g&jfBij- ;•  f Or  i ; ! II sv; h SODS 0 haft S '■ tier  Alfertiiffisfcuncte 
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by  the  cite  perdue  process,  at  other  times  having  forged  a  huge  bronze  altar  ?  I  have 

no  guess  to  offer,  nor  an  explanation  of  the  connexion  between  the  first  two  and  the 

last  six  verses. 

The  hand  is  a  small  plain  rounded  uncial  of  a  common  type  assigned  to  the  second 

century.  There  are  no  lection  signs.  The  cursive  addition  in  the  lower  margin  may 

also  fall  in  the  second  century. 

]  1 7}rVfJ,eOVT  #  [  J  ,  €lfJL€  .  ,  .  eCCIVOV ,  [ 

]  KL<>V7]lCL<f>€[  t]ei.'8<ET€{JLaVTiaCV'7TVO  '  t 
^orepievreSioevoTTaTTOvroviaXXco  ^ 

]  T€CT€<f>aV0VT€Ta0l7T  p[]y[']vv0.l<  OV '  _ 

5  ̂no^piapoioveovXtySoLoraKevro  _ 

]Sau/3cu/xotorocovyodW[  t  ,  JoveAaccac 

]  #  OVp/rp<OCT£TOV  w  t  TpLTTOL(Xf<€}AOVVri 

I  _  _  pOV7TpCo[  '  ]oC6WT  A^cef  '  ]e9vr] Xt) 

e]r7)rvp.eovra\c]  del  ptepoTrecciv  ove\lpovc 

pevSea  Se  ]ci<lBvrjc t  pe[p]ec  ̂   re  pdvrtas  vrrvoyc 

]or€  /xeV  re  8d  otvo77a  ttovtov  laXXojy 

~\y  re  crepavov  re,  ra  ol  7rap[a]  y[o]vv a  k  ov t  t 

K7)pov  a]770  /Sptapofo  veov  AlySoio  rauevroc , 

]S*  av  ficopioio  rocov  ydXi<[ec\ov  eXaccac 
]  ou  p,fjf<6c  re,  rov  ou  rpirroid  Ke  pLovurj 

l3ov7Tpcp[p]oc  evi7rXrjce[i\e  6vr}Xrj 

]cux€towvto8[  #  ]  iKXeirotoAaayou  ^evycrocovro  S[o]p£.KAetrofo  Aaayov 

Rubbed ;  in  places  the  letters  are  represented  only  by  a  few  scattered  dots  or  have  completely 

disappeared 

4

 

 

Of  ]y  only  the  second  upright;  more  than  normally  tilted  back  Between  k  and  o  perhaps 

room  for  two  narrow  letters,  the  second  represented  
by  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  After 

V  very  faint  traces,  
followed  

by  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  
of  the  letters  

and  this  by  an  upright.  
Prima 

facie  vtv,  but  I  should  say  i n-ai  could  be  accepted  
7  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending 

from  left  8], the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  middle  part  of  an  upright  or  left-hand 
arc  of  a  circle  The  left-hand  upright  of  the  second  i)  is  written  on  e  Lower  marg.  [o]  appears 

inadequate  to  fill  the  gap  and  /?  is  not  suggested  by  the  ink,  a  forward  sloping  concave  stroke  off  the 
line 

1  tTijrvfictv  is  not  attested.  I  have  proposed  its  participle  because  of  the  difficulties  presented  by 

the  presumption  of  iTpruN  eovra  .  .  .  ovetpa.  do  judge  by  the  following  verse  the  general  sense  will 

have  been  ‘(sends)  true  dreams’,  but  in  such  a  sentence  dovra  is  supererogatory.  Besides,  what  can  be 
inserted  between  -ra  and  6A  to  obviate  the  hiatus?  Any  particle  would  drive  one  back  to  errjTu^ovra. 

da :  it  may  be  as  well  to  say  that  this  cannot  be  taken  as  aya  (aya).  Although  the  papyrus  is 
broken  off  close  above  the  letters,  the  tail  of  a  superscript  y  should  still  have  been  visible. 

3  I  suppose  dAAJore  with  a  corresponding  dAAore  at  the  beginning  of  1.  6. 

4  I  can  suggest  nothing  better  than  irapa  yovva  udovrai,  though  I  cannot  verify  it  or  guess  why  it 

should  have  been  preferred  to  irapa  yovvara  {-van,  -vaci)  /car at. 
5  On  this  method  of  casting  see  Blumner  Technologic  iv  286. 
6  dXaccac :  the  altar  was  forged. 

7  evpoc  6]pu>v  seems  likely. 
TpLTToia :  for  this  sacrifice  see  Pfeiffer  on  Callim.  fr.  578. 

8  fiovirpcotpoc  (f>aclv  e’Aeyero  Sid  to  irporjyeicdat  avrrjc  (sc.  rpirrvac )  .  .  .  rov  ftovv  Eustatb.  1676,  39- 
Lower  marg.  This  cursively  written  verse  was  presumably  omitted  from  its  place  in  the  column 

at  some  point  above  the  surviving  part. 

So/n/cAar-  does  not  occur  elsewhere,  only  SovpiKXtir-. 

Aaayoc,  the  father  of  the  first  Ptolemy  and  his  brother  Menclaus,  has  a  long  first  a,  as  would  be 

expected,  in  the  only  other  place  where  his  name  occurs  in  verse;  v.  Callim.  fr.  734.  Nevertheless  it 

may  be  taken  as  probable,  particularly  in  view  of  the  qualification  ‘spear-famed’,  that  he  is  the  bearer of  the  name  meant  here. 

2522A,  B  RHIANUS  ? 

It  is  a  reasonable  supposition  that  verses  preserved  in  two  independent  manu¬ 

scripts  written  by  professional  copyists  which  have  survived  among  the  random 

recoveries  of  Egyptian  excavation  represent  the  work  of  a  poet  who  had  a  certain 

vogue.  The  gist  of  what  can  be  read  or  acceptably  supplied  in  the  fragment  of  a  hexa¬ 

meter  poem  here  published  may  be  summarized  as  follows:  A  body  of  persons  who 

have  reason  for  lamentation  is  warned  by  its  leader  not  to  betray  its  presence  to 

enemies  who  are  near  at  hand  in  great  numbers  and  will  infallibly  destroy  them.  If 

they  can  make  their  escape  by  sea,  they  will  make  a  new  home  in  a  foreign  country. 

Such  a  speech  might  be  put  into  the  mouth  of  Aeneas  escaping  from  Troy  or,  for 

that  matter,  since  there  is  nothing  to  show  the  leader's  sex,  into  the  mouth  of  Dido 
escaping  from  Tyre,  and  no  doubt  other  similar  occasions  could  be  thought  of.  But  the 

possibility  of  a  reference  to  a  Messenian  locality,  even  if  itself  illusory,  directs  specula¬ 
tion  into  what  seems  to  me  a  more  probable  direction.  According  to  Pausanias  (iv  23), 

at  the  time  of  the  capture  of  Heira  (Ira)  at  the  end  of  the  second  Messenian  war 

mXioc  real  ModwvaToi  koI  ocot  ra  rrapadaXaccca  colkovv  vavclv  .  .  ,  diralpovciv  ec  KvXXrjvrjv 

to  eirtvetov  rwv  FIXetojv  .  .  .  eOeX ovrec  ydopav  evQa  oiKTjcovctv  avat^relv.  Pie  took  his  in¬ 

formation  from  Rhianus  (iv  6),  who  wrote  in  hexameters  an  account  of  the  latter  part  of 

the  war  in  not  less  than  six  books  (Steph.  Byz.  in  Ardfivpov  . .  ,'P.  Iv  e/ertot  Mecc^viaKcov) . 
As  far  as  I  can  tell  the  style  of  our  piece  is  suitable  enough  to  a  writer  of  the  t laird 

century  b.c,  and  the  situation  depicted  compatible  with  Pausanias'  account,  so  that 
the  ascription  of  its  authorship  to  Rhianus  (whose  works  were  favourite  reading  of  the 

emperor  Tiberius,  Suet,  Tib.  70)  is  a  reasonable  hypothesis.  But  too  little  of  Rhianus 

has  survived  for  special  characteristics  of  his  style  to  be  ascertainable. 

Both  manuscripts  appear  to  be  assignable  to  the  second  century,  2522a,  I  should 

say,  being  the  earlier.  In  both  there  is  an  occasional  stop  but  no  lection  sign.  A  hand 

different  from  the  original  has  inserted  t  in  2522b  (b)  10  and  superscribed  e  in  2522a  8. 
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2522b  Fr.  (a) 2522a 

2522b  Fr.  (5) 

].[  ].[ 

]W«3[.  ,]f[ 

]  _  glOVrOlgUp[ 

]e77apeccovTcu[ 

5  ]8ewvajptcroca[ 

]..Q.  [M 

~\v  'ovyap7ToXAovaTTo[ 

]c8accovcLV€7ny6ov[ 

^eidec^veTnOpooci^era  _  [  ]  [  ■ 

]ro  ip,ojyr)cr€hvcrjyeocavru<[ 

]  t  ccovratfxaXap.vpLo  _  _  _  e/ce[ 

]vcoptcrocaXe^7]ceLe[ 

]oyapro[  _  jcSccavava,  _  [ 

]orpaX€cocv7T€pat7Tvra[ 

]  viaypi  '/cpatHTjuSevi/cef 

]v6accovT€C€7rqXva,[ 

]v€cravK€irorc7rXoov\ 

]apL€VOLcocBrjc(f)€aca[ 

]7nXa$€ccu/€vixpifj,[ 

]iK€7TeiTaKaTapiova  _  [ 

]  _  ereprr)vf;eiv7)vai§_ 
]€LCLV€7mrpOTepOlC  t  [ 

]...[  ]wupywco/i _  _  [ 
] . [ 

]  [ 
]..[ 

stripped 

stripped 

].  [ 

~\f<evay[ 

]/?°v •  [ 

].[  ]wo.o[ ]v7T€p[  m  ]l7TVTaT7][  _  ]Sto[ 
_7re[ 

]recerrrjXvct7} .  [  ] .  .  cuc[ 

]K€TrOTL7rXoOV€VTVVa)[ 

]cocdr]C(p€acap7Ta^ac6a[ 

].[  ].  .□**■.[  ]ev<xe[ 

]  #  vXl7To\_ 
]7)C0pL€da[ 

’  ].A[ 

2522b  fr.  (n)  i  In  the  ink  above  ad  I  can  recognize  nothing  of  cdaccoucLv,  nor  indeed  any  letter  of 
this  hand  3  an  upright  with  a  trace  to  left  of  its  top  6  I  cannot  recognize  toic  in  the 
ink  before  8.  ]t  is  possible  but  it  is  followed  by  a  short  upright  above  the  general  level 

2522b  fr.  (b)  8  ].[,  traces  of  a  forward  sloping  upright?  Above  v  traces  of  ink;  I  think,  casual 
Between  o  and  o  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  an  upright.  Perhaps  v  likeliest,  though  I  should  have 
expected  to  see  the  lower  end  of  the  diagonal,  /a  o r  not  suggested  io  Between  e  and  tt  the  lower 
end  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line,  followed  by  dots  suggesting  the  right-hand  arm  of  u,  but  per¬ 
haps  casual  ink  ii  the  tops  of  two  uprights  with  a  trace  at  mid-letter  between  them;  ̂   or  v 

the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  followed  by  what  might  be  taken  as  the  foot,  the 
end  of  the  cross-stroke,  and  the  tip  of  the  overhang  of  e  15  a  dot  at  mid-letter ;  r  as  acceptable 
a5  ̂   3 7  ].»  the  middle  of  an  upright  with  a  cross -stroke  going  from  it  to  right,  followed 
by  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright;  I  think  a  likely,  but  owing  to  damage  I  cannot  rule  out 
V  18  ]t r,  only  the  right-hand  angle  .[,  the  apex  of  a  or  A 

2522a  1  On  the  underlayer,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line,  the  lower 
left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  with  a  stroke  descending  to  right  from  its  top, the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  6  I  cannot  interpret  the  ink  between  o  and  e,  which  resembles 
no  letters  of  this  hand  8  .[,  a  stroke  rising  to  right;  A  or  x  16  an  upright  19  The 
extreme  tops  of  letters;  the  second  is  represented  by  a  horizontal  stroke  suggesting  £  or  £,  the 
third  by  the  top  of  a  circle,  next  is  a  dot,  perhaps  the  tip  of  an  upright,  then  the  top  of  a  circle  and the  top  of  an  upright 

i 
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35 

]v  OV  yap  TToXXdv  a77o[7TpodL 
]c  daccovcw  eVt^#ov[ 

L €pr)v]  el  Sje  C\tj> yv  eVt  dpooc 
KOifJLfJLOv  ]r  olp,wy/yjc  re  S vcr^yeoc  aurwef 

7rap]eccoi/ratj  /xaAa  pevploc  ov Be  L/cc[V  ̂ viVP 

ovBe  i8eco]v  ojptcroc  djA e^rjceie\y  oXed^pov.^ 

]o  yap  ro[r]cSj€ccn'  dva  [  pjvo  o^ 
]orpaXeco$  poire  p j  a\hrvrd\Tq  gc  LStOj 

Jama^or  KpyO&yyYjL  S’  evi  Ke[vdere  rre j ]v  Qdccovprec  €7rrjXvcl[rjy^  _  L  _  aicj 

]v  ecr3  dv  p<e  itotl  ttXoou  [cVtuvcoj  puev 

] afxevoL  Lojc  S77  e<f>eac  d[prra^ac8ay 

c]77tAdSeLCjCtn  eVtgypjtL/x[^jatLen  dcjAAat 

avr\iK  eireira  Kara  plov  al\_\7rv  Xnro^vrec 

]ereprjv  £ei vrjv  {B)i^[yr}c6pie6a^ 

]  etc  tv  eirl  7rpOTepotct[  depLielX^occ 

]. . .[  ]™pyuc6,uee[  L77.j ] 

2  ttoXXov  d-rroTTpoOi:  11.  xxiii  S32,  Od.  iv  8ii,  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon .  iii  313.  ‘Not  far  away'  from  the 
speaker  and  his  audience. 

3  Perhaps  dvepahe  daccovc n> ;  that,  at  any  rate,  will  be  the  genera!  sense. 

Oaccio,  for  Oaacao  (again  at  1.  n?)  is  not  otherwise  found,  so  far  as  I  know,  in  writers  of  hexa¬ 
meters.  It  seems  to  be  a  specifically  Attic  form. 

4  I  suppose  im  .  .  .  i£er’  di<[o]v[i]v  (cf.  Aesch.  P.V.  689)  or  -ac  (cf.  Eur.  Phoen.  1480).  But  f^erat 
[aS]r[oj^  or  wra  is  also  compatible  with  the  indications. 

Opooc  Ko/zfxov ,  cf.  Pind.  Nem.  vii  81  Qpoov  v/waiv. 

5  Kop-  appears  to  be  short  when  compared  with  ouSe,  which  can  hardly  be  avoided,  in  I.  7.  But 
what  alternative  is  there? 

avTiKa  dzvpo,  avrix:*  i<f>'  rjpeac,  or  the  like. 6  E.g.  TOL  y]£. 

^taAa  pvptoi :  cf.  Od.  xvi  121  S vcpev€€c  p.  p.}  el  al. ;  not  in  11. 
7  OeGiv  cupicroc  no  doubt  Zeus,  as  at  11.  xiii  154.  (But  Apollo  at  11.  xix  413.) 

8  No  accurate  estimate  can  be  made  of  the  number  of  letters  to  be  allowed  for  between  A  a. [ 

and  b  ( b )  ]u^o.o[.  On  the  basis  of  the  certain  supplement  |VoAe0]  in  1.  7  it  would  be  calculated  as 
three  or  four ;  from  the  relative  positions  of  atirura  in  the  two  MSS.  as  no  more  than  one.  This  and  the 

next  verse  appear  to  be  a  parenthesis, 

9  alrrvTaTTjc  seems  better  accommodated  to  the  space  than  -tt)v. 
10  avtagot  only  in  11.  xiii  41  (tilt  Q.  Smyrn.  Poslhom.  xiii  70). 
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K€u'0e tc  appears  to  be  required  by  the  context.  KcvOeO'  cannot  be  read  and,  if  we  are  left  with 

77e[?  I  should  be  inclined  to  guess  nctpav,  ‘keep  our  enterprise  dark’. 
11  Since  the  MSS.  are  entirely  without  lection  signs,  there  is  no  saying  that  what  I  have  given  as 

Odccovrec  is  not  ddc cov  r  kc. 

12  seqq.  Both  kvrvvcu pev  and  kvtxpiplauv  require  an  object,  vavv  or  some  equivalent. 

12  cct’  dv  kc  :  the  same  duplication  once  in  the  Iliad  (xiii  127),  once  in  the  Odyssey  (ix  334),  but 
there  are  other  examples  in  which  dv  and  kzv  are  separated. 

14  I  have  preferred  -ifiauv  aeAA at  to  -tpetev  aeAAa,  because  this  npun  occurs  many  times  more  often 
in  the  plural  than  in  the  singular. 

15  Besides  the  common  noun  plov  ‘headland’  there  are  at  least  two  places  in  the  Peloponnese  of 
which  the  name  is  * Plov ,  one  in  Achaea,  the  other  in  Messenia.  Strabo  informs  us  (360)  that  the  second 
was  a  -nohepa  d-irwavTlov  Tatvdpov  and  of  the  various  ways  in  which  the  words  Kara  .  .  .  Xnrovrcc  could 

be  interpreted  I  am  inclined  to  choose  ‘leaving  hill-top  Rhium’  as  suitable  to  Messenians  in  the  situa¬ 
tion  implied  in  II.  1-7  and  embarking  on  the  enterprise  that  seems  to  be  described  in  11.  16  seqq. 

16  ‘We  shall  seek  a  foreign’  land. 
17  The  possibility,  that  -eiciv  (which  in  the  context  might  well  be  taken  as  from  an  aorist  passive 

participle)  should  be  articulated  -etc  (e.g.  delete)  lv ,  ‘where’,  is  to  be  borne  in  mind. 

€7 t'l  TTporipotrCi  BepetXotc  suggested  on  the  model  of  Callim.  hy.  ii  15  kir'  apxaloui  depkdXotc. 
18  ‘We  shall  raise  the  walls’  of  a  new  city  ‘on  the  old  foundations’.  I  do  not  know  whether  in 

literal  fact  this  was  the  practice  of  Krlcrat. 

'TTupyajcopeOa:  the  active  is  preferred  by  early  writers. 

2523.  Hellenistic  Hexameters  ? 

I  have  found  no  clue  to  the  source  of  the  following  scraps  of  verse  and  label  them 

Hellenistic  only  because  they  seem  to  be  neither  early  nor  particularly  late.  The  text 

is  entirely  without  lection  signs,  so  that  its  articulation  is  often  ambiguous.  It  is 

written  in  a  mannered  and  rather  variable  script,  which  I  suppose  may  be  dated 

within  the  second  century.  As  a  good  proportion  of  the  downstrokes  finish  with  a  hook 

or  curve  to  right  on  the  line,  there  is  constantly  doubt  about  the  combination  or 

completion  of  the  surviving  signs. 
Fr.  1 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

’]  '.[ 
] 
] 

>  t 

5  ] 

] 

>  - 

aAAore/xvS  [ 

ctyaSe^rt  _  [ 

XpoL7]va€vao[ 
[  w 

]  t  Tov7rorap\_ 

r}TOifj,£yTrac[ 
roccovoco[ 

]  0!w?.[ 

]  aAAa[ ]  [M 

10 
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Fr.  1  Col.  ii  1  , ,  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line  and  swinging  to  left, 

closely  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  and  this  by  a  dot  on  the  line  ;  hardly  room  for 

three  letters  2  .[1  a  dot  on  the  line  3  Of  y  only  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  right-hand 

upright  .[,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  a  hook  to  left,  on  the  line  below  it  the  base  of  a  small 

circle  6  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  7  Between  t  and  p  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters  Of  y  only  the  foot  of  the  left-hand  upright  9  .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  starting 

a  little  above  the  general  level  and  descending  at  a  wide  angle  to  right 

Fr.  1  Col.  ii  2  There  arc  several  possible  articulations  of  the  letters.  Attention  may  be  drawn  to 

jxu8a[Ae-  or  some  part  of  pvZaivtiv. 

4  I  suppose,  xPotVv  followed  by  some  case  of  deVaoc  or  atvdatv.  But  there  is  at  least  a  theoretical 
possibility  of  XP01V  vaev. 

Fr.  2  (a) 

]/?  ocp.[ 

]S  r}Ojr[ 

[ 

5  ’  M 
(b)  ].?..[ 

~\yTY}yc€77eo\Tr[ 

]c€(j,evau<ovpr)8e[ 

]tT#[ 

5  ~\pearr]V7T07rayr[ 

]r)c  epe  ecK€i<a[ 

]  _  avrr]CKvXcLK€[ 

Fr.  2  There  is  no  doubt  that  (a)  stood  vertically  over  (b)  and  I  am  fairly  confident  that  (a)  5  con¬ 

tains  the  continuation  of  (b)  1  at  an  interval  of  one  letter 

(a)  x  _[]_[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  followed,  at  an  int
erval  adequate  for  a  narrow 

letter,  by  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  For  ]tj  possibly  ]ai  .[,  near  the  line  a  short
 

slightly  convex  stroke  5  Of  V  only  the  top  of  the  left-hand  upright  and  a  tiace  of  the  cross¬ 

'll  1  ]  ,  on  the  line  a  hook  to  right  Of  §  only  the  base  ,  .[*  on  the  line  the  base  of  a  hook  or small  circle,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  and
  serifed  to  left 

4  ].,  a  dot  slightly  above  the  top  of  the  letters;  over  it  in  the  interlinear  space  t
wo  dots,  diagonally 

opposed,  at  a  certain  interval  apart  ,  [,  perhaps  e  intended  but  anomalously  tall 
 and  flat-topped 

6  Between  c  and  e  the  only  possibilities  seem  to  be  cr  or  77  Between  p  and  e  a  stroke  de
scending 

from  left  to  right,  thickened  at  the  top  and  turning  up  at  the  foot,  followed  at  a  small  interva
l  by  a 

hook  on  the  line  such  as  finishes  many  of  the  uprights  7  ] . ,  apparently  the  right-hand  sid
e  of  the 

loop  of  p  8  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 
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Fr.  2  LI.  3-7  of  ( b )  are  consistent  with  the  hypothesis  that  one  syllable  is  missing  on  the  left. 
(1 b )  2  seq.  It  is  a  reasonable  guess  that  Jce^evat  is  the  end  of  a  future  infinitive,  say,  Scoc^emi, 

governed  by  eVe'oA 77-,  and  that  in  that  case  -tij,  i.e.  1-17(1),  is  a  dative  governed  by  that  infinitive. 
5  If  ov]pea  ti 7(1)  wTro  7rd^r[a,  which  does  not  look  improbable,  Kovprj  in  1.  3  may  be  Artemis.  She 

prays  to  Zeus  (whose  name  may  occur  in  (a)  4  above)  Soc  Si  poi  ovpea  n dvra  at  Callim.  hy.  iii  18,  and  the 
occurrence  of  ckv\o.k€c  in  1.  7  is  not  unfavourable  to  the  hypothesis,  cf.  Callim.  hy.  iii  S7. 

6  I  can  offer  no  suggestion  about  what  was  intended,  if  there  is  no  error  in  the  transmission. 

7  It  may  be  worth  while  to  say,  dp]E  appears  to  be  unacceptable. 

(a) 

Fr.  3 

(ft) 

M  ’  ].[
  ’ 

]a7re[t  .].caroj  t  t[ 
]ee(?pov  [ 

]j3a8e<j>[ 

5  ]«?.[ 

5 

•  «  * 

]  m  p€7T€ta
C 

]yocouSa7ro  [ 

]/r)€BuOV7}  [ 

]f7  7€OlK<Ey€Ve6X[ 

]  SaS^tajjn7t[ '\r)h€fAVLovr}(f>\_ 

].  waMjcouSov[ 

]  t  r)vi$i7r\_ 

JAuAAterq  _  [ 

]  _  avrcovep[ 
u 

Fr.  3  I  am  fairly  confident  that  (a)  stood  on  the  left  of  (b)  at  about  the  level  shown,  but  fibres  and 

lines  of  writing  do  not  simultaneously  correspond,  and  I  cannot  establish  any  relation  between  the 
two  pieces  by  means  of  the  fibres  of  the  back 

(a)  2  Of  ]a  only  the  end  of  the  tail  ].,  on  the  line  a  hook  to  right;  not,  I  think,  to  be  combined 

with  c  as  ]«■  . . .[,  more  cursively  written;  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  concave  stroke  rising  to 
right,  followed  by  a  slightly  forward-tilted  ellipse,  and  this  by  the  middle  part  of  a  stroke  rising 
to  right  3  .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  5  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright 
with  a  dot  on  a  single  fibre  below 

(b)  1  ], . ,  cursively  written  ;  the  appearance  is  of  two  us  or  split  ts,  the  second  smaller  .[,  an 

upright  2  ].,  the  right-hand  ends  of  parallel  cross-strokes  touching  e  about  its  centre;  per¬ 
haps  a  cancelled  letter  Between  e  and  t  a  clear  letter,  either  i>  or  7 r;  I  think  the  first,  but  either 

anomalous  3  ].,  the  right-hand  parts  of  77-  or  r  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  4  .[, 
the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  ?r  or  r  6  Of  Ar  the  extreme  left-hand  ends  of  the 

strokes  7  ].,  on  the  line  a  hook  to  right  8-1 1  The  left-hand  edge  is  blank  for  a  width  of 

about  one  letter  9  ].,  c  or  the  right-hand  parts  of  7 r  probable,  hardly  y  10  ].,  a  cross¬ 
stroke  touching  17  a  little  above  the  centre;  ink  over  its  left-hand  end  not  accounted  for  11  .[, 

the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  12  ].,  an  upright  13  A 
loop  as  of  j8 

Fr.  3  (a)  2  The  space  suits  a.7T€[ce]Laro  better  than  -[re]-  and  (if  I  am  wrong  in  choosing  tc  rather 

than  k)  better  than  -[Brf]-. 
(b)  7  drjubvv).  This  spelling  is  likewise  found  in  Callimachus  (fr.  302,  ap.  schol.  Pinch  Nem.  i  3),  who 

equates  the  holder  of  the  name  with  Artemis.  A-qtoiv  17,  Valckenaer’s  generally  accepted  change, 

would  naturally  be  taken  to  mean  Persephone,  but  v.  Pfeiffer’s  note  ad  loc.  There  is  nothing  to  show 
who  is  meant  here.  I  can  see  no  connexion,  physical  or  other,  between  this  fragment  and  fr.  2,  in 

which  there  may  be  a  reference  to  Artemis. 

9  Apparently  an  example  of  the  diaeresis  after  a  spondee  in  the  fourth  foot,  absent  from  Call i- 
■  machus  (and  the  Dionysiaca  of  Nonnus),  found  several  times  in  the  fragments  of  Antimachus,  once  in 

those  of  Euphorion. 

10  TArqvihi  seems  likeliest,  though  ]r  is  not  quite  normal.  'Qfyip’tSi  is  a  theoretical  possibility. 
Not  v]erjvtSt. 

11  7ro]AvAAicr7/ ;  the  feminine  ending  hitherto  only  in  the  Orphic  hymns. 

2524.  Hexameters 

The  following  group  of  fragments  may  reasonably  be  supposed  to  have  their 

source  in  a  single  poem,  since  all,  where  enough  survives  for  the  subject  to  be  recog¬ 

nizable,  are  more  or  less  concerned  with  fighting.  The}'  exhibit  what  may  be  called 

a  conventional  epic  language,  which  recalls  and  even  adopts  Plomeric  words  and 

phrases,  but  is  peculiar  in  having  a  veneer  of  perfunctory  Doric,  a  for  17  (but  not  with 

perfect  consistency),1  7ro/<a  for  7 rore,  but  not,  for  example,  to  for  ov  or  -ovr t  for  -ovc iv. 
It  might  be  expected  that  a  composition  in  this  style  would  contain  a  treatment  of 

legendary  material,  and  the  appearance  of  Zeus  and  Apollo  (fr.  5)  and  of  Neleidae 

(fr.  1)  is  consistent  with  tills  hypothesis.  But  I  suppose  it  is  very  improbable  that 

Arimaspi  (fr.  1)  would  get  a  mention  in  a  context  of  that  sort  (even  in  an  Argonautic 

story)  and  I  can  adduce  no  heroic  name  (and  few  others2)  ending  in  -vo,koc  or  -va/c^c 
preceded  by  p,  v,  or  possibly  t  (fr.  8). 

Whatever  the  subject,  there  are  at  least  two  indications  that  the  author  is  a  re- 

lativety  late  writer,  (i)  ovrcoc  (fr.  i,  14)  appears  to  be  a  formation  that  arose  round 

about  400  b.c.  among  speakers  of  Attic ;  dialects  upon  which  the  true  epic  vocabulary 

is  based  have  idv,  not  wv.  (ii)  i<\vro7r&vetv  (fr.  5  i  2)  is  a  spelling  dependent  on  gram¬ 

marians*  theories  about  the  etymology  of  the  unique  k^otottzvcw  (recorded  without 
variant  in  the  manuscripts  of  the  Iliad) . 

It  might  perhaps  be  added  that  vSarorpe^eXojroc  (fr.  1,  8)  is  not  a  type  of  adjectival 

formation  with  which  one  would  readily  credit  a  writer  of  early  epic. 

1  It  will  be  remembered  that  one  fragment  of  Mwpa  *IXidc  (xii  Allen)  is  quoted  in  schol.  Eur.  Hoc. 

910,  schol.  Lyc.  Alex.  344  in  the  form  vv£  p,ev  erjv  piccri  Xapnpa.  (-if)  S’  in  ere  AAe  ceAi^Tj  but  in  Clem. 
Alex.  Strom,  i  21  (104,  1)  in  the  form  .  .  .  ̂ eedra,  Xapnpa  8’  .  .  .  ceAdm.  I  do  not  know  the  explana¬ 
tion  of  this  oddity  and  suppose  it  to  be  irrelevant  to  our  piece. 

2  Besides  the  Oriental  ApvdKqc,  Papyax-qc  I  mention  nivaxoc  in  a  list  of  proper  names  in  Arcad. 
7T.  tovcov  and  0apyaxoc  (from  which  0apva.K€vc  is  derived)  in  Steph.  Byz,  <Papvdn eta. 

: 
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The  hand  is  a  weil-executed  medium-sized  example  of  the  common  angular  type, 
written  without  lection-signs1  but  with  a  few  stops.  I  suppose  it  assignable  to  the third  century. 

Fr.  x 

Col.  i 

]  _  pcovofriaSoi'8€iJ,€yav8ioco.tdcpLK[ 

]evfxapv[t '  #]e7raptcrfpaSatoraroc[ 

QJL7t[  ] Kat(f>v\o7n$lCTOVO€c[  ]t[ 
€ 

]wv[  ]vr}A&cucLP€[j,icyov  [ 

[  I 
jepeoviroKa  -cwSe^aAorrecf 

]epav{xaAaS7]pi[  _  ^  ~\6evro 
^OVOLYjBapLpLaCTTOL 

]  t  pujjpvbaTorp€cf>eAcoTCoy  • 
~\Kocac<j>op€ovciv 

yj>ovaepoevroc 

]  ( AoL)lv€vovt€c 

JraSa^otvot 

]va>Ae/zecatet 

],a  ftiocovrtoc 

],  ypavr  v  * 
]<j>op&[t]vrec 

Col.  ii 

Fx\l  Col.  i  i  ] . rubbed;  traces  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line,  e.g.  p,  v ,  followed  bv 
a  dot  in  the  position  of  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  r  Of  p.  only  the  left-hand  apex  Of 
^  only  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  upright  2  Of  >  only  a  trace  of  the  top  3  ]  ,  perhaps 
the  right-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  lower  end  of  the  stalk  of  r  Of  only  the  upper- end  of  the  upper  branch  5  Above  S  a  heavy  dot  Above  the  space  between  ga  the  lower- 
part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  followed  by  a  light  clot  (not  certainly  significant)  and  at  an 
interval  another  dot  8  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  Of  U  only 
elements  of  the  lower  part  11  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  14  ].,  two  dots 
on  the  base  line,  on  a  single  fibre  Between  a  and  $  (of  which  only  the  bases)  faint  traces  below 
the  line  Of  t  only  the  lower  end  15  ]. immediately  before  vp  the  top  of  an  upright;  this  is preceded  by  scattered  dots  at  about  the  same  level ,  for  which  I  can  suggest  no  combination  Between 
r  and  v  the  remains  and  spacing  suggest  w  The  stop  may  be  casual  ink  17  The  ‘grave1  is 
rather  steep  and  in  view  of  the  general  absence  of  accents  may  be  a  misinterpretation  of  the  ink 

1  As  I  am  not  sure  that  the  remark  has  been  made  elsewhere,  I  may  as  well  point  out  that  the writing  of  the  trema  is  in  general  the  business  of  the  original  copyist  of  a  manuscript.  It  may  some¬ times  have  been  omitted  in  error  and  in  that  case  supplied  by  another  hand. 
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61 
Fr.  1  Col.  i  1  Aoc  alOip  U[dv€tv  or  tK[dc9at.  I  have  found  no  exact  parallel  to  A oc  aidrjp ,  the  nearest 

being  in  tile  similar  verse,  qxq  S’  ap^orepiov  tuer  aWdpa  koX  Aoc  avyac,  11.  xiii  837  (auAac  tlvec  schoh  T). 

2  p,apv\o.vr  ,  -ac0(at).  Cf.  ptdxqc  or’  dpurtpa  pdpyaro  ndcqc  II.  xi  498.  ZqiorqToc  by  itself  for 

pidxrjc  e.g.  II.  xii  248. 
3  -ok  77'[oAcjL4wtf  xai  IvXovtBi  cToroec[ca]t.  Cf.  TtoXIpoio  re  <f>vXoTnB6c  re  Hes.  Scut.  23  and  the  regular 

7rdAe/Adc  (-df)  T€  kclkoc  (-of)  Hal  <fv\omc  (-tv)  atvtf  (-f)  found  both  in  Homer  and  Hesiod. 
I  have  found  no  other  example  of  the  dative  ̂ vXothBl. 

cTOfdeic  is  often  applied  to  missiles  and  to  labours.  There  are  one  or  two  rarer  applications  but 

I  can  adduce  no  other  of  application  to  fighting  before  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  i  1052  crovoevro c  . . .  iroX4p,oto, 
unless  crofdfccaf  dvrqvt  Od.  xi  383,  is  to  count. 

4  NqXelBatav.  Descendants  of  Neleus  are  found  in  many  places  in  the  Greek  world,  Messenia, 

Attica,  Ionia,  and  Southern  Italy.  I  see  nothing  in  this  piece  to  locate  those  mentioned  here.  The 

Arimaspi,  1.  7,  can  hardly  be  brought  into  relation  with  any  known  group. 
tpucyov.  In  view  of  the  prevalence  in  the  context  of  references  to  fighting,  a  phrase  of  the  same 

kind  as  p,et£ai  yHpdc  re  ptdvoc  t€  II.  xv  510,  KoXyotctu  fiCav  p.c t^av  Bind.  Pyth.  iv  212—13,  p>et£avT€C  dAAdAoic’ 
Aptva  Ale.  329,  is  a  fair  guess. 

5  TroAje/iOu. 
cw  Sc  jSaAdfrfc:  possibly  intransitive  as  at  II.  xv  562,  perhaps  more  probably  transitive  with  an 

object  such  as  noXeprOv  .  .  .  «ai  Bq'ioTqTa  II.  xii  181,  or  pivodc  ,  .  .  Zyx€a  Ka'L  p-dvea  II.  iv  447  =  viii  61. 
6  Sffptv  HOtvTo  11.  xvii  158,  Euphor.  98,  3.  crvyepoc  in  Homer  often  qualifies  Apqc}  iroXeprOc;  Kponepd 

often  vcptvq,  <j>vXoTTtc, 
7  I  can  adduce  no  ethnic  ending  in  - ovoi  except  Bopelyovot  (Lycoph.  Alex.  1253),  an  Italian  people, 

who  do  not  seem — since  I  understand  hardly  anything  hereabouts,  I  cannot  speak  positively — to  be 
suitable  associates  of  the  ApipacTroi,  who  live  beyond  the  Scythians  in  the  far  north.  I  suppose  it  is 

more  likely  that  -ovot  is  the  end  of  an  adjective  qualifying  a  group  which  stands  in  some  accepted 
relationship  to  the  Arimaspi.  I  may  as  well  add  that  I  think  it  very  improbable  that  the  Issedoncs, 

though  there  are  several  variants  of  their  name,  including  ’ Iccqhol ,  could  be  recognized  in  -ovot. 
8  TTOTjafiwv  vBaTOTpe<f><;Xu)Ta)v.  vBaTorp^-qc  is  recorded  only  at  Od.  xvii  208,  of  poplars,  which  grow 

by  water  not  in  it.  But  uSa TOTpc<f>dXarroc  of  a  river  would  at  first  sight  be  taken  to  mean  ‘characterized 

by  XojtqI  that  grow  in  water’,  that  is,  by  water-lilies.  This  is  not  certain,  however,  since  rivers  are 
often  qualified  by  the  adjective  formed  from  the  flowers  on  their  banks,  and  in  that  case,  not  water- 
lilies,  but  clover  or  one  of  the  other  plants  called  Awroc,  may  be  meant. 

10  io\<j>ov  depoevToc.  Homeric  and  Hesiodic,  mostly  in  the  phrase  in to  (d-n-o)  £.  1), 
t 2  eVt  vto\Ta-  Ba<j>otvoC  suggested  by  11.  ii  308,  hy.  Horn,  xix  23. 

13  voiXtfAc  aUl  Homeric. 
14  ovTtoc  in  verse  first  in  Euripides,  see  v.  Wilamowitz-Moellendorff  on  Here.  Fur.  610. 

Col.  ii  B  ‘Line  200’  to  right. 

Fr.  2 

Fr.  2  1  ]. the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  perhaps  hooked  leftwards  at  the  foot,  followed  by  a  head¬ 
less  upright  descending  far  below  the  line  ,[>  ink  on  the  line,  resembling  the  right-hand  side  of 
the  turn-up  of  c  2  ]...,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright;  the  lower  part  of  c  or  e;  the  lower 
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left-  and  right-hand  ends  of  a  or  A  _ [,  the  upper  and  lower  ends  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

to  right;  a  or  A;  ink  on  the  line,  compatible  with  the  right-hand  base-angle  of  S ;  faint  and  scattered 

traces  about  the  base-line  4  Between  l  and  a  disjointed  traces  suggesting  a  triangular  letter 
.[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  curved  stroke,  descending  from  left,  below  and  to  right 

of  it  5  Of  j?  only  the  top  of  the  loop  Of  vtq.  only  the  tops 

Fr.  2  4  If  5  is  to  be  recognized  between  t  and  a,  attention  may  be  drawn  to  vypiBac-  rac  KotXac 
irerpac  in  Hesychius  and  to  the  place-name  Nyptc,  in  Messcnia  (Steph.  Byz.)  and  in  Argolis  (Paus. 
ii  38,  6). 

Fr.  3 

’  ].[  ’ 

]ta[  JtSa.  _[ 

rro.[  ].[ 

5  ]apiCTyocfj,€yaAr}Topoca[ 

]i twLpgTTaXwiK€.(j)aXav[ 

]oy€L^(€vV77€pde7rapa[ 

]  _  a  it  t  oropi  aiciva[ 

]. .apare^a[ 
i°  ]  _  vet  t  _  _e[ 

Fr.  3  Rubbed ;  in  some  places  the  ink  has  entirely  vanished,  in  others  the  letters  are  represented 

by  scattered  dots,  which  admit  of  various  combinations 

2  ..[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right;  the 
interval  is  unusually  great,  but  only  a  narrow  letter  (of  which  there  is  no  trace)  could  have  stood  in  it 

3  ].,  traces  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  Of  -n  only  the  feet  of  the  uprights  the  lower  end 
of  a  stroke  well  below  the  line;  p  acceptable  4  ]. ,[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by 

traces  which  could  be  combined  as  77  but  may  represent  two  letters  two  dots  which  might  re¬ 
present  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right,  followed  by  a  heavy  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

perhaps  representing  1  .[,  an  upright  5  Of  ]a  only  the  tip  of  the  right-hand  stroke  777 
might  be  taken  for  ui.  in  different  surroundings  8  ].,  a  dot  about  mid-letter  Of  7  only  the 
left-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke.  The  trace  level  with  its  right-hand  end  appears  to  be  too  distant  to 

be  itself  the  right-hand  end  9  scattered  dots  on  either  side  of  an  upright  with  its  foot  hooked 
to  right,  but  this  hook  and  some  other  ink  on  the  line  may  be  what  has  run  along  a  fibre  10  ]., 

perhaps  the  turn-up  of  c  or  e  After  t  the  ink  is  partly  on  the  underlayer  . . , ,  a  comma-like 
sign  near  the  line,  perhaps  to  be  combined  with  t,  perhaps  with  ink  to  its  own  right;  p  or  v;  perhaps 
the  overhang  of  c  or  e 

Fr.  3  3  I  cannot  rule  out  wpowapf,  but  neither  can  I  verify  it. 
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Col.  i 

Fr.  4 

Col.  ii 

].[  ]..wv[  1 ]  op-rat-  [  ] 

.  je  >mSa> 

'  MU..]* 

(«) 5  ]/aaict  _  [  J.1*?’ 

]«\[  ]va[  ] _ a[] 

U  M 

]  rep 

]vv 

> 

]ac£?ai 

] tVC
€V 

]  vra 

>???[ 

□. 

...[ 

.p.1 

,M\[ 

[. .U>a.[ 

a/xaetS[ 

cujt[  J/cac[ 

aVTtKpuS  <  [ 

py£e.[ 

*[].[>[ 

H 

1 

Fr.  4  The  level  of  (a)  relatively  to  (b)  is  fixed  by  the
  cross-fibres.  I  am  uncertain  whether  the 

interval  between  them  is  correctly  inferred  from  the  vertic
al  fibres.  The  surface  of  (i)  is  rubbed  and 

eaten,  so  that  some  letters  have  vanished  and  in  many  p
laces  are  represented  only  by  disjointed 

traC<Col.  i  1 1  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  ]. traces  on  the  line  of  which  the  first  two  might  represent 

only  one  letter  (e.g.  8)  and  the  third  might  be  casual  i
nk  2  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly 

convex  upright,  followed  by  a  trace  on  the  line,  above 
 and  slightly  to  right  of  which  is  a  thick  dot  with 

a  downward^  projection  from  its  lower  right-hand  side
  3  Between  >  (of  which  only -the  middle 

of  the  back  and  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke)
  and  v  (of  which  the  right-hand  half  is  re 

presented  only  by  faint  traces  of  the  upright)  a  dot  at
  mid-letter  After  a  a  damaged  o  perhaps 

likeliest.  Beyond  this  scattered  dots  4  perhaps  the  lower  left-ban  at, g  ,  <  . 

bv  the  lower  end  of  the  stalk  and  some  of  the  right-hand  p
art  of  the  cross-stroke  of  r  )„  much 

damaged  and  perhaps  illusory  5  .[>  the  foot  of  an  uprig
ht  6  .[,  a  slightly  UP; 

right  No  letter  may  be  missing  between  this  and  the  follow
ing  f?int  dots  Pe  , 

presenting  the  top  of  a  circle ;  the  top  of  ft  ,,  or  less  probably  0 ;  a  dot  and  at  an  int
erva  a .  fain  c -dot 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters ;  an  upright  and  at  an  interva  another  upright  7  t  -  t'  s  86 

jng  the  right-hand  apex  of  jr,  followed  by  part  of  a  cross-
stroke  level  with  the  top  8  Ot  ill  only 
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the  lower  part  of  the  left-hand  side  n  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line;  there  are  preceding  traces  of  ink 
below  the  line,  but  I  think  casual  Between  A  and  u  a  dot  on  the  line  For  y  I  cannot  absolutely 

rule  out  c  Above  the  cancelled  c  a  dot;  presumably  it  belongs  to  a  substituted  letter,  not  to  the 

cancellation  12  ].,  a  stroke  resembling  the  left-hand  arm  of  v,  with  a  trace  below  its  lower 
end,  but  if  u  the  stalk  would  be  abnormally  short  16  The  second  letter  (or  third,  if  a  narrow 

letter  is  lost  in  the  gap  before  it)  may  be  p}  represented  by  the  top  of  the  loop.  It  is  followed  by  two 

dots,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  a  considerable  distance  apart  and  perhaps  representing  two 

letters  17  ].,  a  dot  at  mid-letter;  e  acceptable  18  part  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left; 
v  one  possibility 

Col.  ii  2  Blank  space  of  c.  2  letters,  then  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line, 

with  a  trace  to  left  of  its  upper  end  3  Scattered  traces.  The  count  of  letters  is  quite  uncer¬ 

tain  5  ,,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left;  co  may  be  a  possibility  After  p  scat¬ 
tered  dots,  some  very  faint,  of  which  a  possible  combination  might  be  to,  though  I  am  not  sure  that 
that  accounts  for  all  the  ink  6  the  top  of  an  upright  ,[?  a  dot  off  the  line  7  .[>  th0 
start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right?  8  Of  the  first  y  only  the  apex  9  Of  c[  only  the  top  angle 

and  the  turn-up  ro  Of  §  only  the  right-hand  side;  it  is  followed  by  a  forward-sloping  stroke 
off  the  line,  by  no  means  suggesting  a,  though  resembling  part  of  the  back  11  .[?  the  foot  of 

a  stroke  slightly  below  the  line  12  ].[,  the  ink  now  suggests  the  right-hand  side  of  £  14  . [, 
a  or  possibly  A  19  .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right;  v  acceptable 

Fr.  4  Col.  i  3  flJecmSa^c  TTup  may  be  thought  of.  I  cannot  rule  it  out,  though  I  cannot  in  any  way 

confirm  it.  It  seems  about  the  right  length,  but  JecmSa  admits  of  other  possibilities,  of  which  I  men¬ 

tion  decTTtScc-  Ovclaiy  Otoccficiai  Hesych.  and  iXccnlBac  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  i  1266. 

6  dp.]€VY)va  Kap-qva  does  not  seem  out  of  the  question,  though  na  is  not  the  interpretation  one  would 
first  think  of  for  the  faint  traces  before  p  and  n6.po.va  is  the  vocalization  one  would  expect.  But  see 

fr.  511. 
Col.  ii  7  dcjmSa  seems  to  suit  the  context. 

8  apaci  ‘cuts  down’. 

Fr.  s 

Col.  i Col.  ii 

|  #  c€i  €iva7rore[  _  ] 

?.[ ]  .  [  ]lA'r}l<XvT077€V6t.V 

a.St.t 

~\Kair)pa(f>€pov[  ]  • 

ad  av[ 

1  ovey  X  ceic[ 

t€vcma[ 

yracrofxaXevyaXeoLo 

l — 

a u 

2)
 

vw 

]  oXefjLOtofiaxecOat, 

a ococ[ 

\6ovpovaprja 

T0Jl7T€l[ 

]  vaypiovecn 

fJLTJKaL  _  [ 

]  _  ravdpojTTotc 

rovSa  [ 

}.pev  [ 
]  <f)Olp€Ka[ 

]..[ 

Fr.  5  Col.  i  1  ].,  perhaps  v  represented  by  parts  of  the  stalk  and  the  lower  part  of  the  fork,  but 
the  fibres  are  disordered  Between  1  and  €  perhaps  k  represented  by  the  upright  and  the  upper  tip 
of  the  upper  branch  Between  7  and  e  a  stroke  descending  from  left  across  the  base-line  not  ac¬ 
counted  for  2  ].[,  an  upright  with  the  top  hooked  to  left  4  ].,  rubbed;  perhaps  the 
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lower  end  of  the  diagonal  and  part  of  the  right-hand  upright  of  j?  After  y  the  upper  part. of  a 

stroke  sloping  slightly  forward,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising
 

from  left,  and  a  dot  on  the  line.  I  can  find  no  plausible  combination  Aeuccac  might  be  thought  of, 

but  the  first  e  has  no  turn-up  at  the  foot  and  would  have  to  be  supposed  to  have  lost  all  above  tire 

cross-stroke;  the  first  c  also  has  no  turn-up.  A  better  suggestion  could  be  verified  8  ],,  on  the 

line  the  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  right  9  ]. ,  at  mid-letter  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending from  left  10  ],,  an  upright 

Col.  ii  r  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  2  Between  $  and  S,  if  one  letter,  17,  but  the  cross-stroke 

seems  rather  low  for  y  (or  e)  and  perhaps  at  should  be  preferred  .[?  a  dot  011  the  l*oe  4  After 

c  an  oval  on  the  line  with  a  trace  above ;  not  o,  perhaps  a  damaged  ft  6  Between  a  and  o 

perhaps  At  likeliest  but  p  (cf.  Col.  i  6)  might  be  acceptable  8  .[»  a  trace  on  the  line  9  . [, 

7 t  acceptable  but  y.[  not  ruled  out  11  Iwo  cross-strokes  as  of  r 

Fr.  5  Col.  i  1  and  r{c}[L]prjc  is  hardly  to  be  avoided.  I  see  no  explanation  but  carelessness  
for  77 

instead  of  the  expected  a.  In  fr.  4  1  6  Kaptjva  (if  there)  might  be  accounted  for  by  supposing  that  that 

fragment  came  from  a  non-Doricized  piece.  Tire  same  explanation  could  not  hold  of  fr.  5*  since  the 

Doric  a  duly  appears  in  Col.  ii  6,  whether  6poc  or  aX  10c  is  the  correct  decipherment.
 

2  kAotottcuW  occurs  in  Greek  literature  only  at  II.  xix.149.  Various  guesses  at  its  meaning  are 

recorded  in  the  Homeric  scholia  and  Eustathius,  in  Apollonius,  lex.  Horn.,  and  in  Hesychius.  I  men¬ 

tion  only  that  which  accounts  for  the  form  k\vtot?€v€u>  found  here,  namely  scholh  B,  T  nvee  KaXoXoyctv 

oiovcl  kXvtcttzvciv  (B,  -tott-  T),  EuStatll.  1177  St]\ol  Kara  roue  naXatodc  .  .  .  rj  to  icXu
roneveiv  i<at  otov woAAtAoyerF  xai  xXvroic  ct tcclv  evStarptfietv.  ...  _  _  . 

3  Jjpa  <f>cpctv  without  em  once  in  Homer  (II.  xiv  132).  Not  again  till  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iv  40
6? 

5  seq.  I  am  inclined  to  guess  Kara  cropa  XcuyaXcoio  .  .  .  TroXcpoio  payeedat,  based  on  a  variet
y  of 

Homeric  phrases,  7xoAe^oto  plya  cropa  ncuKchavoto  II.  x  8  (sirnm.  II.  xix  3*3?  xx  359)?  noXepoto  ,  ,  
. AeuyaAeoto  IL  xiii  97  (sim.  II.  xiv  387).  _  , 

But  it  might  well  be  that  AeuyaAeoio  qualifies  a  preceding  noun,  not  rroXepotOy  and  that  crop
a  is 

used  in  the  same  sense  as,  for  instance,  at  Od.  v  441 1 rorapolo  xar a  cropa  /caAAipoo to  or  at  Od.  xxii  137 apyaXeov  cropa  Xavprjc.  ^ 

7  But  for  Callim.  hy.  iv  64  (nominative)  dovpoc ,  -ov,  Ilpgc,  -17a,  appear  to  be  peculiar  
to  the  Iliad. 

Col.  ii  9  seq.  The  vocative  <Potfe  suggests  the  likelihood  of  r ov  S’  an[apet
popev-  .... 

Fr.  6  Col.  ii  1  Of  p[  only  the  stalk 

Fr.  7 

D 

]cac 

] 
] 

5  ]..[ 

F 

. 
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Fr  7  i  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  e  5  The  second  letter 
now  looks  like  the  apex  of  A,  but  p,  v  may  be  alternative  possibilities.  It  is  preceded  by  a  trace, 

apparently  of  a  cross-stroke,  level  with  its  top 
Fr.  8 

']a  [ 

]  t  ofjxjxz  _  [ 

]'Va,Koyv'Coc 
]; yaKoprjrocaurac

  * 

5  ]act ,  t[]opuAov 

]rf  c .  6  letters  ovro 

]  c.  8  letters  van* 

yj>r}iavo.KTiM ]■ apyocorraccov 

Fr.  8  LI.  5-7  so  much  affected  by  damp  that  in  places  the  ink  has  almost  completely  vanished. 
To  the  right  of  the  column  so  great  an  extent  of  unwritten  papyrus  as  to  suggest  that  this  is  the 

end  of  the  roll 

2  ].,  perhaps  the  overhang  of  c  .[,  I  am  not  sure  that  there  is  any  trace  of  a  letter  after  a ; 

if  so,  not  c,  perhaps  v  3  ].,  a  dot  well  below  the  line  Of  y  only  the  upper  part  of  the  right- 
hand  branch  5  , . scattered  traces;  the  third  might  be  a  triangular  letter,  before  which  is 

the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  concave  stroke  o  not  verifiable  6  seq.  Little  or  nothing  remains 
of  the  ink 

Fr.  8  3  <Pa]pvaKov  vtoc  is  compatible  with  the  remaining  ink  and  I  can  think  of  no  more  likely 

alternative.  If  the  satrap  Pharnabazus  is  meant,  the  references  to  fighting  might  relate  to  the  engage¬ 
ments  between  Spartans  and  Athenians  allied  with  Persians  round  about  400  B.C,  I  cannot  guess  how 

likely  this  is.  Phamakes  is  not  a  rare  name  in  Persia  and  in  Pontus,  and  there  is  no  certainty  that  it  is 
to  be  recognized  here. 

4  a.Kopr)Toc  avTrjc :  three  times  in  the  Scut,  (later  than  1.  56),  presumably  after  the  single  Homeric 
instance,  11.  xiii  621  (though  similar  locutions  are  found  xx  2,  xii  335). 

5  S[t]’  oplXou  seems  acceptable,  but  I  cannot  pretend  to  verify  it. 

8  Not  many  proper  names  end  in  -(J>cvc  (Kr}<f>ev<,  ’  Op^euc),  and  names  in  -eve  are  apt  to  attach 
to  legendary  not  historical  figures.  This  consideration  does  not  much  favour  the  suggestion  made  on 

1.  3,  though  it  may  not  be  fatal  to  it. 

2525.  EUPHORION 

The  text  of  Euphorion  (the  authorship  guaranteed  by  an  ancient  quotation)  is  on 

the  front  of  a  piece  of  a  roll,  of  which  the  back  has  been  used  for  the  entry  of  scholia 

minora  on  II.  ii.  A  guess  can  be  made  about  the  subject  of  the  first  column,  but  not 

enough  survives  to  make  even  a  correct  guess  of  much  value. 

The  writing  is  a  rather  mannered  upright  uncial  of  medium  size  assignable, 

I  suppose,  to  the  second  century.  There  are  no  lection  signs. 

2525.  EUPHORION 

6  7 

The  scholia  on  the  back,  which  are  upside  down  and  run  in  the  opposite  direc¬ 

tion,  are  written  in  a  coarse  medium-sized  uncial,  also  apparently  falling  within  the 

second  century.  The  first  column,  of  winch  the  lemmata  are  mostly  lost,  relates  to 

II.  ii  201-18. 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

~\€ptTpOtr}L7To\€fJu[ 

^vAotyeveecctre  _  [ 

]V0C<J0V\_  t  ]7T€p(,7)T7)[ 

JyaAtcSeSaiy 

rcorf 

]atc/Sooc[ 
].f“c  [ 

Jj/oana.  [ 

]tovt]ov 

]■ ra(j>onB[ 

]npiv 

Jz'i'tS  a<j>\_ 

]avro 

]  _  OV7TO,p[ 

’
]
 

].[  ].[ 
] 

]7roAuAAtTec€vSeTtcof.aj 

]  u^areonc a .  [  CovoXpt,  v 

5 

*4 

T.p[ 

an[ 

fio[ 

cupa[ 

yair)[ 

6y«[ 

apr[ 

a£io[ 

0 

Col.  i  2  seq.  Euphor.  fr.  63  P  6  ].,  on  the  line  the  foot  of  an  upright  and  the  end  of  a 

stroke  descending  from  left  7  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  8  Of  r  no  trace  left  of  the 

left-hand  part  of  the  bar,  but  I  think  y  less  likely  10  the  middle  part  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 
ing  from  left  11  Stripped  except  for  the  serif  of  an  upright  on  the  line  and,  2^3  letters  to  right, 

the  lower  end  of  an  upright,  as  of  <£,  well  below  it  12  Of  v  only  the  upper  part  of  the  right- 

hand  upright  13  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  y  though  there  are  traces  in  the  position 
of  the  upper  arm,  if  A  were  required,  I  am  not  sure  it  might  not  be  read  14  Presumably  poo, 

but  of  o  only  the  left-hand  side  and  that  uncommonly  flat 

Col.  ii  2  Before  p  (of  which  only  the  tail)  an  upright  descending  from  the  right-hand  end  of  the  bar 

of  r  and  curving  strongly  to  right;  I  should  prefer  np[  but  that  the  cross-bar  of  7 r  would  project  in¬ 

ordinately  far  to  left 

Col.  i  1  I  suppose :  The  leaders  of  the  Achacans,  when  they  were  fighting  around  Troy,  77] ep 

Tpoty l  7roA4“[£ov  (used  to  come  at  night  to  consult  Nestor). 

2  SCq.  ttoXXo-Ki  ot  /cAtctptct  TlvXoiyeviecei  re  vtjvclv  |  evvi lytot  iriXvavro  vocun*  a-nep  l-qrrjpoe  is  quoted  in 
schol.  T  on  11.  xi  18,  with  the  errors  TluX-qy-  (a  v.l.  found  in  other  places,  but  indefensible),  7 tCtv-,  and 
v6cO)t. 

The  combination  of  ot  with  a  genitive  is  the  same  as  found  in  Euphor.  fr.  44  P,  2  seqq.,  which  I  do 

not  doubt  should  be  written :  /cat  01  ̂ r^yeec  a/epot  vnep^aivovTO  raOetrre c  |  axpetae-rraipovToe  aAoc  A0X0- 

■niovl&ao  |  Svcrrjvov.  (The  dative  in  the  line  quoted  in  schol,  Pind.  New.  iii  38  crrjXat  A  Alyatwvoc  dAoc 

peSeWt  yiyavroc  is  presumably  not  comparable.) 
3  seq.  For  consecutive  c7Tov8eidllovT€c  in  I iiuphorion  see  on  2526b  3  10  seq. 
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4  ore  fi4ya  for  this  metrical  effect  in  Euphorion  sec  on  2526ii  2  4. 

can  only  be  some  form  of  the  aorist  of  S etp.au'w,  a  tense  not  attested  when  LSJ  was  com¬ 
pleted  but  occurring  in  another  piece  of  Euphorion,  PSI  1390  fr.  C  i  14. 

5  The  likeliest  articulation  is  oAtc  SeScnjKor^ 

7  seqq.  Argynnus  (a  great-great-grandson  of  Sisyphus)  was  a  beautiful  young  man  in  the  habit  of 
swimming  in  the  Cephisus,  where  he  was  seen  by  Agamemnon,  who  fell  in  love  with  him.  Argynnus 
ended  by  drowning  and  Agamemnon  buried  him  and  put  up  a  shrine  to  Aphrodite  called  Argynnis. 

This  story  was  told,  according  to  Clement  of  Alexandria,  Pr'otrept.  38,  2,  by  Phanocles.  There  is 
no  record  of  its  mention  by  Euphorion.  But  it  does  not  seem  improbable  that  a  reference  to  it  should 

be  recognized  in  these  lines.  The  presence  of  Agamemnon  might  be  implied  by  11.  1-3.  povrjov  might 

well  correspond  to  vtaiv  .  . .  '(cracOai  in  Clement  (and  etcaro  ko.1  Upov  in  Athen.  603^,  where  also  there  is 
an  account  of  the  matter) ;  tcE^or  8’  [on  Kvprpw  would  correspond  to  dapac .  . .  Upov  auTodt  A<f>po Stride  in 

Athenaeus  (less  distinctly  Alpohlr^c  .  ,  .  eV’  Apyvwcoi  in  Clement);  ApyupvtSa  to  a<f>’  ou 
Apywv tSa  H(f>po$LTr)v  erpx^ce1  in  Steph.  Byz.  [Apyvwtov]  and  A<f>poBiTrjc  Apyvwlhoc  in  Athenaeus. 

Though  these  speculations  cannot  be  verified,  it  should  be  added  that  Mwu^lov,  if  taken  as  ‘Orcho- 

menian’,  and  oAp,ov,  if  taken  as  " OAp,ou ,  ‘of  Olmus’,  son  of  Sisyphus  and  eponym  of  the  Boeotian  village 
of  Olmones,  indicate  the  same  geographical  neighbourhood. 

9  AgiAea  1'qp.LtavTO  Euphor.  fr.  57  P. 
12  ttoAvAAitg,  ce v  Se  tic,  oico ,  .  .  .  -noXvAAre,  ceio  Sc  .  .  .  Callim.  k.  Apoll.  80. 
13  I  can  suggest  no  convincing  articulation.  x^Hovca  naturally  occurs  first  to  the  mind,  but 

there  is  no  possibility  of  reading  the  letter  before  uy  as  o. 

14  Mivvri'iov :  Mwvtioc  ( Miwrjioc )  is  constantly  found  as  a  qualification  of  the  Boeotian  Orcho- 
menos,  e.g.  11.  ii  51 1,  Od.  xi  284,  Hes.  fr.  144,  4  Rz.2,  Thuc.  iv  76. 

"OAptoc  (whose  name  also  appears  as  /JApioc,  Paus.  ix  34,  10  and  36,  3  seq.,  and  ’OA^ctoc  schol. 
Theog.  5)  was  the  father,  schol.  B  11.  ii  511,  or  grandfather,  Paus.  ix  36,  3  seq.  of  Minyas,  and  grand¬ 

father  or  great-grandfather,  ibid.,  of  Orchomenus. 

2526.  Euphorion  ? 

The  following  collection  of  fragments  was,  I  think,  certainly  written  by  a  single 

copyist,  but  not  all  the  scraps  were  found  in  the  same  part  of  the  site  and  there  are 

variations,  some  considerable,  in  the  writing,  so  that  it  cannot  be  assumed  that  all 

come  from  one  and  the  same  manuscript  or  even,  though  the  contents  appear,  where 

recognizable,  to  be  of  the  same  kind,  from  the  work  of  one  and  the  same  author.  The 

case  for  their  attribution,  at  least  in  part,  to  Euphorion  is  not  strong.  It  depends 

almost  entirely  on  the  hypothesis  that  the  reference  to  the  Phlegyae  in  B  fr.  3,  11  is 

what  Scrvius  alluded  to  in  his  note  on  Aen.  vi  618.  There  are  some  slightly  corrobora¬ 

tive  considerations :  a  metrical  peculiarity,  B  fr.  2,  4 ;  some  coincidences  of  vocabulary, 

A  fr.  7  (a)  3,  B  fr.  2,  2,4, 8,  and  1 1  ?,  fr.  3, 5,  fr.  9, 4 ;  the  envoi  B  fr.  3,  12  seqq.  But  there 

is  nothing  in  these  uniquely  characteristic  of  Euphorion,  and  it  is  strange  that  in  the 

remains  of  so  man}'  verses  not  one  coincidence  with  an  attested  verse  should  have 

appeared. 

The  hand  is  a  medium-sized  upright  rather  mannered  uncial  which  I  suppose 

may  be  assigned  to  the  early  part  of  the  second  century.  The  lection  signs  appear  to 

be  due  to  the  same  writer  as  the  text,  the  marginalia  prima  facie  to  another. 

1  ''irtfi-qcav  citat  Leopardus’'  Meineke. 
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The  pieces  grouped  under  B  are  fairly  uniform  in  the  size  and  spread  of  the  writ¬ 
ing  and  are  on  papyrus  which  has  turned  a  darkish  brown.  Those  grouped  under  A  are 

mostly  on  brighter  papyrus  and,  except  for  A  frr.  15,  16  (which  resemble  the  B  group) 

and  A  frr.  17,  18  (which  are  ends  of  lines  and  considerably  reduced  in  size),  the  letters 

are  rather  more  closel}'  spaced.  In  C  the  script  is  slightly  larger  than  in  the  B  group 

and  has  a  differently  formed  £  and  v  from  alt  the  others. 

A 

Fr.  1  Fr.  2 

}rov  [ 

]pwv[ ]evvi[ [ 5  ]  [ 

]  [ 

]ojov  L 

Fr.  24].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright, 
descending  well  below  the  line;  to  judge  by  the 

spacing,  p  rather  than  I 

Fr.  1  1  .[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a 

circle  2  ,[>  a  dot  off  the  line.  In  the  inter¬ 
linear  space  above  it  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  8  .  [,  the  top  of  a  circle 

Fr.  1  1  Perhaps  to]i«v  m r-o[  or  -e[,  cf.  1.  5  and  Callim.  fr.  671, 

2  avrwpTjC’.  tot€  avroiprjc  7 7  fidvTic  A lycrat,  orav  fir]  "f fiovAop,evov'f  rtuoc ,  7 T€pl  orou  -rji<ei  pLavTevco/xzvos, 

d-navrojiaTLc-qi  (the  sense  requires  something  like  ̂777 tu>  Ai^avroc)  schol.  Find.  Pyth.  iv  107a.  Of  the 
Delphic  tripod  Callim.  fr.  671. 

r,[.  If  the  trace  above  the  line  was  a  mark  of  length,  the  ink  below  it  should  be  recognizable  as 
one  of  the  Uxpova.  v  seems  to  be  ruled  out,  but  I  cannot  choose  between  a  andt. 

8  e]tVa. 

]tCCUV7T  t  [ 

]  avrtoprqcT  _  [ 

]§aqxoi'tor'[ 
]/Sotajrw^e[ 

5  ]roccLvoy6f<[ 

]£wCL7T€A€l[ 
t  \ranrvcK  _  [ 

>]'Ta8>€cavT[ 

°  >[ 
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Fr.  3 

M 

].aw[ ]oc-oSe[ 

]  t  pa8taj[ s  ].,nceP.[ 
~\ydLav(j)  t  [ 

]/cecoSo[ 

]#OCeff[ 

io  ]ojpetav[ 

]eAi^[ 

]air)YV[ 

] .  art£e[ 

Fr.  3  2  ],  ,  on  the  line  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle ;  above  it  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters  4  ],,  a  trace  near  the  line,  compatible  with  the  edge  of  the  right-hand  loop  of  <j>  5  ]., 

the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  .[,  slightly  above  the  general  level  the  upper  end  of 

a  stroke  descending  to  right  6  ].,  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright?  .[,  e  or  the  left-hand 
part  of  9  7  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  13  ],,  traces  compatible  with  the 

right-hand  loop  of  4> 

Fr.  3  10  If  from  one  word,  the  possibilities  seem  to  be  d/q>],  npupv],  or  iV],  or  the  proper  noun 
Avep^uipeiav^. 

ii  I  should  guess  //jeAl r}y[eve-j  i.e.  a  case  of  /xeAiTjyct^c.  This  word,  apparently  constructed 

out  of  Hes.  Erg.  143  seqq.  yivoc  fAepoircov  avdpwTrcuv  |  xo.Xkciov  7Totr)c  ...  |  e/c  peXidv,  was  hitherto  re¬ 
corded  only  at  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iv  1641  seq.  ̂ aA/ceivjc  p.cXir^yevecov  av&pumuov  |  plt^c  Xoittov  iovra. 

Fr.  4 

>a.[ 

]#*.[ 
M 

Fr.  4  2  Of  r)  only  the  right-hand  upright  .[,  a  dot  off  the  line 3  Of  ?  only  the  overhang 
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Fr.  5  (a) 

].*.[ 

Fr.  B  (a)  2  ].,  a  trace  on  the  line  ,[,  the  middle  left-hand  side  of  a  
circle 

Fr.  s  ( b ) 

].*.[ 

]..[ 

Fr.  5  (b)  This  scrap  should  perhaps  be  attached  immediately  below  the  preceding  so  that
  the 

second  upright  of  v  stands  below  the  upright  of 

i  ]  ,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  .[,  perhaps  the  middle  of  the  left-hand 
 side  of  but  the 

cross-stroke  anomalously  short  2  ].,  a  thick  dot,  perhaps  not  the  top  of  a  letter  but  a 

stop  .[,  a  slightly  convex  stroke  at  a  higher  level 

]a rpocc  #  [ 

]l>KTOC€v[ 

]otovca/c[ 

5  ]cK€pafx[ 

Fr.  6  1  The  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  a  short  arc  from  the  l
ower 

right-hand  side  of  a  circle,  the  lower  half  of  A  or  x>  the  base  of  a  circle  2  .[,  e  or  8 

Fr.  6  3  ov(twc)  :  similarly  at  fr.  A  10, 13.  ‘So  (my  exemplar)’,  but  I  do  not  see  
to  what  peculiarity 

the  copyist  calls  attention.  ou(ro>c)  is  a  more  frequently  found  form  of  this  note,
  often  accompanied 

by  a  specification  of  source. 
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IS 

Fr.  7  (a) 

]orepot.cuS[ 

]  toccafi€vr)[ 

]  '€vctv£(ut 

] puv6fXovl[ 

].[ 

Fr.  8  Rubbed  .  r  , ,  , 

i  1  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 
;  or  two  letters  the  lower 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  Of  A  only  the  feet  4  The  letter  aft
er  a  is  represented  by  a  dot, 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  and  a  dot  diagonally  opposite  to  right  
on  the  line,  not  necessarily  part 

of  the  same  stroke;  the  next  is  a  triangular  letter  represented  by  t
he  tip  and  lower  end  of  the  right- 

hand  stroke;  the  last  is  represented  by  the  upper  left-hand  arc  
of  a  circle  and  a  faint  dot  well  below 

the  line  5  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  6  The  top  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 

Fr.  9  1  Before  a  y  or  r,  after  a  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circ
le  2  .[,  the  lower  left- 

hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  Of  <f>  only  the  middle  of  the  left-hand  lo
op  5  I>  a  verY  short  arc 

of  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  a  circle  .[,  perhaps  the  left-
hand  base  angle  of  S Fr.  7  (6) 

Fr.  10 
Fr.  11 

].c.[.]e7rr[ 
1  rod(Zif]\_ 

]fJL7TUKa[ 

Frr.  7  (a)  ( b )  I  believe  (b)  follows  immediately  on  (a),  as  shown  in  the  facsimile,  but  the  vertical 
fibres  are  damaged,  so  that  I  cannot  be  sure 

(a)  2  ].,  perhaps  the  foot  of  the  second  upright  of  v  3  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  .[,  an  up¬ 

right  ;  17  or  t  5  Part  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r 

(b)  1  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  If  (a)  and  ( b )  join  there  will  be  two 

letters  lost  between  r  and  the  doubtful  letter  in  (a)  5  2  ].,  an  upright  3  u  rubbed  but  not 

doubtful  Of  a  only  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  left-hand  stroke 

Fr.  7  (a)  1  uS[.  As  it  would  hardly  have  been  considered  necessary  to  aspirate  i'Swp,  I  suppose 
some  part  of  vSew  is  to  be  recognized.  On  the  uses  and  previous  occurrences  of  this  word  v.  Pfeiffer 

on  Callim.  frr.  371-2. 
2  dJt'occapeV^f  acceptable. 
3  ct v£at  causative  in  Homer  ( Od .  xi  502),  in  place  of  the  second  aorist  in  Plellenistic  verse,  e.g.  Ap. 

Rhod.  Argon,  iv  512,  Euphorion  PSI  1390  C  ii  10. 

4  Prima  facie  v6p.ov  to  exclude  vopov,  but  possibly  ̂ ]ovv6p.ov  ‘of  grazing  cattle’,  as  at  Soph,  O.T, 
26,  is  to  be  recognized. 

Fr.  8 

Fr.  9 

L°r. 
[  ’ 

ka.[ 

Iv/cfAef 

]ata.  [ 

\lTTCOV\_ 

]oc(j>[ 

]aA.[ 
5 ].v.[ 

].[ m  m 

1 

: 

t 

5 

10 

15 ].?.[ ].fS«8[..].[ 

]o )y6eovoj{x[ 

]patSe#aAacc?}[ ]a)i€V(,pr)vr}i  [ 

]  Xay€OCt<urLco[ 

]eSpa/<e7ra77r[ JaAeyouca  [ 

.tuSc op  [ 

’]. 

]J>y[ 

] .  tval 
>?«£•  [ 

].y&vv  [ 

]wAoic[ 

wn 

i.i 
]pa.?[ 

]tav.  [ 

]’[ 
Fr.  11  1  The  hook  to  right  of  an  upright 

descending  well  below  the  line  2  After  a  the 
foot  of  an  upright,  t  ruled  out  by  the  spacing 

3  .[>  «  or 

Fr.  10  1  ].,  near  the  line  the  end  of  a  stroke  from  left  a  is  badly  made  but,  I  think,  not  8 

t[,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  serifed  to  left,  with  faint  traces  to  right  2  ].,  the  base  of  a  circle 

].[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  6  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  apex  of  A 

9  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle ;  if  w,  no  whole  letter  missing  between  this  and  the  next,  re
¬ 

presented  by  the  top  of  a  circle  Before  t  on  the  line  the  turn-up  of  a  stroke  from  left  10  ].,  the 

top  and  bottom  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  a  damaged  but  not,  I  think,  8  11  ]. ., 

traces  compatible  with  the  top  of  the  loop  of  p,  followed  by  a  dot  at  the  same  level  Of  y  only  the 

lower  part,  k  might  be  possible  12  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  14  If 

y  is  right,  ]y  appears  necessary.  But  I  am  not  sure  that  ]r  (with  the  left-ha
nd  part  of  the  cross-stroke 

bent  downwards  in  an  unusual  way)  is  not  meant  15  Of  c[  only  a  short  arc  from  the  upper 
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left-hand  side  »  equally possible  16  the  middle  part  of  a  slightly  convex  upright  with  a  trace to  left  ].[,  a  dot,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  with  a  trace  below  it  on  the  line 

were  rannln^wn'nM11^  ‘P"6  a  men,tion  ?? the  sca  “  11:6  next  verse> be  remarked  that  ‘they were  running  would  apply,  among  other  things,  to  ships  and  sailors. 
5  vrjcoc  fitKpd,  irAydoy  AtfAov.  Other  forms  found  are  'Pyv  -eta,  -ata,  'Pm  -Ic  da 

,  resiimably  ev-  or  TroAu-JyAayeoc  kvtUo[io .  Aristot.  Hist.  An.  522  27  rrotel  ttoAv  (so  ydAa) KVTtcoe  Ktuopofai  Schol.  Nicand.  They.  617  ’Ap.<f>i\oXoc  iv  riot  rrepl  KvrUov  ̂ vtov  fow  vj^Atptov  ehat  role 

fpi^tTrarSfeS^^0VT.t‘"  T.he  VCrSe  °f  Nicander>  "*.coV  re  *«1  .iyXayiac  has  the 
P  7  I  s,mni=  d  f  ̂ . he  fodder,-Plant  t0  spurges,  which  themselves  produce  an  acrid  milk-like  sap. 7  1  suppose,  iranTlatvouca  or  the  like. 

13  oyfrwc) :  cf.  fr.  A  6,  3. 

■ - “  :  LUU  xooc>  out  interred  Irom 
the  spacing.  It  is  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  up¬ right  and  this  by  a  dot  off  the  line  2  [,  y 
0r  ̂   0  or  c  6  ,[,  the  foot  of  an 

Si  T fedft° left  9  ] . ,  a  flat  stroke,  level with  the  top  of  the  letters,  dipping  at  both  ends; I  suppose  a  badly  made  circular  letter 

Lycoph'r^  37,  ‘.IJterPreted  (v.  Hesych.  in  «^f,  c^yytc,  schol. 
of  ha  irk  Nonnus  h t  2  k  aS7’0  *oIlux  11  22)>  used  Hellenistic  and  later  poets  for  ‘tresses 
388,  compounds  fiaOucftyptyyoc  (edeiplje)  and  ivcptyptyyoc  (Hove)  Dion,  i  528,  xi 

Fr.  14 

>.[ 

kt.[ 

]A]..[].[ JacejtteAA  <  [ 

I 
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Fr,  14-  The  relative  level  of  (a)  to  (b)  is  fixed,  the  interval  indeterminable 

1  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ].,  a  or  A  2  After  x  a  hook  open  to  right,  on  the  line 

,[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr. 

T5 

5 

]..[  ] 
].•>?.[  ].[ 

]  0,T0  KVCLVO^CLiTYj  t  ’  [ 

]fJ,VpfJU$OV€CCLV  [ 

Jwcen^Aetamoc  *ei[ 
JeiCCLTOKOVpTjl 

]vt7]$€V€Ta  ipoi 

]  (  cc€vovto  •  8wp[ ]€pydrexpvc7]c[ 

]c  [ 

Fr.  15  1  On  the  line  tire  flat  end  of  a  stroke  from  left  and  the  curled  end  of  a  stroke  going  to  right 

2  To  left  of  17  a  trace  slightly  below  the  line,  to  right  of  17  the  foot  of  an  upright  slightly  off  the  line 

].[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  far  below  the  line  3  Of  a  only  the  extreme  lower 

end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  8  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  15  3  If  Kuavoxatryt,  no  doubt  Poseidon  is  meant,  if  Kvavoxairry,  the  reference  might  be  to 

Hades  (Horn.  h.  Deni.  347),  or  the  horse  Avion  ( Thebais  fr.  4),  or  any  horse  (11.  xx  224),  as  well  as 
Poseidon. 

5  JlrjAetiov  for  Achilles  hitherto  only  Homeric. 
6  et caro  sc.  dyaApta,  fitofMov,  vyov,  or  the  like. 

The  possibility  Aide  .  .  .  Kovpry  is  to  be  borne  in  mind. 
7  Perhaps  Aipto]vtr)8ev  eraipot.  This  would  apply  to  the  MvppuBovec  of  1.  4,  but  equally  well  to  the 

Argonauts,  ‘followers’  of  Jason. 
8  eceevovTo  is  acceptable. 

9  epya  is  probable,  epya  re  is  the  accentuation  prescribed  by  ancient  doctrine  (Chandler  §§  965 

seq.). 

Xpvcijc  is  multifariously  ambiguous.  A  figure  who  might  have  had  a  mention  in  the  0tAoKr-qr'f)c  of 

Euphorion  is  that  Chrysc  (perhaps  equated  with  Athena,  1.6?)  to  whom  Jason  (‘not  Achilles’)  set  up 
an  altar  in  Lemnos  on  his  way  to  Colchis  (Dosiadas,  Bojptoc,  Philostr.  Imagg.  if). 
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Fr.  16 

]r]ca8[ 

].a\[ 

Fr.  16  i  Of  §  only  parts  of  the  left-hand  side 
2  the  hooked -up  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 
ing  from  left  .[,  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the 
top  of  the  letters  and  a  dot  on  the  line  below  its 
left-hand  end ;  £  or  £ 

Fr.  17 
]’  [ 

].  [ 

].’?.[ 

Fr.  17  1  The  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  with 
a  projection  at  its  upper  end  2  ] . ,  the  lower 
end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  e.g.  A 
the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

B Fr. 

Col.  i 

]  t  i ]VT€C  [  ] 

}y 

J  _OtC
 

'] 

].[> 

jSearroc- 

]
•
’
 

].vv 

] 

] 

] 

Fr.  18 

].[ 

[ 

Fr.  18  1  The  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 

ing  well  below  the  line 

Fr.  19 

] '  i 

]  [ 

]  etcKoA-rrotf  ].[ 
>  •  [ 

5  >  ■  [ 
1  [ 

M 

Fr.  19  3  ].,  a  thin  convex  stroke,  perhaps 
1  damaged  c  marg.  ].,  a  dot  below  the  line 
1  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Col.  ii 

[ 

[ 

[ 
[ 
[ 

f  K<f 

Si  aPm^[ 

*  r 

[ 

5 
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77 

Fr.  1  Apparently  the  bottom  of  a  column 
Col.  i  4  ].,  traces  of  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright  6  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  circle. 

I  am  not  sure  whether  or  not  there  is  room  for  t  between  this  letter  and  v  7  It  is  not  certain 

that  any  letter  is  missing  between  e  and  a,  though  there  is  a  tiny  trace  between  them  that  can  belong 
to  neither  9  ],,  the  top  of  an  upright 

Col.  ii  9  I  cannot  account  for  the  ink  after  c:  a  short  stroke,  rising  to  right,  at  mid-letter,  followed 
by  the  top  of  a  low  upright.  The  next  two  letters  are  represented  only  by  dots  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters 

Col.  ii  Between  11.  8-9  the  stichometrical  indication  (L.  1200k 

\aovlo[  _  ~\o?repapqc  poi[  ] 

~\t<p0KaXaccv7T0KVfj,apd€cca 

^caVY)\vQeA7]/{Q.VT0l0t  ArjAav-rov 
/S'opOCK'7TO* 

]  _  otto  _  [  jnaAtrei^eaxo/a/S^c- 

5  ]  _  am  vrerpo  _  e<j>vico  c ]c  ‘voT€pr)$av€KrjKievaAfj,7} 

]cf3peKTCQVT€  pLOADV 
~\oAw€LK€OCai6\^VCCr)(,CLV 

]  accoyepY)$io[  ]vcoir 
10  ]ara pi  Aa/JejB^f  ]  [  ] 

•5cc[] 

].[ 

]./<pa[ 

]a,[ 

Fr.  2 

[  ]AhWo|t]o  rrepalr]c 

[  ]i<poi<dXaic  vi to  KVfiavOetca 
~\caprjAvde  ArjAavToio 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

]  o  tt6X[l]p  aXiretyia  Kopfirjc 

pie JAav  rrepirerpoc^e  cjyvKoc 

Jc,  voreprj  S’  dpeiap<tep  aXparj 

]c  fdpei<rd in  re  Ko/xacop rr\oXvveiKeoc  aldvccr)Lciv 

6a\Xaccoyeprj  Alo\  p]vcov 

]ara  ptyiqAd  fte(3r)[ 

]  tarrjic[i 

].'<M 

R 

Fr.  2  2  There  is  ink,  including  some  interlinear,  not  accounted  for  between  pt,  but  rji  was  not 

written  4  ].,  a  slightly  arched  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  5  Of  ]A  only  the 

extreme  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  8  There  appears  room  for  more  than  1 9  before  v 

9  Of  ]A  only  the  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  11  ].,  perhaps  the  end  of  the  upper  arm 
of  k  12  ],,  a  slightly  concave  stroke  about  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  2  The  first  seven  verses  seem  to  refer  to  someone  (a  woman  ?)  drowned  in  the  sea  between 

Boeotia  and  Euboea  and  washed  up  near  Chalcis.  The  drowning  of  Iphimachus,  described  by 

Euphorion  in  his  ̂ iAo/ct^ttjc  (fr.  44  P),  I  suppose  occurred  near  Lemnos.  Euphorion  is  also  credited 

with  a  'Hdohoc  (Suid.  in  Ev<j>oplwv).  Hesiod's  body  is  said  (perhaps  only  by  a  confusion  between 
different  countries  called  Locris)  to  have  been  for  some  time  in  the  sea  between  Locris  and  Euboea, 

but  no  account  makes  it  come  ashore  in  Euboea.  Argynnus  (who  may  have  been  mentioned  in  2525) 

was  drowned  in  the  Cephisus,  so  that  his  body  cannot  have  entered  the  sea. 
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1  I  have  found  no  other  instance  of  Aovtoc  with  two  endings  so  that,  although  'Aovloio  Trepalrjc 

might  naturally  be  construed  together,  it  should  be  borne  in  mind  that  'Aovloto  may  qualify  another 
noun  in  the  lost  part  of  the  verse. 

There  is  an  ambiguity  in  the  use  of  ntpaia.  ‘The  Boeotian  v epata  may  mean  ‘the  coast  (of 

Euboea)  opposite  Boeotia’  or  ‘the  coast  of  Boeotia  opposite  (Euboea)’.  Contrast,  for  example,  Hdt. 
viii  44  wc  iyevovTO  Kara  XaX KiSa  ,  .  .  atrofidpTec  ic  r-qv  Trepalyv  rrjc  Roiomijc  with  Strab.  59^ 
puxpov  8e  irpoeAdoOciv  .  .  .  ecrt  to  A^altov  -jjStj  rrjc  TeveBio>p  Ttepatac  xnrdpxov. 

The  schol.  presumably  does  no  more  than  explain  Aovtoio  (as  at  Callim.  fr.  2a  30)  Bol[cotIou.  See 

Pfeiffer’s  note  on  Callim.  fr.  572. 
2  seq.  For  consecutive  crrovBeid^ovTec  in  Euphorion  see  on  B  fr.  3,  10  seq. 

2  KpOKaXcuc :  ’ Ixaptov  prpce  t  Kvp a  irepl  KpoteaXaic  Euphor.  fr.  141.  Perhaps  -TToXvKpOKaXoio  at  2219 

fr.  3,  14  (Euphorion).  ‘Tossed  by  the  waves  (.  .  .  lay)  covered  by  shingle’? 
3  Schol.  ArjAavTov  ecu  opoc  /cal  ttoAlc.  This  information  is  to  be  rejected.  The  Lelantine  plain 

(mentioned  first  Horn.  h.  Apoll.  220  cm  ArjAdvrcoc  rreBlon;  other  forms  of  the  name  are  ArjXdvrou 

olvoTTthov  Theog.  892,  it eStop  ArjXdvriop  Callim.  hy.  iv  289)  lay  behind  Chalcis  (Strab.  447). 

4  ttoXiv  dAtrct^a,  For  this  metrical  quirk  in  Euphorion,  cf.  Euphor.  fr.  9,  9  ex  conj.;  2219  fr. 

3,  21 1  2625  4 ;  PSI  1390  C  i  18,  i  23,  ii  36. 
o.Ait<ux?)c  only  here. 

ttoXip  . . .  Koppyc.  Chalcis,  cf.  Steph.  Byz.  in  XaXxle  and  Eustath.  279,  7  :  Chalcis  was  named  after 

Kombe,  also  called  Chalcis,  daughter  of  Asopus.  (There  appears  to  be  a  reference  to  the  equivalence 
in  2085  fr,  1  i,  a  commentary  on  Euphorion?) 

5  7T€ptT£Tpo<f>€.  The  verb  properly  relates  to  liquids,  ‘curdle’  or  ‘congeal’,  e.g.  woAA^  Se  wept  xpot 
rerpo^ef  dXp7)  Od.  xxiii  237, 

6  dv€K7)Ktev  ‘came  oozing  out',  perhaps  from  ‘the  soaked  hair’  in  1.  7,  but  Od.  v  455  seq.  8dXa.cc a 
/c^/cie  TToXXrj  |  ap  eropa  re  ptvac  re  suggests  another  possibility. 

7  fipeKToc  hitherto  only  in  Hippiatrica. 
8  I  do  not  follow  the  tenor  clearly  enough  to  dismiss  the  name  lloXvvetKTfc,  but  I  suspect  that 

7ToXvp€tK€oe  is  here  an  adjective  of  the  same  sort  as  (in  Euphorion)  drpea  Bifpov,  x^p'  tWoSajuctav  frr. 
125-6,  elprjPT)v  TToXvfioiav  PSI  1390  C  ii  4. 

aWvecrrpci  ‘flap’  (trans.)  or  ‘flicker’  (intrans.) ;  aldvcce  tp  found  in  all  kinds  of  writer,  and  in  Euphorion 
at  PSI  1390  C  i  23. 

9  daXaeeoyiPTje  hitherto  only  in  Archestratus  (fr.  56,  7,  of  shellfish). 
Atopvcov  see  next  note. 

11  Perhaps  SeKdryj tet  with  a  variant  Se/cdSecct.  Se/caca,  paraphrased  as  rdfect,  is  found  at  2219 

fr.  8,  18  (Euphor.  fr.  18)  and  there,  too,  Dionysus  occurred  in  the  context.  The  only  relevance  I  can 

find  for  BeKaT-qiei  is  in  the  mysterious  entry  in  Hesychius  S  c/cdra*  rd£tc,  adpoupa ,  k  al  dj  twp  yf  (or  ><) 
appanav  rd£ic. 
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Fr.  3 

]eu^u8t;<:otct7ro[ 

]v*TOtpt/J.tve/capri;[ 

^apicrai  1 1 odeo(f)poc[  ] ,  aAeyo[ 

5  ̂e(!kipa\€(otKvvi,Kap(f)€Taiy}pi,€pLc[  #  ]Aij[ 

]oJVKaiyoyvar*ava  _  $ea}cei,patvovTat,[ 

^atjipa^ovTou.Kafxarwheocacrepafiat.prf^ 

J  arSijyajoJJ.pI,  ]v€Tat,'r)SoviV7)ctv  [ 

~\eicovw  [  JroSeuTeAaffyta’  [ 

IO  ]va  <j>T€P'[  ]  OClXr)KOlT€  [ 

^XeyyvficLcvvavS  t  acivevv7]9e[  t  ]ca  .[ 

]  ott<aL€7T€ira^>iX€piyrjcaLpL€ t  ,§€■[ 

]7rapTr€7n6ovT€cocoix&Pt' ^cLoveirf  [ 

^\{ieiXcx^c.rfcav7repi  _  fp[  t  ] ,  atfxurj  m  [ 

Fr.  3  i  . .[,  the  forked  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  below  the  line 

4  Of  ]e  only  a  short  arc  of  the  turn-up  6  p  represented  only  by  the  top  of  the  upright .  -  8  ]., 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y  .[,  an  almost  complete  circle  ]r,  the  right-hand 

part  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  upper  part  of  the  shank,  but  hardly  y  10  See  comm.  12  ]., 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  apt  very  dubious;  minimal  traces  of  the  left-hand 

sides  of  ao  and  of  the  foot  of  t  14  Between  t  and  p  a  triangular  letter,  but  not  the  a  of  this 

hand  ].,  a  trace  of  the  middle  of  a  stroke  of  which  the  foot  was  hooked  to  right  After  77 
a  thick  dot  on  the  line,  perhaps  a  stop 

Fr.  3  Apparently  the  conclusion  of  a  piece  addressed  to  a  poet,  contemporary  with  the  writer, 

possibly,  to  judge  by  the  Cean  matter  in  it,  a  Cean  poet.  Callimachus  gives  as  the  sou
rce  of  his  in¬ 

formation  about  the  same  matter  ‘old  Xenomedes’  (fr.  75,  54),  who,  it  is  to  be  inferred  from  Dionysius 

of  Halicarnassus  Thuc.  5,  was  a  prose  writer  of  the  5th  century  B.c. 

3  €Kaprv[paPTO. 
4  seq.  For  the  connexion  of  Aristaeus  with  the  dog-star  see  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  ii  506  seqq.  c.  scholl., Callim.  fr.  75, 32  seqq.,  et  al.  _  ...... 

4  I  suppose  aAcyofVrcc  Q^o^pocwTj  occurs  nowhere  else  except  in  Hesychius,  where  it  is  explained 

as  at  irepl  to  Qetov  SiaTpijSa^  /cat  ov  pavreiati  pavretai  are  deoyrporrlat,,  cf.  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon .  ii  5*2  (and 

often). 

5  ‘When’  is  to  be  supplied. 

BipaXdwt  KvpL  ‘by  the  thirsty  Dogstar’,  for  ‘the  parching’.  Cf.  fr.  A  10,  6  -]yXayeoe  kvtUo[io  'pro¬ 

ducing  a  (good)  yield  of  milk’  in  cattle. Kap<f>€raL  Euphor.  fr.  50  tic  yrvpl  Kap<j>opeva. 

fjpepic  vAi).  Presumably  cultivated  trees  in  general  are  meant.  But  elsewhere  the  adjecti
ve  has 

only  two  endings  and  djpepic  is  used  as  a  noun  (vine,  Horn.  Od.  v  69*  et  all. ;  oak,  Theophi.  Hist.  Plan.. 

iii  8).  On  Hesych.  dj pepoc  vXy y  dj  Xeytro^uAXoc  Bpve  Schmidt  quotes  from  one  of  his  Cynllus  manuscripts 

djpepic'  apyreXoc  dj  cAata  /cat  waca  vjpepoc  vXt]  o vt(d  /caActTat, 

6  The  general  sense  I  take  to  be  dpQpd>Ti\iov  but  the  precise  word  chosen  will  depend  on  the  avail¬ 

able  space,  which  I  cannot  estimate  for  certain,  altyiop,  ijtflecuv  are  obvious  alternatives,  and,  if  the 

].«..[ 

]en#uS LKOCCl  77o[ 

]v*  rotot  pup  if<apTv[v 

]Apicraloio  6€o<f>poc[vvrf\c  aA€yo[ 

]g  hufiaXicoi  Kvvl  i<dp(f>eTCU  rj  fie  pic  [v]Atj[ 

~\cov  Kal  yovvar  avapSca  capalvovrat, 

]a  (jipd^ovrcu  icafiarcoScoc  acrcpa  Maiprj[c 

]  ar  Si)  yap  ,[Jro  \ci\vcrat  rjb'  ovivrfciv' 

]etc  6vCvy)[civ,  ectva]ro  S’  cure  Xddrftci' 

]■ ua{i(j)OTepa[  ]toc  IXrjKoire 

]&Xeyv7ficL  cvv  dvSpdctv  evvr}de[i ]ca, 

]  oi  Kal  67 recra  (jylXe  {ivrfcaL{ieB^  aotSe, 
]- nap7Te7TtQ6vrect  6  cot.  xal oiT^OrOV  etrj 

]p.eiXi X^c,  'fjc  av  'n’6pti/x[>]ia^at77- 
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Ceans  are  specified,  iwatrimv.  If  this  supplement  is  right  in  principle,  compare  for  the  hyperbaton 

of  (<ai  Callim.  fr.  i,  15  and  Pfeiffer's  parallels. 

avapSeo.  ‘unwatered’,  deprived  of  moisture.  The  word  is  unrecorded  and  may  have  been  suggested 

by  II.  xxi  346  seq.  veoaphi’  dXwyv  .  .  .  dy^Tjpdvqt.  A  variant  yeoaASea  is  mentioned  in  Apollon.  Lex. 
Horn,  and  Hcsych.,  and  a^Sea. ‘weakly,  wizened’,  which  is  recorded,  would  have  suited  this  place 
well  enough,  but  it  cannot  be  what  was  written. 

c€ipaivo>  crjpialvet  to  £-qpatvco  d> c  Aeyet T Qpoc  6  MtAijctoc,  El.  Mag.  710,  22.  The  verb  is  not  otherwise 
attested,  though  other  cognate  verbs  in  cetp-  are  so. 

For  examples  of  neuters  with  plural  verb  v.  Gildersleeve,  Syntax  i  §  102  or  Kubner-Gerth,  Gr.  Gr. i  65. 

7  Perhaps  aimVJa  or  -n^iVja.  I  suppose  the  subject  of  Ipd^ovrai  to  be  the  priests  of  Zeus  (who 
will  have  been  mentioned  in  some  form  in  11.  3  seq.),  of  whom  Callimachus  says:  ota  pipyXcv  .  .  . 

nprjvvetv  xaXf.it -qv  Matpav  avepxopivqv  (fr.  75  34  seq.)  and  Apollonius  :  /fetor  S’  err  vvv  lep-q€c  avroXicov 
TTpoTrapoiOe  Kwoc  pi£ovct  OuTjXac  (Argon,  ii  526  seq.). 

(j>pd£,ovTai  ‘observe’  seems  at  first  sight  a  rather  colourless  word  in  this  connexion  and  I  have 
wondered  whether  in  ].«(.,  1.  8,  which  is  otherwise  not  easy  to  account  for,  we  should  not  see  an  aorist 
infinitive,  say,  p<uXt£ai,  corresponding  to  the  irpqvveiv  of  Callimachus.  I  am  bound  to  remark  that  the 

construction  would  be  rare.  It  is  not  recorded  in  LSJ  and  I  can  adduce  only  the  single  instance  ip*v 

v7)6vS<l  pa A’  f4>pdcar  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iv  50.  Moreover,  ‘observe’  corresponds  to  the  statement  quoted 
from  Heraclides  Ponticus  by  Cicero,  Dc  Div.  i  130:  Ceos  accepimus  ortum  Caniculae  diligenter 

quotannis  solere  servare  conjecturamque  capere,  ut  scribit  Ponticus  Heraclides,  salubrisne  an  pesti- 
lens  annus  futurus  sit.  Nam  si  obscurior  et  quasi  caliginosa  Stella  extiterit,  pingue  et  concretum  esse 

caelum,  ut  ejus  adspiratio  gravis  et  pestilens  futura  sit:  sin  illustris  et  perlucida  Stella  apparuerit, 
significari  caelum  esse  tenue  purumque  et  propterea  salubre. 

8  seq.  The  accent  on  yap  implies  a  following  enclitic  and,  if  the  verse  ends,  as  can  hardly  be 

doubted,  civerat  tJS’  ovlvijctv,  after  lies.  Op.  318  [Horn.  11.  xxiv  45],  X  see  no  possibility  but  St)  yap  ce  to 
cLverat  ktX.  But  who  is  cd ?  Though  tire  second  person  of  verbs  is  used  in  referring  to  an  indefinite 

person  (c.g.  Pind.  Pyth.  x  29  vavcl  S'  ouVe  we^oc  tdiv  (av)  evpoic,  Hdt.  ii  30  iv  fetor  .  .  .  xP°u l£€lc  .  -  . 
iv  ocon  .  .  .  ̂A0<rc),  I  find  no  evidence  that  the  pronoun  of  the  second  person  was  so  used.  It  would, 

therefore,  be  necessary  to  take  ci  to  refer  to  the  man  addressed  in  11.  12  seqq.  to,  which  remains,  will 

then  refer  to  the  alternatives  presented  in  the  next  verse.  The  second  I  take  to  be  certainly  recover¬ 

able  as  iclvaro  S’  €?tc  Aafbyct,  to  be  translated,  in  the  light  of  the  statement  of  Heracleides,  ‘is  wont  to 

harm,  whenso  it  lurks’  i.e.  is  hard  to  see.  The  first,  conversely,  may  be  expected  to  have  meant  ‘when 
seen  clearly,  is  beneficial’,  but  I  cannot  plausibly  supply  the  word,  presumably  an  aorist  participle 
passive,  represented  by  ]eic. 

For  the  regular  joining  of  a  gnomic  aorist  with  a  subjunctive  subordinate  clause  v.  Kuhner- 
Gerth  §  386,  7. 

1

0

 

 

apfior-  seems  unavoidable,  but  p  is  anomalous,  having  no  initial  curl  and  an  inordinately  wide 

loop  for  its  second  apex.  But  vat  c^»€t-  is  not  an  admissible  
alternative  

and  dp<f>oripac  
occurs  in  the 

Normus  passage  cited  below. 
tXrjKotre  would  imply  the  mention  of  divine  persons.  Zeus  and  Apollo  would  be  inferred  from  the 

Nonnus,  but  I  do  not  see  how  they  are  brought  in.  IX-pKot  re  is  an  alternative  articulation,  but  re  has 
no  obvious  function. 

10  seq.  Consecutive  cnovdetdCovrec  in  Euphorion,  fr.  34  (three),  fr.  98  (two),  PSI  1390  fr.  A  10  seq., 
2220  fr.  1  i  12  seq.,  2525  3  seq.  Cf.  B  fr.  2,  2  above. 

11  0X€yvi}t ct  (Phlegyae)  .  .  .  secundum  Euphorionem  (fr.  115)  populi  insulani  fuerunt,  satis  in 
deos  impii  et  sacrilegi;  unde  iratus  Neptunus  percussit  tridenti  earn  partem  insulae  quam  Phlegyae 
tenebant  et  omnes  obruit.  Serv.  Aen.  vi  618. 

It  has  already  been  recognized  (v.  Iierter  in  P-W,  Telchinen)  that  the  Cean  story  referred  to  by 

Callimachus,  fr.  75, 64'seqq.,  was  told  by  Euphorion  and  Nonnus,  Dionys.  xviii  35  seqq.,  with  the  substitu¬ 
tion  of  Phlegyae  for  Telchincs.  If  what  we  have  here  is  Euphorion’s  version,  it  will  follow  that  dw jQeica 

is  not  to  be  taken  in  its  primary  sense  but  as  ‘laid  to  rest’,  sent  to  the  grave.  Some  confirmation  of  this 

interpretation  is  afforded  by  the  use  of  edv,  since  evvyOrjvat,  ‘to  be  bedded’,  when  not  constructed  with 
a  simple  dative,  is  accompanied  by  napd,  not  edv  (Hes.  Theog.  967,  1019,  Maneth.  Apolel.  vi  3ro;  cf. 
Horn.  Od.  v  1 19). 
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As  for  the  person  referred  to  in  evvqdtica,  I  have  nothing  to  say  except  that  Macelo  and  her 
daughter  were  saved  according  to  Callimachus  and  (apparently)  Nonnus,  but  Macelo  was  destroyed 
with  the  rest  according  to  other  versions  (v.  Pfeiffer  ad  l.c.). 

How  all  the  details  to  which  allusions  seem  to  be  discernible  could  be  crushed  into  these  two  verses 

I  cannot  guess.  There  seems  to  be  fair  ground  for  postulating  omission,  which  oddly  enough  has  also affected  Nonnus  hereabouts. 

1

2

 

 

seqq.  Similar  envois  in  Euphorion,  PSI  1390  fr.  C  2,  23  seqq.,  2525  12  seqq, 

12  Perhaps  twv  ijTjrot,  ‘may  we  remember  these  things  hereafter’,  or  the  like. 

r3  se<T  xaP^ctov-  In  662,  53  (Antipater)  a  ‘thank  offering’  to  a  god,  constructed  with  a  genitive, 
KaXac  , . .  dypac  ‘for  good  hunting’.  I  suppose,  therefore,  that  pet Aiyfyc  is  likely  to  depend  on  xaPtT V^01' 

‘a  gift  to  repay  your  kindness’  or  /xaAiyfyc  might  be  an  adjective  without  much  change  in  the  sense. 
As  I  can  come  to  no  conclusion  about  the  likely  object  of  irapiremOdvrec,  ‘prevailing  upon’,  T  can  offer 

no  suggestion  in  what  the  gift  consists.  I  suppose  ijc  nipt  -a  <f>aCr)  (or  -^P)  ‘about  which  .  .  .  could 
tell.  .  .  .  The  only  appropriate  word  that  occurs  to  me  is  pvpla ,  but  I  cannot  read  this  into  the  ink. 

Fr.  4 

]teonr[  Jcaet.[ I’K.U.dJwi 

]UC€OJPCCO/C[ 
]eot/re/cat€[ 

5  ]ca  VTOKara.[ ]eyovT€ca  t  [ 

]0ea>77y  y[ 

] 'OJLf3ef3or][ 

10  ]  T7vSe/ca[ 
]evocxpvc,[ 

]#Aam8an[ 
]  tV7]VO,K(Ut[ ]rtcTT7tctv[ 15  ].«H! 

Fr,  4  The  top  of  a  column 

1  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y,  with  a  dot  close  below  it  .[,  the  lower  part  of 

a  stroke  sloping  slightly  forward  2  .[,  a  thick  dot,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  and  a  dot 

on  the  line,  slightly  to  right  of  it  ].,  two  dots,  one  just  off  the  line,  the  other  above  it,  slightly 
lower  than  the  top  of  the  letters  5  .[,  two  dots,  perhaps  the  top  and  bottom  of  a  concave 

stroke ;  v  perhaps  likeliest  6  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  well  off  the  line  7  .[, 
a  hook  on  the  line,  open  upwards  to  right  8  After  tt  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  fol¬ 

lowed  by  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  9  ].,  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
10  an  upright  Above  a  a  trace  of  ink  11  .[,  an  upright  12  ].,  the  looped  foot  of  an 

upright  13  ,[,  traces  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  forward  15  ].,  the  top  of  a  circle 
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Fr.  5 

]cap[ 

]rjcai<ij.fjr] 

].{ 

Fr.  5  The  top  of  a  column 

4  The  top  of  a  circle 

Fr.  5  3  o]fj,-qy€p€€ c[  or  a  case  of  it. 

Fr.  6 

]xn &«{ 

v. 

]cotctSe7rt#[ 
Jvuccara  t  [ 

5  ]oiOKCU€Kt[ 

]aciXrj'C[ ]stripped[ 

]7roAu[ 
•x- 

IO  ].[. 

Fr.  6  i  ],,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right;  prima  facie  v  ].[,  a  flat  stroke  well 

below  the  line  3  .[,  perhaps  the  middle  part  of  the  left-hand  side  of  €  or  6  4  .[,  traces 
compatible  with  the  tip  of  the  upright  and  the  upper  end  of  the  upper  arm  of  k,  but  perhaps  two  letters 

represented  5  ,[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  10  ].[,  the  apex  of  a  triangle 

Fr.  6  6 
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Fr.  7 

it  it 

].  ,yavK[ 

]  _  fcAtre .  [ 
]etS^jLta[ 

5  ]f<ovtr[[ 

]a  tpooi 

*Y“P[ 

]vaJcaroSe[ 

'k^a.t 

-\v€p€Co[ 

10  ]  _  Se#ce[ 

]  Sa _  kcxk[ 

].wM 

*  «  • 

Fr.  7  1  There  is  no  trace  of  ink  over  the  first  letters  of  the  next  line.  That  over  its  last  may 

therefore  represent  a  title,  written,  as  in  PSI  1390  fr.  C  ii,  in  the  column  2  ]. ,,  a  small  triangle, 
well  off  the  line,  followed  at  the  same  level  by  a  slightly  convex  upright  y  the  spacing  seems  to 

rule  out  r  3  prima  facie  c,  but  perhaps  a  damaged  <r  .[,  an  upright,  perhaps  with  a  trace 

to  right,  just  below  the  top  5  ]*c  only  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  arms;  apparently  rather 
larger  than  the  normal  6  ,[,  the  upper  left-hand  part  of  e  or  0  8  the  apex  of  a  triangle 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  9  ].,  a  dot  near  the  line;  a  suitable  10  ],,  a  dot  at  mid¬ 

letter  11  ].,  a  cross-stroke  with  the  start  of  a  stroke  descending  from  its  left-hand  end  Be¬ 
tween  a.  and  k  the  tip  of  a  stroke  Of  /c  only  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  arms  12  Of  §  the 
base  line  has  vanished,  but  X  less  likely 

Fr.  8 

].[  i.i 
]o  -fieOcu  _  [ 

]rjvayap[ 

]ewraSr 5  ]  /rowo[ 
]cuyi8[ 

]"...[ 

Fr.  8  1  ].[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  with  foot  looped  to  left  and  a  trace  to  left  of  its  top  ].[, 

a  diagonal  as  of  a,  vt  and  the  like  2  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  serifed  to  left  4  Of  8  only 
G  2 
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the  left-hand  base  angle  6  Of  ]a,  the  tip  and  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  7  . . .[,  the 
top  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  tip  of  an  upright  and  this  by  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  curving  up 
from  left  and  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right;  €«.[  is  one  possible  combination 

Fr.  9 

U[]s°.[ 
]%«>.[ 

]  ,P\..]VVlJ'^0V<T  X 
]dpaOrjpizcaL$v[ 

5  ]puvvQova,v[ 

J^aTrer^UAJja  *  [ 

]..[  ’  LtM 

Fr.  9  2  .[,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  dot,  below  the  line, 
to  its  right;  at  an  abnormally  wide  interval  from  o  3  ],,  I  cannot  explain  the  ink,  which 

looks  like  the  top  half  of  a  small  e  at  mid-letter;  there  is  ink  (a  grave?)  above  this  and  the  next  letter 
.[,  a  dot  on  the  line  6  There  is  a  diagonal  stroke  through  A;  if  another  letter  was  superscribed, 
it  is  possible  that  no  part  of  it  would  have  survived  7  ]. .[,  na  seem  acceptable,  though  it 
rather  anomalous  and  of  a  only  the  extreme  top 

Fr.  9  3  r)ij.vovcL[ :  v  short  in  Homer  in  this  tense,  long  in  Hellenistic  verse. 

4  7r]apa  dfjpec  atSr[  ai'Siop  CKOretvq  and  aihvov’  fxeXav  rj  a^avtcriKOv  Ifesych.  ai&vr}  .  ,  Xtyvuc  Ap. 

Rhod.  Argon.  1389,  with  which  cf.  diSwijevTa. .  .  .  xa-nvov  Euphor.  fr.  139  P.  \nrjX6c  di’S^c  (on  unmapped 

regions)  plut.  '1  )l£S.  I ;  Hesych.  TTTjXoc  dtSyoc*  7 T€pl  rtjv  Aifivrjv  ecri  7-07700  /cat  rov  opi^ovra  cvxcavov  (id.  in 
cuSiJdy  .  ,  .  Aiyovci  Bk  /cat  tov  wxeavov  tttjXqv  dt'Svdy)  ;  Krjpzc  aCBvai  Orph.  Argon.  1032. 

6  7f€TijAa  appears  to  have  been  altered  by  cancellation  of  A,  I  can  only  suppose  to  TKr^va,  but  this 
cannot  be  verified. 

Fr.  10 

]Avv.[].mA 

m  ]opiatre/catey/c[ 

]  #  ipievavatjj[ 

} ??[].eceAa<p[ 

5  ]a-i/eo[ 

Fr.  10  1  ],,  a  dot  slightly  below  the  level  of  the  top  of  the  letters  .[,  an  upright,  the  top  looped 

to  left  and  with  a  serif  to  left  near  the  foot  ]. .,  a  faint  dot  well  below  the  line,  followed  by  dis¬ 
jointed  traces  perhaps  to  be  combined  as  p.  2  Before  0  a  trace  of  ink  well  above  the  top  of  the 

letters;  if  the  end  of  the  upper  arm  of  x}  anomalously  high  (but  cf.  fr.  7,  5).  Prima  facie  ']  3  ]., 
the  top  of  a  circle  with  a  trace  below  on  the  line.  The  following  1  is  anomalous  and  more  like  the  second 

upright  of  rj ,  but  77  for  p  would  be  anomalous  too  4  ].,  perhaps  the  underside  of  the  loop  of  p 
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Fr.  10  2  Not,  I  think,  /r]o/*ot  re  xal  <=yx[<E<f>a\oc,  since  the  ancient  rule  prescribes  xop.a  1  re,  Chandler 

§  966. 

Fr.  11 

]xv[ 
]4>wi 
}.A 

].x°.[ 

Fr,  11  Perhaps  from  the  upper  part  of  the  same  column  as  fr.  12 

3  ],,  the  base  of  a  circle  4  the  upper  part  of  an  upright?  .[,  an  upright;  more 

probably  y  or  77  than  1 

Fr.  11  2  Perhaps  dpj^ptfo-,  but  not  2220  fr.  5,  1  pictoviB[. . 

Fr.  12 

’]?.[ 

]opa.[ 

•.[ 

]wioe[ 

]anp[ 

s  ]«”.[ 

Fr.  12  Perhaps  stood  below'  fr.  11  at  an  indeterminable  interval 
1  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  part  of  e  or  0  2  .[,  prima  facie  the  left-hand  part  of  v,  but  I  am 

not  sure  that  a  and  A  could  be  ruled  out  3  Above  (of  which  only  the  right-hand  curve,  but 
o  less  probable)  a  thick  dot  perhaps  implying  the  loss  of  an  interlinear  variant  or  the  like  e[,  not 
apparently  6.  Above  it  a  slightly  convex  stroke  rising  to  right  5  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  small 
circle  off  the  line 

Fr.  Fr.  14 

]aA/cf 

].«A[ 

Fr.  13  2  The  ’  is  damaged  and  looks  like 
a  heavy  stop 

][ 
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C 

Fr.  1 

].
[’
 

Jic/ceratatof 

5  ]ov(f>Xoyoce[ 

]  _  KaKoi;  ay[ 
]<U7}[XfiTCpr)[ 

]acro/xa[ 

]ouocr)[ 

10  ]a7T  Aoa/cu/x[ 

]jp7^co/Ltatt[ 

']  [ 

Fr.  1  2  ].,  the  base  of  a  circle  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  . .[,  the  extreme 
top  of  a  circle  with  a  dot  below  it  on  the  line,  followed  by  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  starting  a  little 
above  the  general  level  and  descending  to  right,  with  a  trace  above  to  its  right  suggesting  an  acute 

accent  5  The  overhang  of  c  is  much  thickened  and  may  cover  or  cancel  a  stop  6  ].,  ap¬ 
parently  e  with  a  small  t  written  inside  it  across  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  Of  y  only  the  tips  of 

the  uprights  8  Of  ]a  only  the  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  10  The  same 

Fr.  1  10  d-irXoa  Kv/xara:  cf,  aXfnj  a-rrXooc  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iv  1271. 

2527.  Commentary  ? 

Not  enough  is  intelligible  of  the  scrap  printed  below  for  it  to  be  possible  to  say 

what  was  the  nature  of  the  composition  which  it  represents.  I  publish  it  for  the  sake 

of  the  possibilities  referred  to  in  11.  3  seqq.  n. 

The  writing  is  a  small  neat  uncial  of,  I  suppose,  the  second  century.  The  single 

accent  appears  to  be  by  the  writer. 

]€cfiy)vtv m  t n/xe 

].[.].  .P€CMvo>tl 

]7}V0{1£V0VV€V[ 
]tovcuvovol$€  t[ 

5  ]iCTOTe\r}C€V'n)L<u  #  [ 

i  Between  v  and  v ,  if  only  two  letters,  eat  likeliest,  tjl  perhaps  possible ;  if  three,  a  slightly  convex 

upright  preceded  by  the  top  of  a  hook,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  having  shadowy  traces  below, 

and  followed  by  a  dot  ievel  with  the  top  of  the  letters  Between  e  and  v}  the  foot  of  an  upright 

serifed  to  left,  above  it  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  Between  v  and  <r  apparently  the  lower 
end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  2  Before  p  scattered  traces  ,[>  slightly  below  the  line 

the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle;  rising  from  the  top  of  c  a  short  upright  4  ,[,  the  lower  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  ,  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright 

1  scq.  I  can  offer  no  suggestion  about  the  collocation  of  letters  repeated  in  these  lines.  It  is 

sufficiently  peculiar  for  a  correct  explanation  to  be  immediately  recognizable,  but  I  have  not  found 
the  clue. 

3  seqq.  There  is  some  likelihood  in  o  fiev  ovv  Ev[<f>opl<ov  . .  ,  |  .  tqv  Alvov  ot8<z .  .  .  ‘Euphorion  re¬ 
cords  Aenus’,  the  companion  of  Odysseus,  Euphor,  fr,  62  P,  and  Apji^croriX-qc  iv  Aiv[lcov  iroXirdai. 
This  treatise  is  mentioned  nowhere  else  and  Aly^vriTiiv,  but  not  Alr[<oXu)v ,  both  attested,  could  be 
read  instead. 

2528.  Commentary  on  a  Poem  (by  Euphorion  ?) 

The  following  fragment  of  a  commentary  appears,  depending  on  the  interpreta¬ 

tion  of  11.  11  seq.  to  be  either  by,  or  on  a  poem  by,  Euphorion.  Other  fragments  of 

Euphorion  are  preserved  which  may  be  supposed  to  have  a  connexion  with  the  story 
of  the  Argonauts  (frr.  74  seqq.  P). 

The  manuscript  is  something  of  a  curiosity.  The  general  run  of  commentaries  on 

poetical  texts  are  in  small  hands  and  in  wide  columns.1  The  writing  (which  is  on  the 

front  of  a  piece  of  roll,  of  which  the  back  contains  ends  of  lines  of  a  second-  or  third- 

century  document)  has  no  particular  pretensions  to  style  except  for  the  ticks  that 

embellish  the  top  of  some  of  the  uprights.  I  suppose  it  to  be  assignable  to  the  early 
second  century. 

1  It  is  not,  of  course,  a  rule.  PSI  1391,  for  example,  is  equally  narrow. 
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]. P/4(o. .  Jw/4 

]  i  ac^y,^.  t  Jatyta[ 

]  _  o<j>6ir}c€X\o7ny)[ 

]  KaiavT7]a<€Kpo  [ 

5  jcatTjc  eAAo7rt^c[ 

|cet^otac7yrota[ 

]7rouc^orteAe[ 

JprtceAAomaej' 

i- 

]ey/Sotaa7j-oeAAo  [ 

io  ]crowo/mAa/3ovca  [ 

]  i  t^cevratc^tAt  [ 

]pSiaAe£o/xe#a 

Jetcapyajerapouc  [ 

]yaTL7]CC0VTT€pL 

x5  JcroAouramapyo  [ 

\iov[t]rtovrovc  [ 

]yaypa<f>ovc[t]t  [ 

] t  yerov m  m  [ 

].pm[  W°i4 

]  a-lyta- 

Aojio,  0dt7]c  yE/\Xomp[c 

r]e  /cat  avrrjg  K4t<po - 

77o]c  aXrjc .  'EXXottitjc  ■ 

t?]]c  Evfdolas,  rjrot,  a- 
770  '’I?AAo]7ro{y}c  77  ort  eAe 

yer]o  rtc  ’EXXottIo,  eV 

TTjt]  Evfiolcu  a7TO  "£AAo- 77o]c  TOVVQpia  XofiovCCL, 

7Te]pl  LjC  €V  rat?  JttAt- 

aaV  StaAefo^etfa. 

]etc  Apyco  irapovc 
]vary  * Irjcojv .  rrepl 

rod]  croXov  row  Apyo- 

vavrjcov,  [ojri  cm  rou? 

a]raypd<^onc[t]y 

]  yerozq  % 

1  ].Pj  scattered  traces  of  the  base  of  one  (or  two)  letters  followed  by  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of 
a  circle ;  ].a >  and  ].  .o  cannot  be  ruled  out  2  ],,  the  tip  of  a  stroke  level  with  tire  top  of  the 
letters  3  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  forward  sloping  stroke;  t  not  suggested  Over  the 
last  1}  a  large  y-like  sign  in  grey  ink,  its  foot  hooked  strongly  to  left,  not  accounted  for  11  ]p, 
only  faint  traces  consistent  with  the  loop  15  R,  only  a  trace  of  the  turn-up  17  ].,  an 
upright  18  ].,  rubbed ;  traces  consistent  with  the  upper  half  of  e 

r  To  judge  by  1.  3  a  letter  may  be  lost  after  the  last  /i.  If  not,  1.  2  must  begin  with  j8,  p.,  v,  7 r, 
<f>,  or  ip. 

2  seq.  alytaXoto  common  noun  or  proper  name?  If  the  second,  the  name  in  Homer  (II.  ii  575)  ap¬ 
plied  to  the  northern  part  of  the  Peloponnese  later  called  Achaea.  But  the  absence  of  the  conjunction 
shows  that  it  would  not  be  on  all  fours  with  the  following  three.  It  may  be  noted  that  in  his  catalogue 
of  the  Argonauts  Apollonius  brings  together  the  same  three  places:  Kanthos  from  ICerinthos  in 
Euboea  (Argon,  i  77-79),  IClytios  and  Iphitus  from  Occhalia  (86  seq.,  oi  ,  .  veiorepot  <f>a av  iv  Evftolai 
efrat  schol.),  Peleus  from  Phthia  (94),  and  Boutes  and  Phaleros  from  Attica  (KcKpomydev,  95  seq.). 

5  Some  room  is  left  between  the  end  of  the  lemma  and  the  beginning  of  the  comment.  It  is 
narrow  and  perhaps  fortuitous,  since  there  is  none  in  1.  14. 

Steph.  Byz.  in  EXXovia  has  simply  x^piov  Evfiolac  xal  avry  77  vijcoc.  Eustathius  says  it  was  the  old 
name  of  Kerinthos  (2S0,  30). 

11  seq.  About  which  we  shall  discourse  in  the  Chiliads .’  AIAtaSec  is  well  attested  as  the  name  of 
a  poem  by  Euphorion.  It  would,  then,  at  first  appear  as  if  Euphorion  was  the  author  of  this  com¬ 

mentary  (on  a  piece  of  his  own  or  another’s  composition)  and  was  promising  a  passage  about  Ellopia 
in  his  Chiliads.  ZiaXiyecQai  commonly  means  ‘to  discourse’  and  in  commentaries  is  found  introducing 

2528.  COMMENTARY  ON  A  POEM  (BY  EUPHORION?) 

verbal  quotations  or  the  substance  of  passages  relevant  to  the  comment  (cf.,  e.g.,  Didymus  in  Dem. 

Philipp,  vii  66,  ix  47,  xiv  35;  Galen  in  Hippocr.  77 poyv.  Corp.  Med.  Gr.  ix  (2)  p.  332,  5,  rr.  S.  6.  ix  (t) 

p.  214, 12,  p.  247,  9).  I  cannot  find  that  it  means  ‘to  discuss’  or  is  ordinarily  applied  to  the  activities  of 
the  commentator  himself.  But  I  cannot  assert  that  it  is  never  so  used,  and  if  it  were,  the  possibility 

of  a  different  interpretation  of  eV  rate  XiXtdciv  would  emerge.  It  might  then  mean  (in  (my  comment  on) 
the  Chihads\  as  Professor  Fraenkel  has  shown  me  by  reference  to  a  number  of  places  in  the  Aristo¬ 

phanes  scholia,1  the  commentator  would  be  anonymous,  but  the  author  of  the  piece  on  which  he  is 
commenting  would  be  the  same  as  the  author  of  the  Chiliads  on  which  he  is  promising  to  comment, 
that  is,  presumably,  Euphorion. 

16  If  ov  rove  (  )  dvaypdpovciv  is  right,  ‘they  do  not  list  the  (  )’,  there  may  be  a  reference  to  per¬ 
sons  who  do  not,  or  do  not  always,  appear  among  the  Argonauts.  In  that  case  fyC]  var  might  be  con¬ sidered  in  1.  14, 

As  many  as  67  names  of  Argonauts  are  recorded,  only  28  occur  in  all  lists  (Roschcr,  Argonautae), 

2529.  Callimachus,  Hecale 

The  following  scrap  of  a  codex  provides  an  anchorage  for  a  couple  of  quotations 

from  the  Hecale  and  settles,  I  suppose,  in  favour  of  Naeke  the  location  of  fr.  334.  I  do 

not  see  that  it  throws  any  light  on  the  mysterious  structure  of  the  poem.  I  have 

assumed  that  the  recto,  which  appears  to  relate  to  Theseus'  unearthing  of  the  av a- 
yvojpLpara  left  in  Trozen  by  his  father,  precedes  the  verso,  which  appears  to  relate  to 
a  simple  meal  set  before  him  by  Hecale.  But  this  assumption  is  not  grounded  on  any 

new  evidence  afforded  by  this  manuscript. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  medium-sized  upright  uncial  with  some  pretensions  to 

style.  The  triangular  letters  are  so  made  that  their  apices  have  a  sort  of  crocket,  the 

circular  letters  are  only  about  half  size  and  hang  from  the  level  of  the  top  of  the  others 

instead  of  being  written  on  the  base  line.  The  accents  appear  to  be  due  to  the  writer  of 

the  text,  though  of  one  or  two  the  ink  is  lighter. 

The  book  is  not  likely  to  have  been  copied  before  the  middle  of  the  third  centur}c 

I  think  it  may  be  attributable  to  the  fourth. 

R.  V. 

]77eArAtV<:i/[ 
]u77ap7rfSa[ jdSarqvayf 

]p,o  t  (j>aecc\_ 

].™<. .[].[ 

]e<f>avXovi  _  [ 

]oofce8eAat[ 

~\rjvaTre8r}i<[ 

5  W>[!.].[ 

1  On  Lys.  722,  8oi,  Pax  797,  1014,  Vesp.  1206.  It  may  be  remarked  that  in  all  these  the  re¬ 
ference  is  backward:  SeS^Awrat,  etnov,  tyap,€v}  eigTjrat,  I  cannot  say  whether  there  are  any  with 
a  forward  reference  or  what  exactly,  in  the  alternative  interpretation,  the  future  BtaX eiopeda 
would  have  to  be  taken  to  imply. 
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9i 

R.  1  Above  t  a  trace  2  Above  ]u  a  trace  4  Between  0  and  <f>  two  well-spaced  dots 
level  with  the  top  of  the  letters;  if  one  letter  is  represented,  v  or  v  likely,  if  two,  tc  or  perhaps  ia 

acceptable 

V.  1  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  a  convex  stroke,  followed  by  a  short  concave  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the 

line  but  not  prima  facie  one  of  the  suspended  letters  Above  t  perhaps  the  lower  end  of  an  acute  . .  [, 

two  dots,  one  on,  one  just  off  the  line,  folio  wed  at  an  interval  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  ],[,  a  dot 
on  the  line  2  .[,  an  upright  descending  even  further  than  1  below  the  line  3  Between  o 

and  o  perhaps  c,  but  represented  only  by  faint  scattered  dots ;  above  these  letters  a  note  in  a  very  small 

cursive,  v.  comm.  Between  8  and  t,  level  with  their  tops,  a  short  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right, 

perhaps  intended  for  ’  Above  a  two  dots  suggesting  the  upper  and  lower  ends  of  a  ‘grave' 
4  Above  ]t)  two  traces,  perhaps  representing  M  6  would  naturally  be  deciphered  as  0,  though  the 
base  is  thicker  than  in  the  other  examples  5  ].[,  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Front  x  d]Tr4xXt.v€v  ‘moved  aside’,  presumably  Theseus  the  rock  (yuaAoc  A  Woe,  xoXovpairj  nerpr)) 
under  which  Aegeus  had  placed  shoes  ( dpwidec ,  -rreSiAa)  and  sword  {AlZ^iov  dop).  V.  Callim.  frr. 

235-61 2  vtt\  I  believe  to  be  adverbial  or  any  rate  not  to  be  connected  with  the  following  word ; 

‘beneath'  or  ‘beneath  it’.1 

‘(He  found)’,  or,  if  <f>a4ec[ci,  1.  4,  is  ‘eyes’,  ‘(he  saw)’,  ‘the  shoes’  (and,  I  suppose,  the  sword). 
dp7rt5a[c :  this  word  in  all  the  other  places  where  it  occurs  but  one  (Hesych.  in  apmBcc)  is  given 

a  rough  breathing.  (It  is  also  everywhere  accented  as  if  1  was  short.) 

Back  2  I  cannot  doubt  that  this  line  corresponds  to  the  quotation  tlxatr^v,  rrjc  ovS^v  dneflpacc 

<f>av\oy  aXtTpic  Callim.  fr.  334.  But  it  ended  with  a  different  word,  and  though  I  cannot  contest  the  cor¬ 

rectness  of  aXerpic,  I  must  observe  that  I  should  not  have  thought  that  the  removal  of  the  ‘rubbish’ 
from  a  grain  was  the  function  of  the  grinder  but  of  the  thresher. 

3  The  superscript  could  be  taken  to  begin  with  17  and  to  end  with  x  and  a  suspended  /J  or  x,  but 
I  suspect  that  the  signs  are  to  be  otherwise  combined  and  without  a  clue  to  the  requisite  sense  I  can 

suggest  nothing  plausible.  There  is  some  likelihood  that  part  of  the  ink  belongs  to  the  tail  of  <f>  in  I.  2. 
otce:  apparently  third  singular  of  the  aorist  indicative.  This  person  and  tense  not  exemplified 

elsewhere,  otce  imperative  Callim.  Ay.  vi  136,  oLIpev  infinitive  Callim.  fr.  278,  2. 

I

 

 
should  guess :  She  (i.e,  Hecale)  fetched  .... 

If  eAai[  is  rightly  deciphered,  iXauZv  must  be  implied,  or  perhaps  I  should  say,  this  accentuation  is 
not  compatible  with  any  other  case  of  4X ala. 

4  seq.  ytpyipipov  -nirupiv  re  /cat  ~\t)V  dneO-qx^aro  XtvxrjV 
tlv  aXl  vrjx^cBai  <f>QivoTT\u}p\jt&\a[  Callim,  fr.  248. 

2530.  Callimachus,  Hecale  ? 

The  argument  for  the  attribution  of  the  following  scrap  to  the  Hecale  is  obviously 

frail.  Although  I  do  not  think  it  will  be  doubted  that  beginnings  of  verses  are  to  be 

recognized,  there  is  no  certainty  that  they  are  hexameters,  and  1.  3  does  not  readily 

accord  with  this  hypothesis.  But  the  possibility  that  1.  5  is  correctly  identified 

makes  the  fragment  worth  publishing. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  largish  clumsy  uncial  on  the  back  of  a  document  of  the 

later  first  century.  I  suppose  it  may  be  assigned  to  the  second. 

1  Or  'in'  (the  hollow).  I  believe  Hunt’s  argument  for  throxflomji  against  v-no  y^ovtTjt  at  2080  ii  73 
(Callim.  fr.  43,  71)  to  be  illusory,  tic  .  .  cutoc  rjXact  .  .  pfjXa  Od.  ix  237,  337  but  ibro  .  .  c-n-eoc 

rjXact  prjXa  II-  iv  279,'  xoiparai  thro  cttccci  Od.  iv  403  ;  to  say  nothing  of  drro  xtv&ta,  yairjc,  vtt’  alOovcrji et  simm. 

dyAacefj,  e  m  [ 

tyhauov 

TOpSi7/xe[]  _  [ 

T€i<i/ovfJbr)r[ 

5  ]  TO)fj,eveycv[ 
1  Of  <:  only  the  base  Of  the  second  f  only  the  turn-up  .[»  the  f°ot  of  an  upright  2  After 

vyor  the  left-hand  side  of  77  3  ].[,  if  17  or  it,  4,  one  letter  is  lost  after  e  4  Of  7?  only  the 

top  of  the  left-hand  upright  with  the  start  of  the  cross-stroke 

1  If  OvXdc  is  to  be  recognized,  it  is  the  first  true  appearance  of  this  word,  though  it  was  conjec¬ 

tured  by  Ruhnken  in  Callim.  fr.  724,  where  ovXdc  is  to  be  accepted  (Pfeiffer  ad  loc.).  A  certain  support 

for  the  form  is  afforded  by  Hesych.  OvXihtc,  6uXXlc,  but  the  entry  in  LSJ  is  deceptive. 

2  The  compound  ixbaUiv  is  not  attested,  unless  by  Hesych.  in  tx^dfi-q*  4xav9q  as  emended,  but  I  see no  better  choice. 

3  seqq.  Perhaps  ‘Him  she  (addressed)  ...  my  child,  do  not  (suffer  the  fate  of  my  two  child¬ 

ren)  .  .  .  them  I  (reared’)  &c. s  TO)  ph  4yd)  OaXetcciv  dv4rpt(j)ov  is  Callim.  fr.  337.  The  line  perhaps  is  found  in  its  place  at  2376 

i  1  {Hecale)  but  the  quotation  is  there  represented  only  by  ]w<f>ov  and  nothing  is  preserved  of  the  pre¬ 
ceding  verses. 

Addendum  to  2258  (Callimachus) 

The  remains  on  the  front  of  the  following  scrap  of  a  codex  very  much  resembling 

2258  may  be  assigned  with  fair  probability  to  the  Hecale.  I  have  not  succeeded  in 

identifying  any  other  verse  than  the  third. 

Front. 

].wr[ 

]..[  ].v&[ 

]7roAy/C  LfJL '  [ 

]cro[ 

5  ]0CT.[ 

avTLKa  Kevdlrnrrjv  re]  7To\vKpLfiv\6v  re  LI pocvpvav 

i  ].,  a  trace  on  the  line  2  ]. .[,  perhaps  three  letters  represented,  perhaps  two;  only 
traces  on  the  line  3  Callim.  fr.  279  5  perhaps  the  upright  of  p 

3  There  is  a  variant  iroXvxpqfivov,  which  is  applied  to  other  places,  e.g.  tt.  'Etccovov  It.  ii  497. 
7 joXvKpipvoc  (  =  TToXvxpiOoc,  e.g.  Euphor.  5r,  14  P)  is  not  found  elsewhere. 
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].[ 

]...y 
]t^>uAarre[ 
]/catS[ 

5  ]°V.§[ 
}mA 

*  *  * 

i  An  upright  forked  at  the  top,  but  not  the  v  of  this  hand  2  perhaps  the  apex  and 
part  of  the  loop  of  a  Before  v  possibly  e 

3  The  Attic  form  reveals  that  this  is  part  of  the  comment. 

INDEX 

(The  figures  25  are  io  be  supplied  before  07-30;  figures  in  small  raised  type  refer  to  frag¬ 
ments,  small  roman  figures  to  columns;  an  asterisk  indicates  that  the  word  to  which  it  is 

attached  is  not  recorded  in  the  ninth  edition  of  Liddell  and  Scott ,  Greek-English  Lexicon; 
square  brackets  indicate  that  a  word  is  supplied  from  other  sources  or  by  conjecture; 

a  reference  enclosed  in  round  brackets  indicates  an  interlinear  comment.) 

ayatoffi  13  12. 

ayaAAo[  20  11  8  ? 
a yye'AAetr  14  ii  19. 

aye iv  09  io,  16  [20  1  X3?]. 
ayeAei'77  12  2  3. 

ayAaoc  09  6. 

ayptoc  24  6  i  8  ? 
avS[  26a  18  1. 
ABpTjCTOC  [181  22]. 
ad  21  i ;  see  also  aid. aeAAa  22  14. 

aivaoc  23  1  ii  4 

devdaiv  23  1  ii  4  ? 

aepoete  24  1  i  IO. 

a(?ap.[  20  14  2. 

a $av[  24  5  ii  3. 
aOdvaroc  14  ii  26. A$i pvah)  07  9. 

al  14  ii  15. 

a  fa  [20  1  10?]  28  5. 

Alyatcov  15  1  3. 
alytaMc  [28  2]. 
alyloyoc  09  7,  13. 

euSydc  [26b  9  4]. A'tBwvajc  18  1  5. 

aUl  16  2  6  24  1  i  13. aUiycvi-njc  09  IO,  [16]. 

atdtfp  09  i  24  1  i  1. aWikceiv  26b  2  8. 
AipLOvlrjBev  [26a  15  7  ?]. 

Atvioc  [27  5?]. 
Atvoc  27  4. 

ato[  26c  1  3. 

alvruc  22  9,  IS- 

atpav  10  6. 

(-)atpe tv  09  14. 
atcce«/  09  I  10  5. 

d/cp^c  26b  5  2  ? 

CLKOITIC  [09  3]. 

anopijTOc  24  8  4. 

AKptop([  16  3  2? axpwptta  [16  3  2?] 

AnTalaiU  [09  17]. 

aXawd^eiv  11  7  20  1  18. aheyeiv  [26b  3  4]. 
dAe^eiy  22  7* 

afoc  14  ii  [12],  13  25  i  5. 
*dAtTety7jc  26B  2  4, 

dAAa  23  1  ii  10. 

aAAd  19  1  ii  3,  5. 

aAAdre  23  1  ii  2. 

a'AAore  [21  3]. 

aA fi-q  26B  2  6. 
apav  24  4  ii  8. 
apidfiecOa t  [30  3?], 

ap,€vr}voc  [24  4  i  6?]. 
dp.vvrcop  20  1  15. 

dp^ptcroc  16  1  i  3. dp.j>t  10  8  18  1  8,  2  20  3  7. 

Ap.<f)idp-qc  19  1  ii  1. 
ap.<f>tfipOTOc  [08  5?]* 

apL<jilpVT0C  15  1  7. 

d/Lt^orepoc  26b  3  io. apcupo[  19  1  ii  3  ? 

av  07  5  22  12  26b  3  14. 

dv a. [22  8  26a  12  5. avaypd^eiv  28  17, 

dvaKrfKteiv  26b  2  6. 
avaKropov  [08  10]. 

ava{  [13  16]  24  8  8. *avapBtfc  26B  3  6. 

aVStya  [193<a>8?]  26a  1  6. 

avtpioc  15  1  10. avi/jp  08  15,  17  09  9  [12  2  4]  13  16 
16  6  5  18  3  s,  7[Ca>5  (  = 
7^)  1?)]  20  1  [21?],  24  22  6 

26b  3  11. 
avOpuiTToc  [18  1  12]  24  6  i  9. 

dvopodetv  15  1  8. 

d^r[  (08  5). 

dvTiKpd  24  4  ii  10. 

dvriTtaXoc  [08  9]. 

d£to[  25  ii  9- 

doiSi/ 16  1  i  2. 

aoiSoc  26b  3  12. doAA-  [16  8  2?]. 

Aovioc  26b  2  1. dirap-dfiecdat  [24  6  ii  9?]. 
a 77 avcudt  [20  12  4  ?]. 

O.TTO.C  [10  7  ?]. 

dmiooc  26C  1  10. Q.TTO  18  6?  20  1  14  [21  5 

24  5  i  1  28  [6],  9. 

a7ro .  [  23  qw 
aw ogaivetv  10  4. 

awo/cA/vety  [29  r.  ij. d-noirpoOt  [22  2]. 

aiToceteiy  [23  3<a>  2?]. 
dnortddat  29  v.  4. 

dTTo<f>OLv€tv  [18  1  ?]. 

a7 TOtpux^tv  18  5^)  6? 

apye[  19  2  ii  6. 

Alpyefoc  [19  10?]. 

apy^c[  26b  1  ii  7. 

Apyovavrrjc  [28  15]. 

Apyoc  16  8  4  19  6? 
Apyvvvtc  [25  i  9?]. 

Apyw  28  13. 
Apt) c  24  5  i  7. 
^pipac-rrot  24 1  i  7. 

ApiCTaioc  26b  3  4. 

dpicTtpoc  24  1  i  2. 
apicTtvc  24  3  5. 
apicToc  22  7. 
AlptcroTeA^c  [27  5], 

ApKaBlT)  20  1  12. 

apiratjeiv  22  13. 

apTrlc  29  r.  2. 

apr[  25  ii  8. 
apxeveiv  [18  1  6?]. 
*acrjTopoc  [16  4  ij. 
dc0pa  10  19. 

acme  08  5> 

accov  16  8  3. 

acr^p  26b  3  7. 

dcru  [20  14  6]. 
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arepL^etv  [19  2  ii  7?]. 

aTpvy€TOC  09  I. 
av  21  6. 

00)817  [19  2  14?]. 
avtaxoc  22  10. 
aure  09  9* 

avTrj  [20  1  22]  24  8  4. 
aUTtKa  22  5)  M- 
aartc  09  II. 

avroc  09  5,  10  [19  2  i  4?]  23 
2U»???  3(6)  I2?  284. 

avreipTfc  26a  1  2. 
Axaitc  20  1  19. 

10  [5],  6,  14. 

AlyeAuiioc  16  1  i  4, 
AxtXXeuc  10  [6?],  [15]. 

aytTaiv  [13  17?]. 
ayoc  09  17  ? 

/iat'vecv  08  2,  18  09  15. 
jSaaAeu c  16  6  3  [26b  6  6], 
jSaaAi -poc  [16  7  3]. 
jSacra^etv  10  21. 

/3e/i7?[  26b  2  IO. 
/Sej3ov;[  26b  4  9. 
Botamoc  [26B  2  I?]. 
JSoiwroc  26a  1  4. 

/Jock[  25  i  6. 

^odXecdat  18  3  6? 
/Jov7rpeppoc  21  8. 
jSouc  08  9. 

fipexToc  26b  3  7. 
jS piapoc  21  5* 

fipvKetv  (  =  /Jpuyttv?)  18  1  4. 

ficofxoc  21  6. 

yofa  13  22  ?  18 1 6  25  ii  6  26a  3  7. 

yap  08  3  14  ii  15  16  8  2?  17  r. 

9  19  1  ii  1  22  2,  8  26b  3  8, 

7  7- 

ye  18  3  5  19  1  ii  4  23  2? 
26a  1  5. 

yeve0A[  26  3<°>  6. 

yepapoc  [16  4  4]. 

yow  21  4  26b  3  6. 

youv[  14  ii  6. 
yov va  See  yow. 

yodvara  See  yovu. 

8a7jva'.  20  1  22  25  1  5* 

Satpovtoc  26a  1  3- 
Satorac  see 

§aKpVO€LC  07  12  [16  9  2?]. 

Zlavaot  19  1  ii  2. 

INDEX 

SaretcOaL  19  3^  7 

Sa^otvoc  24  1  i  12, Se  08  13?  09  1,  2,  2,  4,  9,  19  10 

7,  13, 17  r.  1 18  2  19  1  ii  7 
20  1  6, i  10,  15, ii  13, G  5 

21  2,  6  22  4, 10  23 1  ii  3  24 1  i  1, 

5, 5  ii  9?  25  i  [8],  12  26a1  6,  9, 

10  4  28b  2  (3),  6,  3  9, 6  3  29  v.  3 30  3? 

Set^tatvetv  [25  i  4]. 
Setv  14  ii  24? 

SetaSatjaatv  [17  r.  20]. 

Scfcac  [26b  2  11?]. 

heKO.Tr}  [26B  2  II?]. 

Styviov  23  3<^  8. 
hepKecdai  [26a  10  7]. 

Sec7TOT~r/c  09  18. 
Sevetv  10  20. 

Si;  19  1  ii  3,  [2  ii  8]  22  13  26b 

3  8. 

Stj tor-qc  24 1  i  2. 

ArjuovT}  23  3^)  7. 
SrjAouv  17  V.  IO  ? 

Sijpic  20  12  ii  24 1  i  6, 

hr}pov  [20  1  23  ?]. Sta  09  1  21  3. 

StaA (yecOai  28  12. 

StapLirepec  09  12, 

BCfycdtu  [22  16]. 

hiveveiv  24  1  i  II. Sto[  22  9* 

Alovucoc  26b  2  9  r  see  also 
Aiwwcoc. 

Si <f>poc  15  1  8. Sti/iaAeoc  26b  3  5. 

Aid>vv  25  3<*>  5. zltcavucoc  09  7. 

8oAtx[  13  15. 

S 6p.oc  08  16  16  4  2  17  v.  8. 

Sopt[  16  0  3. *hopiK\etToc  [21  9]- 

Bopu  16  5  3  20  3  2. 
Suvapuc  19  1  ii  4* 
hucqx^c  22  5- 

hvc}jt,€vr}c  08  II. 

Si/cyetpepoc  [13  22], 

(8a >fi[  26a  15  8.) hcopov  07  10. 

eyyu[  20  12  8. 
iyyu 8[  20  1  20, 

ey/c[  26B  10  2. eyXpDrTTtiv  16  5  5  >  see  olso 

eVLXplpt'TTTeLV. 

iyco  07  [4  ?],  5?  7  I?  r-  I  30  5. eSvoPv  16  3  5. 

€0&«v  19  1  ii  5  [20 1 17  ?  *<“■)  i  6], 

et  22  4. 

etSevat  09  5  10  1  ii  2  27  4? 

etvat  09  6  11  6  12  2  7  24 5  i  S 
26a  1  9?  b  3  13. 

etc  28  13 ;  see  also  ic. 
etc  08  3?,  4. 

etVa  [26a  1  8], 
etajc  see  ewe. 

€K  18  3  4  20  3  9  (26a  19  3). 
e/eacroc  18  2. 
end repOev  [20  ii  14]* 
^eVSatav  30  2  ? 

e«7rayA[  18  6^)  cj. "Ektwp  14  ii  25  17  v.  9. 
eAata  [29  v.  3]. 
e’Aavvetv  21  6. 

eAa<^>[  26B  10  4. 
’£AAo7Tta  28  3,  5,  8. 
"£AAo0  28  [7],  [9]. 
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itself  may  well  have  been  spoken  of  as  ‘on’,  ‘at*  or  ‘over’  it.  At  Ag.  626  ff.  Dawe 

(p.  184)  has  drawn  attention  to  another  difficulty.  ‘Did  he  sail  from  Ilion  in 

your  sight  ?’,  asks  the  coryphaeus,  ‘or  did  a  storm  fall  on  all  alike  and  snatch 

him  from  the  host?*  Dawe  objects  that  the  antithesis  between  ‘in  your  sight* 

and  ‘a  storm*  is  ‘empty*,  and  offers  an  emendation  we  need  not  go  into.  But 
the  Athenian  theatre-goer  will  hardly  have  applied  such  rigorous  logic,  parti¬ 

cularly  since  he  will  have  remembered  the  story  told  in  Agias*  Jfostoi  (see 

Proclus*  summary  on  p.  108  of  Allen’s  O.G.T.  of  Homer,  v)  that  just  before 
leaving  Troy  Menelaus  quarrelled  with  his  brother  and  set  off  alone.  This 

would  not  be  the  only  instance  of  a  tragedian  explicitly  rejecting  one  known 

version  of  a  story  in  favour  of  another.  At  Ag.  1322  I  find  Fraenkel’s  defence 

of  prjots  adequate,  despite  Dawe’s  remarks  on  p.  186;  and  at  Cho.  631  I  see 
no  reason  to  pronounce  AijfjLvloun  corrupt.  The  other  emendations  will  be  found 

treated  by  Stinton ;  I  agree  with  him  that  SiKcdws  at  Sept.  626  is  an  attractive 

suggestion. 
Dawe  gives  new  information  (ch.  9)  about  the  text  of  the  Eumenides  in  the 

Salamanca  manuscript  E to  which  he  drew  attention  in  Eranos  for  1959;  he 

thinks  it  was  taken  from  TricHnius’  working  copy  later  than  either  G  or  F, 
and  future  editors  must  certainly  take  account  of  it. 

I  have  had  no  opportunity  to  check  the  accuracy  of  Dawe’s  collations.  He  is 
scrupulous  in  distinguishing  the  different  kinds  of  writing  in  various  places  by 

the  various  hands,  and  I  have  no  reason  to  doubt  that  he  is  as  accurate  as  he 

implies.  He  might  have  spared  himself  the  trouble  of  recording  quite  so 

many  minor  variations  in  spelling  and  other  minutiae  such  as  the  presence  or 
absence  of  breathing. 

The  presentation  of  the  book  is  admirably  clear  and  the  style  lively,  but 

most  readers  will  be  irritated  by  Dawe’s  boastful  and  aggressive  tone.  Much 

of  his  castigation  of  the  people  whom  he  calls  ‘the  stemmatists’  is  beside  the 

point ;  Maas  well  knew  that  ‘against  contamination  there  is  no  specific’  ( Textual 

Criticism ,  p.  49 ;  see  Pasquali’s  preface  to  N.  Martinelli’s  Italian  version  of  that 
work  [Florence,  1932],  viii-ix).  For  the  textual  critic  of  early  Greek  poetry  the 
kind  of  rhetoric  that  makes  the  writer  seem  to  take  for  granted  that  one  ap¬ 
proach  only  to  a  difficult  critical  problem,  and  that  his  own,  is  worthy  of  a 
rational  man,  is  a  knife  that  often  cuts  the  hand  that  wields  it. 

But  it  would  be  ungenerous  to  allow  annoyance  with  these  failings,  or  with 

the  deficiencies  which  they  have  caused,  to  blind  us  to  the  very  substantial 

achievement  which  this  book  represents.  For  all  scholars  seriously  interested 

in  the  text  of  Aeschylus  it  is  indispensable,  and  by  itself  assures  its  author 

of  a  place  of  honour  in  the  history  of  Aeschylean  studies. 

Christ  Church,  Oxford  HUGH  LLOYD-JONES 

NEW  FRAGMENTS  OF  GREEK  POETRY 

E.  Lobel:  The  Oxyrhynchus  Papyri ,  Part  xxx.  viii-f-98;  13  plates.  Lon¬ 
don:  Egypt  Exploration  Society,  1964.  Boards,  £5.  $s.  net 

As  it  says  in  the  preface:  ‘This,  part  is  devoted  to  fragments  of  hitherto  un¬ 
known  Greek  poetry.  Two  of  the  pieces  contain  elegiac  verses,  the  rest  are 
hexameters,  or  commentaries  and  lexica  which  illuminate  hexameter  verses. 
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For  their  recognition,  assembly,  and  interpretation  the  scholarly  world  is 

under  a  unique  debt  to  Mr,  Lobel.’ 
2507,  2508.  Elegiacs,  ascribed  with  a  query  to  Archilochus.  The  second 

piece,  which  mentions  fighting  and  Euboean  places,  will  have  to  encumber 

future  discussion  of  the  Lelantine  War.  2507.  4  7rij/x*  tyvr^vo*  fiporois.  Gf. 

Hes.  Th.  223,  Op.  804,  Od.  xii.  125.  12  jSfc'Aca.  2508,  3  cf.  Theog,  18. 
6 :  a  subjunctive  in  -771*71  is  not  attested  for  Archilochus ;  it  is  found  in  elegy 

at  Theog.  139  (direct  echo  of  Hes.  Th.  432).  15  Ad  £u[v-.  25  atr^os*? 
2509.  An  incoherent  epic  pastiche  involving  Chiron,  Actaeon,  and  a  pro¬ 

phecy  about  Dionysus.  The  author  of  the  Hesiodic  Catalogue  would  turn  in  his 

grave  if  he  knew  that  it  had  been  attributed  to  him. 

2510.  Verses  in  which,  after  Achilles’  death,  a  deity  announces  that  he  will 
be  removed  to  the  abode  of  heroes,  and  Ajax  and  Odysseus  set  about  fetching 

his  body  out  of  the  fray.  One  might  think  of  the  Aethiopis  except,  as  Lobel  points 

out,  that  there  Ajax  shouldered  the  corpse,  here  apparently  Odysseus.  It  is 

anyway  not  very  likely  that  the  Aethiopis  (even  less  likely  that  any  other 

early  epic  which  dealt  with  this  episode)  was  extant  in  the  fourth  century. 

So  probably  a  late  composition,  despite  the  homerizing  style. 

2  ej  p.aKapwv  v]ypov$,  5  ov]vat£av  (cf.  Q,.  Smym.  ii.  456).  9  S17  rore 

Aaprr]iaBr)s  ( Aapr -  first  in  Tragedy).  16  ebr*  o\y\p\a]v6B\<cv. 
25  ix.  A  fragment  of  which  the  last  lines,  referring  to  Peleus’  sack  of  Iolcus, 

closely  resemble,  but  are  not  identical  with,  the  first  lines  of  [Hes.]  fr.  2 1 1 

M.-W.  (81  Rz.,  O  Merk.  (1957)).  I  would  attribute  it  to  the  Catalogue  on  the 
strength  of  this  correspondence,  and  for  another  reason:  the  preceding  lines 

refer  to  someone  killed  at  the  Scaean  Gates,  clearly  a  later  event.  Lobel  sug¬ 

gests  a  prophecy,  but  it  is  hard  to  see  how  this  could  have  been  fitted  in.  I 
suggest  that  it  refers  to  Patroclus  {lauop.(voiai  irvBeaBac  in  6  being  an  allusion 

to  the  fame  of  songs  on  that  topic).  A  transition  from  Patroclus  to  Peleus  would 

fit  naturally  into  the  Catalogue ,  where  Menoetius  was  Peleus’  brother  (fr.  2 1 2a 

M.— W.,  84  Rz.)  J  e.g.  7  8’  atrr*  *  J]atoAfc[di'. 2512,  2513.  Mythological  narratives  of  uncertain  date  and  reference.  2513 
refers  to  Thracians,  and  perhaps  to  Iphigenia  and  Agamemnon ;  cf.  26  apyenjf. 

25x4.  Troica.  otix  aAts  beginning  two  successive  lines  suggests  the  rhetorical 

style  of  epic  that  became  popular  in  the  third  century  a.d. 

2515.  Two  fragments,  the  larger  of  which  describes  a  turmoil  of  the  elements 

caused  by  an  angry  Poseidon.  Content,  diction,  and  metre  incline  me  to  think 
of  the  Gigantias  of  Dionysius  Bassaricus.  If  line  2  were  ApA]^ouos  vppi[cr]d[£l<rr)st 

the  storm  would  be  directed  at  Heracles  on  his  way  to  Troy  after  getting 

Hippolyte’s  belt. 
Fr.  1.  5  7reAcu]f>ta.  7  a/x^tpuro?  xBtbv  shows  the  influence  of  Hellenistic 

geography;  cf.  Euphorion  fr.  122,  D.P.  4;  Cic.  jV.D.  ii.  165,  Rep.  vi.  20. 
2516.  Sixteen  fragments  of  the  poem  of  Antimachus  that  was  the  object  of 

the  commentary  published  by  Vogliano ;  still  no  decisive  proof  that  it  was  the 
Tkebaid.  It  appears  that  hiatus  was  commoner  in  Antimachus  than  Wyss 

thought.  Fr.  1  (a)  i.  2,  the  third  person  does  not  suit  the  beginning  of  a  piece, 

ii.  7  irarpoK\aat.yvfyr -.  Fr.  4,  i— 3  ~  fr.  187  W.  It  is  disturbing  that  the  next 
eight  verses  will  not  admit  fr.  188  ]pa  iSt liiKpav[d]ecrcra.  But  irerpr^v  vipiKpdv]<nav 

(mkp  K€<f)[aX~  might  have  stood  in  6,  referring  to  Tantalus  in  Hades.  10 
08171/.  Fr.  5.  6,  the  pillars  of  Heracles  might  be  relevant  to  fr.  1  (a)  ii.  3 

£cmep[.  Fr.  8,  the  men  leaving  their  wives  behind  in  Argos  might  be 
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relevant  to  the  parturition  in  Argos  described  in  frr.  .174-83  W.  Fr.  12. 

3  y]afys  T€  Ka ^  o[vpavov.  Fr.  13.  2  A^rjovs. 

2517.  Glossary  of  Homeric  words  between  davpd&w  and  Bpijvvs. 

2518.  Twenty-three  fragments  of  Antimachus’  Thebaid\  fr.  1.  7  =  fr.  45  W. 

Fr.  I.  4  T\4p.[ 10  u08p] vv  oct[ou]?  ?  Fr.  5  (a)  9  €ot[o,  10  ]^iy€ia  ax[: 

II  n<xv$ap4o]v?  (b)  4  x\tpoiv.  Fr.  6.  4  vor4]p’  t/cpara ?  Cf.  t/qtarcuS?;? 
‘moist’.  Fr.  7  (a)  3-4  Ap]elova[  .  .  .  7r]oS<uKe[a? 

2519.  Fragments  of  indeterminate  date  mentioning  Amphiaraus,  Danaans, 

Argos,  and  Argives.  Lobel  suggests  Antimachus. 

2520.  An  epic  on  the  campaigns  of  Philip  of  Macedon.  Fr.  1,  10  e[a]a>? 

Fr.  5.  i.  7  alvvp.[  (space  forbids  *]a£)-  Fr.  13.  11  6]ep€ttyev4\r.  In  conjunc¬ 
tion  with  8  poo?,  this  suggests  the  Nile  (cf.  Nonn.  xxvi.  238). 

2521.  Verses  in  best  Museum  style  which  refer  bafflingly  to  (a)  people  who 

prayed  to  [the  son  of]  Lagus,  presumably  in  the  same  sense  as  the  Trojans 

*prayed?  to  Hector  (II.  xxii.  394);  (6)  someone  who  sends  prophetic  dreams; 
(c)  someone  who  at  various  times  dispatches  across  the  sea  a  [.  .  .]  and  a  gleam¬ 

ing  new  crown  that  lie  at  his  knees  ( ! )  and  a  huge  altar.  Professor  Lloyd-Jones 

suggests  that  these  objects  may  be  constellations:  Corona  Borealis  is  near 

someone  with  important  knees  (though  actually  behind  his  back,  Arat.  73), 
and  constellations  am  be  said  to  cross  the  sea.  This  leads  me  to  speculate  that 

the  fragment  may  belong  to  Eratosthenes’  Hermes ,  a  poem  known  to  have 
been  concerned  with  astronomy;  Hermes  is  rjytjTcup  ovelptuv  (h.  Harm.  14)* 

and  his  lyre  is  the  other  thing  near  Engonasin’s  knee  (Arat.  272),  though  I 
cannot  see  a  way  of  restoring  it  in  verse  4. 

2522.  A  fragment  represented  by  two  manuscripts.  Lobel  very  attractively 

suggests  Rhianus’  Messeniaca.  3-4  ini  ydov[a  .  .  .  r)p(r]ipTqv  ?  3  I  doubt 
«o]//.p.ou.  10  ne[tpap?  11  <?Ae aur[0c.  1 5  alnv  applied  to  the  Messenian 

*Piov  has  special  point:  it  recalls  Homer’s  Alnvj AZneia,  which  was  there 
(Strabo  360).  Gf,  9  alnvrdrqs  At o[?  eSp^??].  The  difficult  Theocr.  1.  125 

might  be  a  reminiscence  of  Rhianus  (on  whose  date  see  Jacoby,  F.Gr.Hist.  iiiA 
Comm.,  pp.  89  f.,  199). 

2523.  Perhaps  a  Hellenistic  poem ;  various  deities  appear  to  be  mentioned, 

and  also  axv AaKe?  and  <f>dppai<a. 

2524.  Fighting  involving  Neleidae,  Arimaspi,  and  perhaps  a  son  of  Phar- 
naces,  all  in  Dorizing  hexameters  numbered  by  the  hundred,  ael  <f>ep€t  n  17 

AtfUvr}  kcllvov.  Who  is  the  son  of  Phamaces  (fr.  8.  3)  ?  Lobel  suggests  Pharna- 

bazus,  and  events  c.  400  b.c.  But  Xerxes’  expedition  is  a  more  likely  epic 
theme,  and  I  would  offer  Artabazus.  If  the  Neleids  (fr.  1 .  4)  are  Athenians, 

and  the  same  as  the  people  who  fought  eV’  apterrepd  SaioroTo?  (fr.  1.  2),  that 
would  fit  the  battle  ofPIataea  (Hdt.  ix.  28  sq.) ;  the  Arimaspi  would  be  presented 

as  one  of  the  remote  peoples  from  whom  Xerxes’  army  was  recruited.  Fr.  1.7 
■n-oAcp.oKAjoi'ot.  Fr.  2.  4  possibly  cpw  ApCSa.  Fr.  4.  ii.  9  avr[o]Kau[tyvT)T 

We  know  that  Choerilus’  Persica  were  read  at  Oxyrhynchus  (1399;  not  the 
same  hand  as  2524,  but  similar  in  date).  Citations  show  no  signs  of  Doric; 

but  the  papyrus  is  inconsistent,  and  if  Choerilus  were  the  author,  the  Doric 

element  might  be  connected  with  his  patronage  by  Lysander.  Choerilus’ 

rpoyoKoupa?  is  nearly  as  bold  a  formation  as  this  poet’s  v8aTorpe<^Aam??. 

2525.  Euphorion,  containing  fr.  63  P.  i.  8,  Hermann’s  Bridge  requires 
djrcu^ctn. 

2526.  Thirty-eight  fragments  which  Lobel  judges  to  be  copied  by  one  man 
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but  perhaps  not  all  in  one  manuscript.  He  suggests  Euphorion,  and  various 

things  favour  this.  The  most  substantial  pieces  are  B  2  and  3,  one  about  a 

woman’s  corpse  washed  up  in  Euboea,  the  other  about  Aristaeus,  apparently 

the  end  of  a  poem.  B  3.  8,  I  should  like  to  read  81)  yap  a[<f> ’  o]ye,  if  possible. 
C  1.  8  ]g,oTofjia[ :  in  view  of  6  mxko^hJ,  10  ]  anXoa  KVfj.[ara,  one  may  recall  Ap, 

Rhod.  i.  2  Tlovroio  Kara  errofw.. 

2527.  Apparently  a  scrap  of  a  commentary,  with  references  to  Aristotle 
and  perhaps  Euphorion,  on  a  poem  that  contained  a  word  or  name  ]pea^v 
and  mentioned  Ainos :  conceivably  Callimachus,  cf  fr.  697. 

2528.  Commentary,  probably  on  Euphorion.  The  lemmata  give  parts  of 
three  verses,  which  refer  to  the  Argonauts.  Lines  13  ff.,  read: 

]  et?  Apyd>  irapovs  [eVpijmr’  y  Iiqcrojv.  ntpi  [tov]  aroXov  tGsv  Apyo[vavT]u)w  [o]rt 
ov  rot)?  [aurou?  a]vaypd(ftova[L]v. 

2529.  Scrap  from  a  codex  containing  Callimachus’  Hecale.  Fr.  248,  and 
less  certainly  fr.  334,  are  recognized  in  it.  Professor  Webster  makes  the  very 
attractive  suggestion  that  fr.  239  is  to  be  combined  with  verse  2  of  the  recto : 

Aticraf?’]  wr’  ap7rtSa[?,  ptnefnjv  S’  dnecrelaaro  XaifirjVj ]aSa,  n)r  ay[ 

Theseus’  reception  in  Hecale’s  house  is  then  followed  at  a  decent  interval  by 
the  meal. 

2530.  A  fragment  in  which  Call.  fr.  337  is  perhaps  to  be  recognized,  as  also 

in  2376  i.  1  (Hecale). 

Addendum  to  2258  (p.  91)  :  a  scrap  from  the  Hecale  part  of  the  codex,  con¬ taining  fr.  279. 

In  future  volumes  it  would  save  space  and  be  otherwise  nice  if  (a)  the 

Contents,  Table  of  Papyri,  and  ‘Numbers  and  Plates’  list  were  amalgamated 
(and  why  not  tell  us  the  plate  numbers  in  the  text?) ;  (6)  editors  made  less 

use  of  prevarications  such  as  ‘Though  there  is  no  good  reason  to  suppose  that 
the  guess  is  of  any  value,  no  harm  can  be  done  by  remarking  that .  .  But 

we  are  grateful  as  ever  for  the  mistakes  of  Time’s  sickle,  and  the  skill  of  the 

gleaners. University  College,  Oxford 

M.  L.  WEST 

ZENO’S  FRAGMENTS 

Mario  Untersteiner  :  Zenone,  Testimonialize  e  frammenii.  Introduzione, 

traduzione  e  commento.  (Biblioteca  di  Studi  Superiori,  xlvi.)  Pp.  xxx 

-f-219.  Florence:  La  Nuova  Italia,  1963.  Paper,  L .  3,500. 

Untersteiner’s  interpretation  of  Zeno  the  Elea  tic  comes  as  a  sequel  to  his 
Parmenide  published  in- the  same  series  in  1958  (see  C.R .  lxxiv  [i960],  111-12). 

His  emendation  of  Parmenides  fr.  8.  5-6  is  further  discussed  and  defended  in 

an  appendix  to  the  present  volume  and  the  whole  of  Zeno’s  work  is  regarded 
as  a  defence  of  Parmenides*  basic  position.  For  this  indeed  we  have  the 
testimony  of  Plato  (Farm.  128  c — fiorfOad  n?  rw  Happ-evlSov  Aoyto) .  But  the 

Parmenides  whom  Zeno  is  to  help  is  not  Plato’s  Parmenides.  Whereas  for 
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